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UNAOHM FSM5987 T.V. FIELD STRENGTH METER

**Input**
- Sensitivity: from 20dBuV to 110dBuV (-40dBmV to 50dBmV) or 10uV to 0.3V, in eight 10dB steps.
- Reading: dB reading proportional to peak value for video signals; proportional to mean value for AM or FM sound signals. Two more scales are available: volt from 0 to 50, and ohm from 0 to 2000 ohm. Battery status is also provided.
- Accuracy: +/-3dB for bands I & III
- Impedance: 75 ohm unbalanced; DC component blocked up to 100V.

**Frequency Range:**
- 46 to 860 MHz as follows:
  - Band I: 46 to 106MHz
  - Band III: 106 to 206MHz
  - Band H: 260 to 460MHz
  - Band U: 460 to 860MHz

**Reading:** 4 digit LCD readout. 100KHz resolution.

**Price:** £378.00 exc. VAT and Carriage.

---

UNAOHM EP741FMS FIELD STRENGTH METER/SPECTRUM ANALYZER

**Frequency:** Continuously adjustable via a geared-down vernier as follows:
- IF: 38.9MHz
- FM Band: 88 to 106MHz
- Band III: 106 to 206MHz
- Band H: 260 to 460MHz
- Band U: 450 to 860MHz

**Frequency Range:**
- TV Bands — 4 digit counter with 100KHz resolution
- FM Band — 5 digit counter with 10KHz resolution

**Reading:**
- TV Bands: picture
- FM Band: line sync pulse [with chroma burst if TV signal is coded for colour]

**Panorama:**
- Panorama: panoramic display of the frequency spectrum within the selected band and of tuning marker
- Expansion: Adjustable expansion of a portion of the spectrum around the tuned frequency
- Analogue: 20 to 40dB. Static measurement of received signal. Scale calibrated in dBuV at top of picture tube) to rms value of signal level.

**Price:** £1344.00 exc. VAT and Carriage.

---

UNAOHM EH 1000 TELETEXT AND VIDEO ANALYZER

**Function:**
- Eye Pattern: display of RF and video-frequency teletext signals by means of eye pattern diagrams both in linear representation and Lissajous figures (0 and X).
- Frequency Range: 45 to 860MHz. Frequency synthesis, 99 channel recall facility, 50KHz resolution, 30 channel digital memory. Level: 40 to 120dBuV, attenuator continuously adjustable. Indication of the minimum level for a correct operation of the instrument. Impedance: 75 ohm. Connector type: BNC.
- Impedance: 75 ohm or 10K ohm in case of a through-signal. Connector type: BNC.
- Input Connector: 1Vpp/75 ohm.
- Accuracy: Reference Xtal +/-1 digit.
- Jitter on regen'd clock: <25ns.
- Line selector: Selection of any TV line between the 2nd and the 625th scanning cycle by means of a 3 digit thumbwheel switch.
- Vertical Channel: Sensitivity: 0.5 to 2Vpp/cm. Frequency Response: DC to 10MHz. Rise time: pre & overshoot: <2%. Input Coupling: AC. Input Impedance: 75 ohm/50pF.
- Time Base: Sweep Range: 20 to 10ns (1/12 frames), 32

**Price:** £1670.20 exc. VAT and Carriage.
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COMMENT

Predicting the unpredictable

How technological advancements will affect the future is remarkably difficult to predict. There is no need to go back to the industrial revolution to find evidence of this statement. As many of you will remember, not too many years ago experts predicted that the country would soon be run by a big brother computer.

Were it not for microprocessors we might now have a big brother. Admittedly there are a few large central computers doing mainly specific tasks, and the day might still come when our destinies are determined by a central supercomputer, but the majority of today's processing is done locally — in offices, laboratories, shops, factories and in the home.

And, on the subject of predictions, who can say with any certainty whether computers will eventually create jobs or cause even more unemployment? Popular answers to this question are frequently evaluated from political rather than computer knowledge, which is perhaps what flawed the central-computer theory.

One of the boldest predictions made recently comes from researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology, who say that by the year 2000, operators will be instructing computers in plain language, not by entering commands on a keyboard. That in itself is not a particularly profound prediction, but researcher David Roessner goes on to make a point with much wider implications. As a result of advances in computer technology, and in particular in the computer-to-person interface, he says that we will be "thrown back on those skills that are uniquely human — skills such as knowing what questions to ask, how to interpret information, and how to judge when a computer-generated answer does not make sense."

Our schools are certainly working hard at "computer education," but might emphasise turning away from teaching the disciplines of computer technology and programming — which is essentially problem solving — towards training in how to type and how to use programs such as word processors, data bases and spread sheets? One hopes not, but since it has become so clear that the health of a nation relies on the success of its industry and commerce such a situation is justifiable should you put the long-term future second to current needs.

Getting and holding a job in the future, says Roessner, will require literacy, not computer literacy. If he is right, there will be problems for everyone should we decide to train computer use rather than continue to teach problem solving using computers. Young people will leave school expecting to use their hard-earned training and be disappointed, employers will find a shortage of suitable staff, and the economy will suffer through the resulting short-fall in production.

Of course, nothing indicates that every future worker will need to be a computer programmer. It might be that our current information-technology managers and computer programmers will evolve side by side, and jobs for everyone else might suddenly appear, he created, or never have disappeared in the first place.

Two things are certain from this reminder that new technology might not produce the results that seem immediately apparent. One is that any child emerging from school with the ability to solve problems will make a better contribution to society than one emerging with a sound knowledge of how current computer programs work. The other is that any unbiased prediction of the effects of new technology is better than none.
"It's a pretty small battery-powered PROM programmer — so what?"

Tools which are convenient get used a lot — that justifies their existence. There is no way we could explain all the usefulness of S3 here.

Instead, if you're interested we're going to let you see it, use it and evaluate it in your own workshop. We went to a lot of trouble to design S3 just the way it is — no other PROMMER is all CMOS and all SMT. So we must be convinced that S3 would be a formidable addition to your armory. Now all we have to do is to convince you.

"Such a little thing can't be powerful, like a big bench-programmer — er — can it?"

Yes, it can. It is more powerful. S3 leaves other prommers streets behind. S3 has continuous memory, which means that you can pick it up and carry on where you left off last week. S3 has a huge library EPROMS and EEPROMS. S3 can blow a hundred or more PROMS without recharging. S3 also works remotely, via RS232. There's a DB25 socket on the back. All commands are available from your computer (through a modem, even). Also S3 helps you develop and debug microsystems by memory-emulation.

"What's this memory-emulation, then?"

It's a technique for Microprocessor Prototype Development, more powerful than ROM emulation, especially useful for single-chip "piggy-back" micros. You plug the lead with the 24/28 pin header in place of the ROM/RAM. You clip the Flying-Write-Lead to the microprocessor and you're in business. The code is entered using either the keyboard or the serial interface. Computer-assembled files are downloaded in standard format — ASCII, BINARY, INTELHEX, MOTOROLA, TEKHEX. Your microprocessor can WRITE to S3 as well as READ. You can edit your variables and stack as well as your program, if you keep them all in S3.

S3 can look like any PROM up to 64K bytes, 25 or 27 series. Access is 100ns — that's really fast. Memory-emulation is cheap, it's universal and the prototype works "like the real thing".

"I'm bound to let the battery go flat."

Quite so. But in practice it doesn't matter. S3 switches off after a half-hour of non-use anyway, or when the battery gets low. You don't lose your data. Then a slow-charge overnight or boost-charge for three hours will restore full capacity. You can keep using it when charging. So there really is no problem.

"I already have a programmer."

Pity it doesn't have S3 features, eh? But here's a trick worth knowing. If you plug S3's EMULead into the master socket of a ganger then you get an S3 with gang capacity. Isn't production separate from development anyway?

"It looks nice. Will I be disappointed?"

Dataman tools are designed to be used by Engineers. Not just sold to Management. Have you ever been misled by some mouthwatering ad for a new product? Great artwork and fairly promises which feed your fancy? On impulse you buy and when the thing arrives you feel let down. The picture looked better. The claims are hardly justified; not exactly misrepresentation, just poor implementation. But you've bought it. And you're stuck with it. It stays in the cupboard, most of the time. So how about this: buy S3 and use it for up to a month. If you're not still thrilled then you can have your money back.

"Refund in the first month! How can you offer that?"

We trust S3 to fire your enthusiasm. We trust you not to use us as a free hire-service. We bet you won't send it back. How would you manage without it?

"These things cost a fortune and take months to arrive."

We wouldn't get you all excited and then let you down. It Costs £495 plus VAT. That includes P & P, Charger, EMULead, Write Lead and a HELP program in ROM. S3 is in stock. Buy it today. Use it tomorrow. (That's a fair promise. But please reserve product by phone or telex to make it come true).

Softy3 is here!

S3 loads its working programs out of a PROM in its socket, like a computer loads from disk. Software expansion is unlimited. Upgrades will come in a PROM. Programs can be exchanged between users. How's that for upgradability?

"Can I change the way it works?"

You surely can. We keep no secrets. System Variables can be "fiddled." New programming algorithms can be written from the keyboard. Voltages are set in software by DACs. If you want to get in deeper, a Developers' Manual is in preparation which will give source-code, BIOS calls, circuit-diagrams, etc. We expect a lively trade in third-party software e.g. disassemblers, break-point-setters and single-steppers for various micros. We will support a User Group.
A demonstration to be held at Brighton in September will form a significant step in the European attempt to establish a compatible high-definition television standard. It could also be crucial in an international decision, to be made eventually by the CCIR, on whether this standard will be acceptable as a world h.d.t.v standard.

The demonstration is being organized by member countries responsible for the Eureka EU95 h.d.t.v project. It is outlined in this collaborative European scheme was given in the March 1988 issue, pp. 294. It will take place at the site of the International Broadcasting Convention, 23-27 September, but will not be an official part of the convention and will not be open to all IBC visitors. It has a limited objective: to demonstrate a working chain of hardware based on an interim h.d.t.v production standard of 1250 lines, 50 fields per second and a 2:1 interlacing factor.

This hardware is designed as it for a compatible broadcasting system - an essential feature of the European proposal. The compatibility will be with the MAC/packet d.b.s. transmissions to be started soon in Europe (e.g. in Britain from the BSB satellite now being prepared for launch). Since the MAC d.b.s. signals will be displayed through MAC decoders on existing standard PAL and SECAM television sets, the EU95 h.d.t.v transmissions would therefore be compatible with these 625/50/2:1 receivers. And, of course, the h.d.t.v pictures transmitted via the d.b.s. channels would also be displayed on new high-definition television sets as and when these become available.

Demonstration of the interim production standard at Brighton is described as a "limited objective" because it is only one step on the way to a complete and viable system. In the past the television production standard was the same as the transmission standard and the receiver display standard. Then standards converters working between, say 525 and 625-line systems, showed that a production standard need not, in fact, be the same as the transmission (= display) standard.

Now, digital signal processing has advanced to such an extent, and its cost reduced through v.l.s.i. devices, that all three can be different from each other where it serves a practical purpose. For example, large-area flicker resulting from a combination of field rate and screen brightness, is exclusively a problem of the display standard. It occurs with screen areas subtending a large angle at the eye because the outer part of the retina is more sensitive to flicker than the fovea or central part. Component manufacturers are therefore now beginning to supply chip sets with digital field memories for receivers to enable incoming 50 field's transmission standard pictures to be displayed at 100Hz field rate in order to eliminate this flicker.

**HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE**

As reported in March, the Eureka 95 collaborators are proposing a single world digital production standard of 1125/50/1:1 (sequential scan) with a 16:9 aspect ratio and 1920 samples per active line for luminance (960 for colour). At Brighton they will only demonstrate an interim production standard because it is as far as they can get in a race against time. An earlier demonstration, at the 1987 Berlin radio and tv show, was little more than a statement of intent and did not include any encoding/decoding hardware. The race results from the need to meet an important deadline - the next plenary assembly of the CCIR in May 1990. As a permanent body of the ITU, the CCIR is the world organization which makes international decisions on broadcast engineering standards.

Eureka 95 made a late start in the h.d.t.v stakes because the collaborative organization was only formed in 1986, immediately after the last CCIR plenary assembly held in Dubrovnik. Essentially it was a European reaction to the possibility that the NHK non-compatible 1125/60/2:1 h.d.t.v standard could become a de facto world standard for broadcasting. This was the only working h.d.t.v system offered as a candidate at Dubrovnik and was officially supported by the USA, Japan, Canada, Brazil and Chile. It includes a bandwidth-compression technique called Muse (multiple sub-Nyquist sampling encoding) outlined in the December 1984 issue of E&W, p. 38.

Most European delegates at Dubrovnik strongly opposed this 'revolutionary' non-compatible system because they felt it would be disastrous for Europe. A major objection was the incompatible 60Hz field rate. They stressed that they wanted an 'evolutionary' approach to h.d.t.v starting from the other end - the existing base of PAL and SECAM receivers in Europe. These millions of 50Hz receivers were not only a huge investment in domestic equipment which should be utilized instead of ignored: in a compatible system they would also provide an immediate audience for the first h.d.t.v programmes - before new h.d.t.v receivers became generally available - and thus give a commercial incentive to programme companies to produce material for the new medium.

As a result of this disagreement the 1986 CCIR meeting ended in a stalemate on the question of a world standard. The plenary assembly decided to defer a decision on h.d.t.v. It simply issued a report, No 801, giving details of the proposed 1125/60/2:1 standard and adding a footnote expressing reservations. Even before the Dubrovnik
meeting there had been discussions between like-minded European broadcasters, equipment makers and government officials on the possibility of establishing an alternative h.d.tv standard. The effect of the plenary assembly was to turn these thoughts into action.

Immediately afterwards, four European companies with interests in television broadcasting equipment and receivers got together to formulate a definitive proposal for an alternative standard and the development of equipment to demonstrate it. These were Bosch (West Germany), Philips (Netherlands), Thomson (France) and Thorn-EMI (UK). To obtain EEC backing and financial support, the proposal was put to a June 1986 conference of EEC ministers concerned with the Eureka scheme, which was founded in 1985 for co-operation on advanced technology (E&W April 1986, p.7). It was accepted by the Eureka ministers and given the project number EU95. A first meeting of the new h.d.tv consortium was held in October 1986 and included government officials from the principal countries concerned, France, Germany, Netherlands and UK. Later, Belgium, Italy, Sweden and Switzerland joined as secondary, or 'B' participants.

The extremely urgent research and development effort needed to catch up with the formidable NHK/Sony engineering achievement was also being supplied by eleven teams in formidable NHK/Sony engineering achievement (E&WW April 1986, p.7). It was accepted that a 16:9 aspect ratio is desirable. At a given viewing distance from the screen, a wider picture than in conventional television sets makes the viewer feel more involved with the programme material, possibly because there has to be more movement of the eyes to take in all the picture content. There seems to be general accord here that a viewing distance of three times the picture height (3H) is optimum, as against the typical 6H of conventional viewing. Finally, the CCIR report specifies multi-channel high-fidelity sound.

In general the Eureka 95 project is aiming at a resolution of about 440,000 pixels in the 16:9 format (compared with about 110,000 pixels in a typical 4:3 PAL/SECAM receiver). This would be given by 900 horizontal pixels and 490 vertical pixels. Ideally the receiver display should have a screen area of about 0.8m².

Another general problem already studied by the CCIR is that of finding sufficient bandwidth for world-wide h.d.tv services in the satellite broadcasting frequency allocations at present available. These allocations are at 12GHz, 23GHz, 42GHz and 85GHz. The 12GHz allocation is available for all ITU regions and is planned for analogue transmissions in 24 or 27MHz channels. It allows basebands of a maximum of 12MHz. So with h.d.tv production standards requiring initial transmission bandwidths of about 55MHz, considerable bandwidth compression is necessary for transmission in these r.f. channels.

More attractive is the greater bandwidth available at 22.5 - 23GHz. This 500MHz allocation is available for satellite broadcasting only in Regions 2 and 3, not Europe in Region 1. So there would have to be a new international agreement to allow it to be used world-wide. Here, estimates have been made that a possible r.f. channel bandwidth of about 40MHz would allow two h.d.tv channels per country and that signal basebands could be about 20MHz, again necessitating some degree of bandwidth compression.

In the 40.5 -42.5GHz and 84 -86GHz allocations, rain attenuation is a serious problem and much more development would be needed to make these two bands suitable for h.d.tv. All in all, says the CCIR, for h.d.tv on a world-wide basis there is a requirement for an all-region BSS allocation of about 500MHz, preferably not above 23GHz. The second part of the latest WARC devoted to the geostationary satellite orbit, which was started in 1985 (see December 1985 issue), is now being held in Geneva, but this is not constituted to make any substan-

CRITERIA FOR HIGH DEFINITION

A primary question that has to be considered by all these teams is: what is high-definition television supposed to be? Or, more precisely, what performance do we need from h.d.tv to justify the effort and cost of developing it? Fortunately, all countries in the world concerned with h.d.tv, regardless of support for different systems, seem to agree on this. Everyone recognizes that a large improvement in picture quality must be achieved to make it worthwhile.

CCIR report No801 formally states that, relatively to existing tv systems, h.d.tv should have twice the vertical and horizontal resolution (thus four times the picture information), with separate luminance and colour-difference signals and improved colour rendition. Also it should have pictures of wider aspect ratio. Here, everyone seems to agree that a 16:9 aspect ratio is desirable.

Fig.1. Simplified schematic of Eureka EU95 compatible h.d.tv encoding/decoding demonstration chain, based on interim production standard of 1250/50/2.1. Only luminance digital processing is shown.
EUREKA 95 PRODUCTION STANDARD

The equipment to be demonstrated at Brighton assumes compatible transmission in the 12GHz world-wide d.b.s. allocation. An outline of the chain of hardware based on the 1250/50/2:1 interim production standard is shown in Fig.1. For simplicity only the luminance signal processing is shown. Broadly, this chain is built around two established international broadcast engineering standards. One is the CCIR 4:2:2 digital coding standard for 625-line studio equipment, with sampling frequencies of 13.5MHz for luminance (y) and 6.75MHz for the two colour components (u and v). All the digital signal processing is related to these sampling frequencies and has eight-bit resolution (256 quantization levels).

The second broadcast engineering standard is the MAC/packet family of transmission systems adopted for d.b.s. by the EBU and recognized by the CCIR. In the Eureka 95 scheme it is being employed as a development from HD-MAC, which itself followed from the earlier extended- or E-MAC, or enhanced C-MAC proposal (see E&WW December 1984 p.37, and February 1986, p.7). Essentially the Eureka 95 version provides the extra vision information (pixels) needed for the 16:9 h.d.t.v. pictures, while allowing conventional PAL/SECAM receivers with MAC decoders to use only the information appropriate for their 4:3 pictures in a compatible fashion. Extra digital information is transmitted to assist the receiver, called digital assistance data, in demodulated as well. From the MAC MAC family, Eureka 95 will be compatible with both the D-MAC standard as intended for Britain's d.b.s.,4, and the D2-MAC version, intended for cable television systems.

In studying Fig.1, some readers may be puzzled by the block marked '2-D filters' (two-dimensional filters). This term arises from the concept that television pictures are distributions of visual information in space and time. More precisely, the individual pixels in a continuing sequence of pictures can be located in relation to a three-dimensional set of co-ordinates: horizontal, vertical and time.

In this context, a conventional filter such as a low-pass type, whether analogue or digital, is only a one-dimensional filter. If connected in a video circuit it simply modifies the vision bandwidth and therefore, on the displayed picture, alters only the horizontal resolution.

A 2-D filter, which requires field delays, shapes the bandwidth horizontally, vertically and temporally, so that useful bandwidth is represented by a volume.

Thus a 2-D filter operates in any two of these three dimensions. Sampling is applicable to all three dimensions. Indeed it already occupies one dimension in conventional television - the vertical sampling of the picture by the scanning lines.

In Fig.1 a picture source working on the interim production standard generates analogue video signals in component form. This working standard was chosen because its simple relationship to the 625-line television standard allows efficient and economical conversion. At a later stage a sequential scanning source will be introduced to give greater vertical resolution and better digital processing performance. At the demonstration, Thomson will show a 1250/50:1:1 camera as an example.

Analogue luminance signals from the source are digitized to eight-bit resolution at a sampling rate of 54MHz. This is four times the CCIR digital coding sampling rate of 13.5MHz for luminance and has been chosen because of the 4:1 bandwidth compression that follows, thus retaining the CCIR coding standard.

BANDWIDTH COMPRESSION

The next four blocks of Fig.1 are concerned with bandwidth compression and conversion to a 625-line signal format. Bandwidth compression is based on the general principle of first removing redundant visual information from the picture and then spreading selected portions of the resulting video information over an extended period of time. This follows the Hartley-Shannon theory on the maximum communications capacity of a channel in bit/s: a trade between bandwidth, time and signal/noise ratio is possible.

Here the redundant information that is discarded consists of diagonal image frequencies and components of scene movement in which the eye is not sensitive to fine detail. Two 2-D filters perform this spectrum shaping task. Their mode of operation will be described in more detail later with the aid of Fig.4, which is an elaboration of this part of Fig.1.

The reduced-bandwidth signals from the filters are then re-sampled at a lower frequency, namely the 13.5MHz CCIR digital coding frequency for luminance. What are being re-sampled here are the eight-bit representations of the signals. Re-sampling at a lower rate, called sub-sampling, has the effect of spreading the samples over a longer period of time, in this case over four fields. It is effective for bandwidth compression with stationary pictures and static parts of pictures containing movement but introduces a loss of resolution on moving parts. So the two sub-sampled signals are next passed into a section of the bandwidth-compression system that exploits the eye's insensitivity to high spatial frequencies on moving parts of the picture. The purpose of this section is to select dynamically from the two filtered inputs an optimum signal for transmission, depending on the nature of the scene content. It produces a digital assistance signal which carries instructions for controlling a decoding system in the receiver (see later).

At this point the luminance and colour components are still on the 1250/50:2:1 standard, though in sampled and digitized form. The samples of the sub-sampled signal are distributed over four fields as shown in the middle part of Fig.2. Here the positions of the samples are marked by numbers. Each number (1,2,3,4) indicates the field, in a time sequence of four, in which that particular sample has been placed by the subsampling process. It will be seen that the samples are arranged in a quincunx pattern (like the arrangement of five dots on one face
of a gaming die, a result of the diagonal filtering. The process is similar to that used in the NHK Muse system.

Next, the 1250-line signal is converted into a 625-line format. This is done by a process called line shuffling: the principle is illustrated in Fig.2. Solid lines indicate one field while the broken lines indicate the next field interlaced with it. As can be seen, in a four-field sequence the line shuffler re-arranges samples from two successive lines in each field of the 1250/50/2:1 picture into one line of a 625/50/2:1 picture. Thus samples from odd-numbered fields (1,3) are transferred into one 625 field while samples from even-numbered fields (2,4) go into the next, interlaced 625 field.

After this line shuffling, the resulting 625/50/2:1 luminance signal shown in Fig.1 passes into a MAC encoder as the u component, along with the u and v colour components (not shown), of a complete video signal. The v and u components are time compressed and arranged in time-division multiplex, all by digital signal processing. Extra picture information is included in the multiplex. This represents a data rate of about 1.1Mbit/s and is also included in the multiplex. The process is similar to that used in the NHK Muse system.

The receiving/decoding chain in Fig.1 is almost self-explanatory as it reverses the processes described above for the encoding/transmitting chain. Two alternative 1250-line h.d.t.v displays are available, one with 100Hz field rate and the other with 50Hz field rate. Reception of the compatible signal is indicated at the bottom right. Here, the MAC decoder, in addition to expanding the time-compressed analogue vision components, also receives a data signal telling it what portion of the 16:9 picture to select to form the standard 4:3 PAL/SECAM picture.

MOTION-ADAPTIVE ENCODING

Returning to the bandwidth-compression part of the system, the main functions of the encoding algorithm are shown in more detail in Fig.4. It is a motion-adaptive scheme producing digital assistance signals for transmission to the receiving system.

The incoming eight-bit digital luminance signal with a sampling rate of 54MHz is applied to two 2-D filters for bandwidth reduction as explained above. One function in the vertical and temporal dimensions and gives optimum performance for stationary areas while the other functions in the horizontal and vertical dimensions, or spatial domain, and gives optimum performance for moving areas. After re-sampling at 13.5MHz there are two reduced-bandwidth signals. One gives good resolution on stationary pictures but poor resolution on movement, i.e. blurring. The other gives only moderate resolution on both stationary and moving pictures.

One or other of these two signals is automatically selected for transmission - and this is the motion-adaptive part of the system. To decide which is the better at a given moment, the total picture is divided into a large number of small blocks. Within each block the system first reconstructs two displayable versions from the two re-sampled signals. This is done by the two interpolators shown in the diagram. It then compares these two local reconstructions of the block with the corresponding part of the incoming signal. This is done by the subtractors shown, which give the accumulated difference, or error, between the original and the reconstruction. The two errors are measured; and the version of the block which shows the smaller error, i.e. the better rendition of the original picture, is selected for transmission.

In stationary areas this system uses four fields of samples (Fig.2) to reconstruct an image of high spatial resolution but poor temporal resolution. In moving images it uses one field of samples to reconstruct each image, resulting in reduced spatial resolution but good temporal resolution.

If the receiver is to display optimum pictures by reconstruction from the selected, more accurate, blocks, it must be 'told' for each block which of the two 2-D filtering processes has been used in the motion-adaptive encoder. This is necessary because the receiver decoder must apply the reverse process to that of the selected 2-D filter in each case. Here the reverse process is interpolation, or post-filtering as it is sometimes called (they are functionally equivalent).

To tell the receiver which of the two
A serious limitation of this motion-adaptive demonstration in late 1989. But the Eureka 95 development teams are hand. The Brighton demonstration stops noise ratio. In this way the performance of the receiver where the signals are compressed in the receiving/decoding chain.

The D-MAC signal and then demultiplexed the encoder in Fig.4 sends a digital control interpolators to apply to the incoming video, with the same resolution as stationary areas. This will enable moving areas to be reconstructed with the same resolution as stationary areas. Several techniques for television motion measurement have shown that the phase correlation technique does work well. The BBC says that for simple panning and one moving object, typical vector measurement accuracies of 0.05 pixel can be obtained, and 0.015 pixel by use of a windowing process. They also say that in most cases it is impossible to detect three independently moving objects. Hardware to implement the technique is being constructed.

MEASURING SCENE MOTION

A serious limitation of this motion-adaptive bandwidth compression system as it stands is an objectionable loss of resolution on moving areas of the picture which the eye is able to follow—say a slow sweep of a person's hand. The Brighton demonstration stops short at this point and does not provide a remedy in the encoding/decoding algorithm. But the Eureka 95 development teams are addressing this problem and hope to have overcome it by the time of the next demonstration in late 1989.

The method being adopted is to provide at the transmitting end a refined method of responding to motion. This will measure motion and supply information to the receiver that will result in improved resolution on moving areas.

Essentially the refined system will measure speed and direction of movement in the picture and will transmit this ‘motion’ vector information to the receiver. The measurement will be made in each of the small blocks mentioned above and the result will be sent as data to the receiver via the digital part of the Eureka 95 signal. In the receiver the motion vectors will be used to control digital processing functions which will enable moving areas to be reconstructed with the same resolution as stationary areas.

Several techniques for television motion measurement have been investigated over the years. One that looks promising at the moment is called phase correlation. Here the correlation measured is between successive images. A two-dimensional Fourier transform is performed on each image, the corresponding frequency components are multiplied together and a reverse Fourier transform is done on the resulting array. This gives a set of numbers called a ‘correlation surface’, which has a peak at the coordinates corresponding to the same velocity in the successive images. The correlation surface shows by its shape the direction and velocity of the movement responsible for the shift.

OUTLOOK FOR EUREKA 95

The success of the Eureka 95 system in supporting a possible world h.d.t.v standard will depend mainly on whether it achieves a satisfactory compromise between the twin requirements of compatibility and high quality pictures. A compromise cannot be avoided. In practice there is no such thing as perfect compatibility with no impairments whatsoever to the existing broadcast pictures on standard receivers. And in picture quality, with the present line-imposed by bandwidth on channel capacity, perfect definition, equaling the resolution of the human eye, is unobtainable. Two researchers examining the psycho-physical bases of h.d.t.v have concluded that if a
television system were to be "transparent" at a viewing distance of three times the picture height it would have to operate on a standard of at least 2270/80/1.1. This is obviously not possible with existing bandwidth constraints.

Furthermore, in all practical, bandwidth-limited systems the two requirements of good compatibility and high quality pictures conflict with each other. You can improve one, but only at the expense of the other.

There are several other requirements which a h.d.tv system has to meet. It must allow satisfactory recording on video tape: simple transfer from tape to film and vice versa; the convenient exchange of high-definition programmes: easy conversion between the h.d.tv production standard and existing production standards: and straightforward transcoding from the h.d.tv production standard to the h.d.tv transmission standard (see The h.d.tv studio, E&WW July 1988). At present stage of Eureka 95 development there is a serious problem in obtaining good resolution on movement, as explained above, and this will have to be overcome before the system can be properly assessed as a whole. In the meantime, a belated recognition in the USA that compatibility is, after all, important has given rise to several more h.d.tv system proposals. Some of these have already been outlined in E&WW (see March 1988 issue, pp. 226-229 and 294). Including the NHK/Sony system already mentioned, no fewer than eight h.d.tv proposals are currently being reviewed in the USA. Clearly the Eureka project is up against a lot of competition. But the demonstration at Brighton should at least give a better idea of what chances it has of becoming internationally accepted as a basis for a world standard.

Postscript. Just before going to press, information received from the Eureka HDTV Directorate at Eindhoven suggested that the demonstration equipment at Brighton might differ in a few details from that shown in Fig.1. However, the interim production standard and the principles, parameters and techniques to be demonstrated will remain as described.

In Britain, the DTI has now increased its financial support to UK participants by £1.7 million to make a total of £4.8 million. This £1.7M will go partly to Quantel Ltd. to develop a range of h.d.tv editing and image processing equipment, and partly to Philips Research for research into picture analysis and coding techniques.

The 1988 International Broadcasting Convention will take place at Brighton, 23-27 September. Further information about the technical sessions, the exhibition and other aspects of the event can be obtained from the IEE Secretariat, 84 Theobalds Road, London WC2R OBL, telephone 01-240 1871.

The author thanks the EBU Technical Centre, the BBC Engineering Information Department and the IEE Engineering Secretariat for their valuable help in the preparation of this article.

Further reading

2. Y. Ninomiya et al., A single-channel h.d.tv broadcast system - the Muse, NHK Laboratory Note No604, 1984.

Superconductive j-fets

It is broadly assumed that many semiconductor devices are suitable for use at cryogenic temperatures. Indeed, many semiconductors may work at cryogenic temperatures, but few actually offer the sensitivity available at room temperature. The junction-field effect transistor, however, shows little shift in performance over changes in temperature, and offers a unique solution for operation at cryogenic temperatures, writes Ed Oxner of Siliconix.

Most cryogenic instrumentation relies on indium-arsenic or germanium-gallium infrared sensors to monitor activity. These sensors, like the common electret sensor, present an extremely high impedance. As long as the sensors/detectors operate at high impedances, whether at cryogenic or at room temperatures, j-fets should be the first choice.

The reason why j-fets outperform bipolar transistors when input impedances are high is simple. The term noise really defines a power phenomenon, represented as E²/R or E²/Hz. When j-fets are operated with a gate voltage, the noise power is reduced by resistance (E²/R). However, for the bipolar transistor, which uses a base-drive current, the noise power is a multiple of this high impedance (specified). Hence, the j-fet easily outperforms the bipolar transistor when high-impedance sensors are involved.

Problems increase below the temperature of liquid nitrogen (77K). At 40K, a phenomenon known as (silicon) 'carrier freeze-out' halts all action of the semiconductor, whether it is a bipolar transistor or a fet. As the critical superconductivity temperature rises, transistor action returns. The extent to which it returns depends on several factors, but the most crucial appears to be related to the doping concentration.

Siliconix has responded to the current interest in the superconductivity, and is actively pursuing a low-noise development. Although already offering a commercially available j-fet, the Siliconix Si4338 (600µA, 40MHz) typically offers outstanding noise performance at 80K of 25nV/VHz at 10Hz and of 104nV/VHz at 1Hz, the company says it is developing a higher gain j-fet with even lower cryogenic noise.

In addition to superconductivity, there are other applications for cryogenic fets, for NASA, for orbital astronomy, and for the military. All these rely on high-impedance sensors, so they must use fets to gain the advantage of increased signal-to-noise ratios. For example, radio astronomers, who seek and send signals far into the solar system, have historically pushed the technology, seeking fets with a 1/10 noise voltage of 20nV/VHz at 10Hz at 50K. Today, they hope to halve that figure. As the noise voltage is halved, the signal/noise performance of the system increases. By focusing on astronomy, the limits are pushed out by offering double the sensitivity of former non-fet systems.

In electrical utility transmission lines, for example, up to 15% of the generated electric power is lost during transmission because of resistive wire losses. In fact, the US-based Pacific Gas & Electric Company is reported to lose more than $200M each year through transmission resistance. It is speculated, however, that when superconductivity becomes feasible, the web of electrical lines will be replaced with buried tubular cryogenic dewars containing low-voltage, high-current superconductive transmission lines, achieving with high currents rather than high voltages, would also save energy by eliminating high-voltage coron discharge. The initial costs of such a system would be staggering, but these costs must be weighed against the improved efficiency that would result in tremendous energy savings.

Other commercial applications could also see revolutionary changes. Motors for heavy machinery that today run with large heat exchangers to limit entropy might be submerged in liquid nitrogen to eliminate the losses. Cryo-computers, cars using superconducting electronics and acids might both disappear. The electric car might become a worthwhile reality.
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THE LOGICAL CHOICE
IEEE488-to-Z80 interface

A dedicated IEEE488 controller and bus buffers greatly simplify the interfacing of instruments to the SC84 and other Z80-based computers.

T.J. VELLACOTT

John Adams presented his SC84 computer design in E&W just over four years ago. In the computer world, this is a long time and most applications for which the SC84 would have been considered ideal then are now almost universally implemented using PC-compatibles. But SC84 still has advantages over the more modern approach: in particular, it is adaptable, and facilities can easily be added on plug-in cards designed for a specific purpose, such as this IEEE488 interface.

Since the design was first published, the SC84 Z80 controller has been upgraded to the more powerful 64180, which is capable of running Z80 software. This article describes hardware, and outlines software requirements, for an IEEE488 interface based on the original SC84 Z80. It was produced for the satellite-instrument testing facility at Oxford which uses SC84s to perform relatively low-level control and data collection to reduce the processor load on a PD11/23, which has overall control of our experiments. Some modifications may be required to adapt the interface for use with the 64180.

Only one modification to the existing set of three cards is required so the interface board is very easy to install. I wired-wraped the prototypes, but construction is now much simpler since a p.c.b. is available (details later). For our purposes the IEEE488 socket was bolted to the end of the Eurocard away from the backplane connector, obviating the need for a flying lead connecting to a header on the card.

IEEE BACKGROUND

Originally, the IEEE488 interfacing standard came from Hewlett-Packard, which is why it is often referred to as the HPIB (Hewlett-Packard interface bus); it is also known as GPIB (general-purpose interface bus). Data passes through the interface in bit-parallel, byte serial form to and from up to thirty slave devices, each with a unique address. One cable connects all slave devices to the controller. As a parallel printer interface, IEEE488 is usually very fast. It is becoming increasingly common to find IEEE488 interfaces on equipment including oscilloscopes and stepper-motor controllers.

The bus consists of eight data lines (000 to 111) and control/handshake lines (18). ATN, EOI, DAI, NBF, BUSY, INTR, INTRH, and INTRL. Control line DAV ('data valid') is used by the sending device to indicate that the data lines contain a valid byte. Signals SAR ('not ready for data') and SNC ('not data accepted') are activated by the devices for which the byte is intended until the data has been accepted and the devices are ready to receive the next byte.

Pull-down open collectors drive the interface lines so the logic is active-low. Also, a line remains low until all the collectors connected to it turn off. For this reason, the speed of transfer is determined by the slowest listening device.

Bytes sent on the data lines are either commands or data. Commands are used by the controller to order the source and destination(s) of transfer, or (quasi-asynchronously) to investigate the status of the devices on the bus.

At any moment, the controller may designate a particular device (including itself) to be a 'talker', and others as 'listeners', by sending the address of the device in the low five bits along with the appropriate command in the high three. Under this condition, all those addressed to listen receive data from the talker, and send handshaking after each byte. Similarly the controller may pass control of the whole bus to another device, but the master controller can regain it on demand.

With five bits for address, why are there only thirty-one possible addresses, rather than thirty-two? The reason is that address 31 (decimal) is used for universal negation—for example, telling address 31 to listen has the effect of making everything ignore the data (nothing can ignore commands while its interface is active).

If more than 31 devices are required, there are two choices. One is to use another complete interface (but so slowly as it sounds) and the other, which involves a lot more work, and is probably only possible if building a complete system from scratch, is to use secondary addressing, which effectively divides one device into different sections.

Remaining control lines are used as follows. Attention line ATN is activated by the controller to indicate that the data lines contain a command, rather than data. Service-request signal SAR is activated by a slave device to indicate to the controller that it has a problem. In a normal response, the controller asks each device in turn (serial polling) or in groups of eight (parallel polling) which one initiated the service request. End-or-identify signal EOI is usually used to indicate the last byte of a block transfer; it is optionally sent with the last byte and can be used to simplify and speed up a command system.

Interface-clear command IN is held active by the controller for a specific period, usually only when starting up the bus. Interfaces of slave devices on the bus are activated by the IN command. Many fuller descriptions of the IEEE488 interface standard can be found in previous articles in E&W and elsewhere.

DESIGN

At the centre of the design is a TMS9914A, which connects to the 75160 and 75161 buffers designed specifically for IEEE488 interfacing. Almost all of the IEEE488 interfacing is performed by the 9914 alone, and it has the particular advantage of being usable as a controller; other i.cs do not have this capability.

Connection of the 9914 to the Z80 bus is done by the remaining three i.cs through the SC84 backplane, buffering the bus between the 9914 and Z80 and decoding the link-selectable port-address range of the 9914. For interrupts, the 9914 has an open-collector line which in the SC84 connects to line 1 of the serial timer and interrupt i.c. IST1 using a spare line on the SC84 backplane on the STI card. On other computers this should go to a spare interrupt line. The open-collector output is converted to a voltage level with a resistor to the positive supply rail.

Line 1 is unused in the basic SC84, and is one of the eight lines on the STI that may be programmed either as a parallel I/O port or as a general-purpose interrupt input. Here line 1 is used as an interrupt line, and the STI registers are reprogrammed to allow interrupts from this source.

Address decoding is straightforward. There are eight registers in the 9914, the required one of which is selected by three lines, E1, E2, and E3. Texas Instruments' numbering system for buses is somewhat confusing, since the least-significant bit for the register-select pins is numbered zero, while that for the data bus pins is numbered seven. Since lines E2 and E3 connect directly to the lower three bits of the address bus, respectively, the eight registers are mapped to eight consecutive ports in memory. Address lines A1 to 3 are sent to a 74LS138 one-of-eight decoder, the highest two, A2 and A3, going to active low enable inputs, and the
removing three, Mi being used to select one of the eight output lines used to enable the 9914.

Which output line to use is chosen fairly arbitrarily. Number 1 is used here, so the registers are mapped to ports 10-7Fh. By changing the order of the inputs to the LS138 to any eight unused consecutive ports, the range is selectable.

An often overlooked characteristic of the 280 is that the INH line not only signifies an input/output request, as its name implies, but also an interrupt acknowledgment. Whether i/o or an interrupt acknowledge is not necessarily imply that i/o is taking place.

When i/o or an interrupt acknowledge is active (low), it indicates that the c.p.u. is in the first machine cycle of an instruction (normally the op-code fetch period).

Input/output requests cannot occur during the 9914 cycle, so Mi being active concurrently with INH indicates interrupt acknowledge, while Mi being inactive (high) designates an i/o request. This is why Mi is connected to the active-high enable input of the 74LS138. Of course, it is not a problem for computers which do not use interrupts.

Output of the 74LS138, indicating that the address bus holds an address in the range of the 9914 registers and that Mi is not active, is gated with the EN line from the 280 to give an active-high -EN signal (pin 5 of the 9914) to indicate that the 280 wants data from the chip.

The active-high -EN signal is also sent to the 74LS245 data buffer to indicate that it should send data from the 9914 to the 280. Care must be taken not to allow data to pass data from a peripheral onto the data bus spuriously, as the consequences are generally more disastrous (and less difficult to trace) than a spurious write to a peripheral.

Design of the data-bus buffer is simple. Its chip-enable input is held permanently active (low) until Mi is high and EN is low; the decoding ensures that there are no spurious writes to the chip. When the 9914 address is selected and the EN line from the 280 is active (low), the direction of data transfer in the buffer is reversed and output from the 9914 is connected to the bus.

Unused gates of the 74LS02 are tied to GND temporarily -assigned controllers, but there are relatively few applications where this is necessary.

SOFTWARE

Since the IEEE488 interface is so versatile, and its applications so diverse, it is difficult to give much indication of what software to write for it entails. Consequently I have not included examples. Reference to the Texas Instruments data book on the 9914 is essential.

Under SciDOS and CP/M operating systems it is relatively easy to set up the bus for read/write transfers using the often otherwise redundant PUN: and RDR: logical devices. Where these devices have been allocated, for RS232 input and output ports, accessing the IEEE488 interface from separate programs is more tedious. It is usually better to have one block of general-purpose code used in different ways than to rewrite source code for each application.

Further complications arise when advanced features such as service requests and secondary addressing are used, but with relatively little effort the necessary information can be extracted from the Texas Instruments data book.
Conferences and exhibitions

5-9 September, Oxford: Science 88. 150th anniversary meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. Special events include exhibitions in the University and at Oxford Polytechnic. Concurrent conferences organized by other learned societies. A scientific film festival. A day of debates on problems now confronting science, a family science day and a re-enactment by BBC Television of the celebrated confrontation between Bishop Wilberforce and J.H. Huxley over evolution and the origin of Man. which took place in Oxford at the BA meeting of 1860. Among the highlights of this year’s conference are a day’s symposium on molecular electronics, a session on educating the engineers of tomorrow and a lecture by Dr David Jones (“Daedalus” of the New Scientist). who promises to demonstrate to his audience some intriguing physical phenomena. A programme is available from the BA in London. 01-734 6010 ext. 381.


9-11 September. Eastbourne: Teeko*88. Technical documentation and communication, organized by the Society of Electronic and Radio Technicians. One of this year’s themes is translating documents into other languages: 1992 is not far off. Details from Consort. 57-61 Nevington Causeway, London SE1 6HL. tel. 01-403 2351.

12-15 September. University of York: IERE conference on electromagnetic compatibility (e.m.c.). The conference will be preceded by a tutorial day and accompanied by an exhibition. Details from the conference secretariat: 01-240 1871.

13-15 September. Novotel, London W6: Power UN 88 and Enclosures 88 (more change of dates). Conference topics include battery technology, r.f.i. e.m.i. shielding, smart power, connection design for the enclosure industry. Contact: SCS Exhibitions Ltd at Portsmouth on 0705-665133.


19 September, London: one-day conference on digital cordless telephones (CT-2 telephones etc.). Fee: £245+v.a.t. IIC Technical Services. 01-236 4080.

20-24 September, Besancon, France: international exhibition of microtechniques, Micronora 88, with the theme cad/cam, stamping and machining. Details from French Trade Exhibitions. London. 01-225 5557.


23-27 September, Brighton: International Broadcasting Convention (IBC88), with 100 technical papers covering d.b.s. and cable systems, recording, studio and o.h. equipment, measurement techniques and new services, and an exhibition supported by 200 companies from Britain and abroad. Details from IEE Conference Services on 01-240 1871 ext. 222.


3-7 October, Cascais, Portugal: international conference on the theme New Directions for Unix, with tutorials and workshops. Organized by the European UNix systems User Group, telephone 0181 728073.

5-11 October, Cologne: photokina — world’s fair of imaging systems. KollnMesse, Messeplatz 1, Postfach 210766, D-5000 Köln 21 (Deutz): telefax (0221) 821 2574.


17-19 October, IEE, Savoy Place, London: fourth international conference on satellite systems for mobile communications and navigation. Details from IEE Conference Services. 01-240 1871 ext. 222.


24-28 October, Monte Carlo: international symposium on automatic monitoring of ore processing. Measuring and controlling ore feed and ore movement in ore processing, ore characterisation and ore analysis. Details from ISATA in Croydon. 01-686 1329.


1-3 November, Barhican, London: ITEX — Information Technology Exchange. New event which will display the latest commercial applications of i.t. research and development, linking Allyve, Esprit and other research programmes. Supported by DTI. Cahners Exhibitions. 01-891 5051.

3-6 November, Los Angeles. The DTI is again providing support for British companies wishing to exhibit at AES: details from the Sound and Communications Industries Federation in Slough. tel. 06226-6753.
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WIN A WEEKEND IN MUNICH

Electronics & Wireless World in association with Electronics Weekly is offering everybody who books one of the business trips listed below to Electronica, a chance to win a TRIP FOR TWO TO MUNICH for the weekend following the show.

The leading electronics newspaper and technical monthly, in association with Commercial Trade Travel, will fly your partner over on Friday morning via Gatwick, giving you a full weekend in Munich. We will then fly you and your partner home on Sunday.

The draw will take place on Friday the 21st October and the winner announced in the November issue of Electronics & Wireless World and the 26 October Electronics Weekly.

Good Luck

The Hotels

MUNICH SHERATON HOTEL
This de-luxe hotel is situated in the fashionable Bogenhausen district of Munich, close to the English Gardens and 10 minutes from the airport and downtown area. All rooms have private bath/shower, WC, hair dryer, direct dial telephone, TV, radio and video service and minibar. The hotel has fashionable bars, restaurants, and night club as well as a large swimming pool, sauna and fitness centre. Opposite the hotel there is a pedestrian shopping centre with several restaurants, bars and a cinema. In the Autumn of 1988 it is proposed that the U-Bahn (underground train) will be opened linking the hotel downtown area and exhibition grounds.

RECENT HOTEL
This brand new first class hotel is situated in the City Centre, close to the main railway station and exhibition grounds. It is possible to walk to the fair grounds in 20 minutes or on the U-Bahn (underground train) it is just 2 stops. The hotel has a fine reputation. All rooms have private bath/shower, WC, radio and TV, minibar and direct dial telephone. The hotel has a fine reputation. It also has a sauna, solarium, whirlpool and coiffeur.

CONDOR HOTEL
This 5-star hotel is situated in the City Centre, close to the main railway station and within 15 minutes walk, or just 2 stops on the U-Bahn (underground train) from the exhibition centre. All rooms have private bath/shower, WC, direct dial telephone, radio and minibar. The hotel has a fine reputation. It offers everybody assistance.

MODERN HOTEL
This 5-star hotel is situated in the City Centre, close to the main railway station and within 15 minutes walk or just 2 stops on the U-Bahn (underground train) from the exhibition centre. All rooms have private bath/shower, WC, direct dial telephone, radio and minibar. The hotel has a fine reputation. It offers everybody assistance.

The Tours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLIGHT DEPARTURES FROM GATWICK</th>
<th>FLIGHT DEPARTURES FROM HEATHROW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOUR A – 3 days (2 nights)</td>
<td>TOUR D – 3 days (2 nights)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dep Gatwick 07.15</td>
<td>dep Heathrow 09.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr Munich 11.25</td>
<td>arr Munich 12.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dep Munich 11.25</td>
<td>arr Heathrow 15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dep Gatwick 07.15</td>
<td>dep Heathrow 09.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr Munich 10.00</td>
<td>arr Munich 12.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dep Munich 11.15</td>
<td>arr Heathrow 15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dep Gatwick 07.15</td>
<td>dep Heathrow 09.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr Munich 10.00</td>
<td>arr Munich 12.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dep Munich 11.15</td>
<td>arr Heathrow 15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dep Gatwick 07.15</td>
<td>dep Heathrow 09.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr Munich 10.00</td>
<td>arr Munich 12.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dep Munich 11.15</td>
<td>arr Heathrow 15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dep Gatwick 07.15</td>
<td>dep Heathrow 09.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr Munich 10.00</td>
<td>arr Munich 12.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dep Munich 11.15</td>
<td>arr Heathrow 15.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Costs

INCLUSIVE PRICES PER PERSON
(TWE – sharing non booked room with facilities)
(SWE – single room with facilities)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOTEL</th>
<th>MODERN</th>
<th>CONDOR</th>
<th>REGENCY</th>
<th>SHERATON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>TWE</td>
<td>TWE</td>
<td>TWE</td>
<td>TWE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWE</td>
<td>SWE</td>
<td>SWE</td>
<td>SWE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for 2</td>
<td>for 2</td>
<td>for 2</td>
<td>for 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>people</td>
<td>people</td>
<td>people</td>
<td>people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOUR A and B</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOUR C</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOUR D and E</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOUR F</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INCLUDED IN THE ABOVE PRICE
Scheduled flight services of either AIR EUROPE or LUFTHANSA; in flight catering as appropriate to the time of day travelling; all airport taxes; accommodation on a bed and breakfast basis inclusive of service charge and taxes; private coach transfers airport to hotel and return; a cocktail party at the Exhibition Grounds season ticket entrance to ELECTRONICA including catalogue (the entrance to the Exhibition is £20 per person); assistance upon arrival and departure in Munich of a Commercial Trade Travel representative.

COMMERCIAL TRADE TRAVEL are the only company offering tours via GATWICK.

To make your reservation please ring Ray Gardner on 01-491 1312 or fill in the coupon and send to:
Ray Gardner, Commercial Trade Travel Ltd, Aspen House, 25 Dover Street, London W1X 3PA.

Name:
Address:
Tel. No.:

Name:
Address:
Tel. No.
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Two new computers have been introduced recently which use entirely new bus structures for add-in cards. Apple Computer's Macintosh II uses a personal computer version of the NuBus. IBM's new Personal System/2 family uses an improved personal computer bus called the Micro Channel Architecture. This article presents a comparison of the two buses and the two computers, and includes a technical examination of certain measured system characteristics using GPIB/IEEE488 boards which have been developed for both buses.

The Apple Macintosh II and the IBM Personal System/2 computers are attracting a great deal of attention from add-in board manufacturers. The article covers some of the technical aspects of designing cards for these machines.

The Macintosh II is a 32-bit 68020-based computer which uses a personal computer version of NuBus a general-purpose 32-bit computer backplane bus conceived at MIT and developed further by Texas Instruments. The article covers some of the technical aspects of designing cards for these machines.

The IBM PS/2 family currently consists of six computers, three of which use the new Micro Channel Architecture (MCA). The Micro Channel is a general-purpose computer bus which supports 8, 16, or 32 bit microprocessors, peripherals, and memory. PS/2 Models 50 and 60 are equipped with 16bit 80286s, and Models 70 & 80 use the 32bit 80386. Models 50 and 60 support the 16bit version of the MCA, and Models 70 & 80 support both 16 and 32-bit add-in cards.

**Performance examples**

The performance specification listed in the table are all theoretical in nature. To determine how each bus actually performs, I examined two add-in card examples and discuss the measurements obtained.

This analysis of two new personal computer bus structures includes comparative measurements based on plug-in GPIB boards.

### Table 1: Example Computer Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer</th>
<th>NuBus</th>
<th>Micro Channel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>IBM PS/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microprocessor</td>
<td>Macintosh II</td>
<td>Model 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock speed</td>
<td>68020</td>
<td>80386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card slots</td>
<td>16 MHz</td>
<td>16 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add-in card</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating syst</td>
<td>NB-DMA-8-G</td>
<td>MC-GPIB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait state</td>
<td>100 ns</td>
<td>62.5 ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same test was performed on the PS/2 Model 80. The Macintosh II is run by a 16MHz 68020 microprocessor and the Model 80 by a 16MHz 80386. The d.m.a. controller in the PS/2 runs at 8MHz, while the Mac is equipped with a National Instruments NB-DMA-8-G board containing an 82380 d.m.a. controller running at 10MHz.

The Macintosh II has six card slots, one of which is used by a display adapter and another which is occupied by the NB-DMA-8-G card. The Model 80 has eight slots, with one taken up by a disc controller and a second slot used by National Instrument's MC-GPIB card.

The Macintosh II runs the Macintosh operating system and the Model 80 runs PC DOS3.3. Slave cards on the Macintosh II can introduce wait states of 100ns each, and on the Model 80 each wait state adds an additional 62.5ns to the transfer.

The NB-DMA-8-G, in addition to its 82380 d.m.a. and bus master circuitry, has an IEEE488 interface which responds as a NuBus slave. The measurements described use the NB-DMA-8-G both as NuBus d.m.a. master and slave.

MC-GPIB is an IEEE488 interface for the Micro Channel. It can respond as a bus slave and also contains arbitration circuitry to allow it to be used in conjunction with the d.m.a. controller on the motherboard.

**Slave performance**

In this example, I treat the NB-DMA-8-G and the MC-GPIB cards as bus slaves and measure some of the timing parameters which are of interest and which affect I/O performance.

A block diagram of the NB-DMA-8-G is shown alongside. For performance testing, I had the Macintosh II's 68020 execute a simple I/O write test. The test programs, shown on this page, transfer data to and from the 16x16 bit, fifo memory in the Turbo 488 integrated circuit on the card.

The same test was performed on the PS/2 Model 80 using the code shown. A block
diagram of the MC-GPIB card, right, identifies the Turbo 488 and circuitry that perform slave functions which are quite similar to those on the NB-DMA-8-G.

Table 2 gives a summary of the performance obtained using the test programs and the two different systems. The fifo read and write cycle times are theoretical best-case values. Note that the NB-DMA-8-G adds 200ns to the fastest possible transfer cycle on the NuBus. This extra delay is due to fifo synchronization arbitration and access time. Similarly, the MC-GPIB adds approximately 125ns to the minimum Micro Channel cycle. These delays establish maximum theoretical transfer rates of $2.5 \times 10^6$ 16-bit transfers per second (5Mbyte/s) for the NB-DMA-8-G and $2.67 \times 10^6$ 16-bit transfers per second (5.3Mbyte/s) for the MC-GPIB.

The actual programmed i/o rates obtained using the i/o read and write test programs are $0.7Mbyte/s$ for the NB-DMA-8-G and $0.533Mbyte/s$ for the MC-GPIB. As you can see, bus speed is of less importance in this example than microprocessor performance (execution time, program memory speed, on-chip cache, instruction set, etc).

One final slave timing characteristic was measured for both systems: interrupt response time. For this test, the time between when the card generated the interrupt request on the bus to the interrupt service routine was entered when measured. The 35µs interrupt latency for the Macintosh II is indicative of the interrupt service queue used by the Macintosh Operating System rather than hardware performance features of the 68020. The 7µs interrupt latency for the PS/2 Model 80 is a close indicator of actual hardware performance, since no intervening interrupt service software overhead is incurred in PC DOS.

**Bus master performance**

To measure bus master performance and, in particular, d.m.a. performance, we use the 82380 d.m.a.c. on the NB-DMA-8-G to transfer data to and from the Macintosh II motherboard and the fifo on the card. For the Micro Channel, we use the arbitration circuitry on the MC-GPIB in conjunction with the PS/2 Model 80 d.m.a.c. to transfer data to and from the motherboard memory and the fifo on the card. The results of the test are shown in Table 3.

Burst mode fetch and deposit d.m.a. transfers were used on both machines. Transfers on the NuBus were 16 bits wide for i/o accesses (fifo reads and writes) and 32 bits wide for memory. (The 82380 automatically

### TABLE 2. SLAVE TIMING PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Macintosh II and NB-DMA-8-G</th>
<th>PS/2 Model 80 and MC-GPIB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read cycle (min)</td>
<td>400 ns</td>
<td>375 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write cycle (min)</td>
<td>400 ns</td>
<td>375 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured i/o read rate (byte/s)</td>
<td>700K</td>
<td>533K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured i/o write rate (byte/s)</td>
<td>700K</td>
<td>533K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured interrupt latency</td>
<td>7.3 µs</td>
<td>7.3 µs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For example, if you were developing a high performance, intelligent peripheral processor card for the Micro Channel, you may be forced into developing two versions: one with a 16-bit interface and one with 32-bit interface.

The small board area available on Micro Channel cards makes development more difficult. In many cases, the developer will be forced into designs which require gate arrays or other ASICs and/or surface-mounted components. Both of these solutions lengthen development time and, except in very high volume cases, increase manufacturing costs.

At National Instruments, it is easier to design for the NuBus because of its synchronous nature. The separate address and data lines on the Micro Channel do not turn out to be of advantage because timing requirements force addresses to be latched much in the same way that they are latched on NuBus implementations.

Although I don't have quantitative, measured data to support this next conclusion, it is obvious that a portion of the Micro Channel bus bandwidth is utilized by the arbitration process, and that the percentage used increases as more devices contend for the bus. Unlike the Micro Channel, NuBus arbitration occurs in parallel with normal bus traffic.

For very intensive applications involving large blocks of data, I feel that it is essential for the computer system to provide d.m.a. transfer capability. The Macintosh II requires that this capability be provided by the add-in cards, themselves. The PS/2 uses a clever scheme which allows cards to use a d.m.a. controller on the motherboard. Unfortunately, the one on the PS/2 Model 80 is limited to 16-bit transfers. Perhaps future members of the PS/2 family will offer full 32-bit support.

The Micro Channel provides refresh support for dynamic ram add-in cards. This eliminates the expense of refresh circuitry on each ram card. It does, however, utilize bus bandwidth (less than 5% on the PS/2 Model 80). This characteristic is probably parallelized on the NuBus, however, by increased access times during memory refresh and bus access collisions.

Accessing the Macintosh II motherboard ram from an add-in master NuBus card is agonizingly slow by today's standards. The PS/2 family offers acceptable access to its motherboard memory. Perhaps future versions of the Macintosh II will correct this deficiency.

William Nowlin is engineering vice-president with National Instruments Corporation, Austin, Texas, represented in the UK by Amplicon Electronics.

I feel that the 96-pin DIN connector used by the PC-style NuBus cards offers advantages over the edge fingers defined by the Micro Channel Architecture, primarily in terms of mechanical realiability.

The multiple versions of the Micro Channel make it more difficult to develop add-in cards that can be used on all machines and at the same time offer maximum performance.
**Bus masters.** NuBus arbitration priority is fixed and depends on the card slot ID, with slot number 15 having the highest priority. Figure 1 shows the relationship of the NuBus slot IDs for the Macintosh II.

The Micro Channel defines 18 levels of fixed priority, see Table. The arbitration level used by an add-in card is normally controlled by a Programmable Option Select register on the card which allows a limited form of programmable priority.

**DMA transfers.** The Micro Channel computers are equipped with an eight-channel d.m.a. controller. Add-in cards can use the d.m.a. controller to perform data transfers using the standard Micro Channel bus arbitration mechanism. The d.m.a. controller on PS/2 Models 50 and 60 runs with a 10MHz clock, and the 16MHz Model 60 d.m.a. controller runs at 8MHz.

The Macintosh II does not provide a d.m.a. controller on the backplane. For d.m.a competition, we used the NB-DMA-8-G card, Fig. 2. This provides the Macintosh II with a general-purpose d.m.a. controller for the PC-style NuBus in addition to a 488 bus interface. It uses an Intel 82380 controller running at 10MHz.

An analysis of the d.m.a. capabilities of the Macintosh II equipped with an NB-DMA-8-G card as compared to a 16MHz IBM PS/2 Model 80 with built-in d.m.a. controller is shown in the Table. The analysis is theoretical and assumes best-case conditions.

Each configuration can support eight independent channels. The 82380 on the Nu-Bus can perform 8,16, or 32-bit data transfers; the PS/2 Model 80 can perform 8 or 16-bit transfers. The Model 80 d.m.a. transfers data using a fetch and deposit technique, called flow-through or dual-addressing. The 82380 normally uses the same fetch and deposit method, but can also support single address or flyby d.m.a. transfers.

For this theoretical analysis, I assumed that the data transfers can be performed in the minimum time possible: for both Micro Channel and NuBus.

Burst capabilities allow the d.m.a.c to keep the bus as long as necessary. Assuming that no higher-priority master is using the NuBus, we can determine the maximum transfer rate obtainable using burst mode. For the NB-DMA-8-G, this time is 60ns per 32-bit fetch and deposit cycle (64MByte/s) and 600ns per 32-bit flyby cycle (10MByte/s). On the PS/2 Model 80, the memory refresh arbitration level will override any burst transfer in progress. Since a memory refresh takes place an average of once every 15.8µs, this will limit the number of 16-bit transfers during a burst to 25. Using this fact, the maximum burst data transfer rate that can be achieved is 3.1MByte/s.

The 82380 d.m.a. controller on the NB-DMA-8-G is equipped with a 24-bit transfer counter. The Macintosh II has a limited form of programmable priority. Interrupts on the Macintosh II are level sensitive as opposed to edge sensitive.

The Micro Channel provides a shareable level-sensitive, multiple-line interrupt mechanism. A total of 11 shareable interrupt lines are available on the bus. Priorities are shown in the Table.

### Main features of NuBus and Micro Channel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NuBus</th>
<th>Micro Channel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>synchronuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>10MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O address width</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory address width</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data width</td>
<td>8/16/32 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data addressing</td>
<td>Geographical slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data address lines</td>
<td>Multiplexed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplier</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus parity</td>
<td>Optional yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cards</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Theoretical maximum bus transfer rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block size</th>
<th>Block size (Pbyte/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>20MByte/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>20MByte/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>20MByte/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Bus masters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number (max)</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arbitration</td>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>Serial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Programmable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairness</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Programmable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MicroChannel arbitration priority

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arb level</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-2 (highest)</td>
<td>Memory refresh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>d.m.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0</td>
<td>Reserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-E</td>
<td>System microprocessor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Theoretical maximum d.m.a. transfer rates (byte/s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of channels</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMA transfer type</td>
<td>dual</td>
<td>single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle steal transfer rate</td>
<td>5.0M</td>
<td>2.0M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst mode transfer rate</td>
<td>6.7M</td>
<td>3.1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum transfer size</td>
<td>16MB</td>
<td>16MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MicroChannel interrupt priorities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IRQ</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Keyboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cascade interrupt control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Serial alternate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Serial primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Reserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Diskette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Parallel port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-15</td>
<td>Cascaded through IRQ 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Mechanical comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NuBus</th>
<th>Micro Channel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board area</td>
<td>52 in²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cards</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interconnect spacing</td>
<td>74 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component height</td>
<td>0.55 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectors</td>
<td>96-pin DIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Bus connectors and signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NuBus</th>
<th>Micro Channel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total active pins</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital bus signals</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total power</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power to the machine</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+5V</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-12V</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-12V</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5V</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Insight Extra**

16-bit transfer counter, providing the ability to transfer 64K 16-bit words (128K bytes) or 64K bytes with a single d.m.a. operation.

---

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NuBus</th>
<th>Micro Channel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>synchronuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>10MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O address width</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory address width</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data width</td>
<td>8/16/32 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data addressing</td>
<td>Geographical slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data address lines</td>
<td>Multiplexed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplier</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus parity</td>
<td>Optional yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cards</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Theoretical maximum bus transfer rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block size</th>
<th>Block size (Pbyte/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>20MByte/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>20MByte/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>20MByte/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Bus masters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number (max)</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arbitration</td>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>Serial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Programmable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairness</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Programmable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MicroChannel arbitration priority

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arb level</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-2 (highest)</td>
<td>Memory refresh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>d.m.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0</td>
<td>Reserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-E</td>
<td>System microprocessor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Theoretical maximum d.m.a. transfer rates (byte/s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of channels</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMA transfer type</td>
<td>dual</td>
<td>single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle steal transfer rate</td>
<td>5.0M</td>
<td>2.0M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst mode transfer rate</td>
<td>6.7M</td>
<td>3.1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum transfer size</td>
<td>16MB</td>
<td>16MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MicroChannel interrupt priorities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IRQ</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Keyboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cascade interrupt control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Serial alternate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Serial primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Reserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Diskette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Parallel port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-15</td>
<td>Cascaded through IRQ 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Mechanical comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NuBus</th>
<th>Micro Channel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board area</td>
<td>-52 in²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cards</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interconnect spacing</td>
<td>74 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component height</td>
<td>0.55 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectors</td>
<td>96-pin DIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Bus connectors and signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NuBus</th>
<th>Micro Channel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total active pins</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital bus signals</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total power</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power to the machine</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+5V</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-12V</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-12V</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5V</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Better, nicer connector

The review of 'Electronics and computer acronyms' by Phil Brown (E&W July) mentions that BNC (as in connector) stands for Bayonet Nut Coupling.

A more interesting version is given by Chet Heyberger and Marshall E. Prior in 'The XYZs of using a Scope' (Tektronix, Beaverton, 1981) in which BNC means "Bayonet Neil-Concelman"; named for Paul Neil, who developed the N series connector at Bell Labs, and Carl Concelman, who developed the C series connector.

Roy Fursey, Netherbury, Dorset.

I am afraid I must take issue with the statement that BNC stands for Bayonet Nut Coupling (book reviews, E&W July 1988). It is in fact short for Bayonet Navy Connector, being a development of the "N" or Navy type coaxial connector. SMA, SMB and SMC are variants of the Sub Miniature connector. All this information can be found in Hewlett Packard's professional r.f. testgear catalogue - which contains a great deal more very useful information (and doesn't cost £24!).

Andrew Emmerson, Northampton.

F.m. broadcasting

Regarding the comment in Radio Broadcast in your July issue - "listeners have failed to respond to the 'listen on f.m. exhortation'" - the basic reasons for this are the design of domestic receivers (the proposed BBC receiver mentioned in the June issue would be a giant leap forward) and the programmes that are available on f.m.

The BBC must take the blame for the latter, with their policy of frequency-hopping. Imagine how long we would have been stuck with 405-line television had the same policy been applied there. You switch on BBC1 on 425 at 5 p.m. on Saturday and the announcer says 'BBC1 programmes continue on 405 only'; on 625 we have the third in the series "Spanish for the Hard of Hearing".

Reinforcing the 'listen on a.m.' attitude is the fact that, after twenty years, the BBC's most popular channel has no f.m. service except in the London area and the "Radio Times" lists programmes as on a.m.

What was surprising from the survey mentioned was that 40% do listen to f.m. at some time, despite all the efforts to discourage them from so doing.

S.J. Hampton, Shoreham-by-Sea, West Sussex.

School leavers

Mr Linsley-Howe's letter in your April issue touched a responsive chord.

In the early eighties I was employed by a major South African recruitment company, involved in placing technicians and engineers.

During this time we saw a number of young persons who were both "inspired and inquisitive", but lacked paper qualifications. Even in this country of telecommunications opportunity, they had difficulty finding positions commensurate with their abilities.

In the end most of them opted for the only other option, and started their own companies. Thank you for expressing these very necessary sentiments.

Glyn S. Craig, Microdyne Inc., Edenvale, Transvaal, South Africa.

Pseudo audio

I read with interest Mr Self's article (July) on the contemporary attitude to audio engineering and its products, and I am grateful that E&W has provided a forum in which this matter can be debated.

Since Mr Self invites comments, I would like to offer a few thoughts on this topic. Firstly, I am wholeheartedly in favour of his basic premise, that engineering progress must be founded on objective and reproducible measurements, and on specific technical goals. Opinions, however, augments their author, cannot be anything other than a possible corroboration that the technical targets sought by the engineers are correct, or an indication that the desired specification is, in some way, less than adequate.

However, the fact that the subjective sound puritans ever got their foot in the door of the standards laboratory in the first place is the engineers' own fault, in that when transistor amplifiers were first introduced, as an 'improvement' on the existing valve-operated designs, they suffered from large amounts of residual crossover distortion - less than 0.1%, perhaps, at full output power, but several percent at normal listening levels. The engineers, and the manufacturers' sales blurb, said they were excellent, but the man in the street, and his wife, thought they were nasty to listen to, as indeed they were.

We, as engineers, having tardily admitted our error in this matter, then went on to stabilize amplifier designs, which had massive amounts of negative feedback to improve the steady-state linearity, with dominant lag compensation, usually across the second gain stage within the overall feedback loop, because this particular technique led to the best high frequency t.h.d. figure. This led, in turn, to audible objectionable slew-rate limiting effects, the existence of which was again overlooked in the specification, but made the amplifier sound poor, especially at higher output levels.

Once again, the man in the street noted that there were differences in sound quality between similarly specified designs, and that what we said was superb might not provide the sound quality he expected. This, and a few other similar oversights gave the potential buyer of audio equipment the incentive to seek opinions based on listening trials conducted by respected figures among the 'golden-eared' fraternity, and provided a ready market for the publishers of the magazines which catered for this area of public disquiet.

While I arrived on the transistor audio amplifier design scene rather too late to fall into the pitfall of class-B crossover distortion and I was aware enough to offer designs which were not slew-rate limited, I am sure there are other things which I did not do as well as I should, simply because I do not know sufficiently fully the performance standards I should seek to meet, or the tests which I need to apply, to disclose the faults which a careful listener with good programme material and ideal listening conditions might perceive.

Taking one specific point arising from Mr Self's article I think, like the audio engineering world in general, places too much reliance on steady-state tests, such as his low signal-level t.h.d. measurements on different types of capacitors, which appear to have convinced him that there are no effective performance differences between different capacitor types. This may, indeed, be perfectly true under steady-state conditions.

It is my opinion that the pursuit of steady-state linearity has now been carried to such lengths that the bulk of the residual differences between specified electrical performance and apparent sound quality lie in the - normally inadequately specified - behaviour of the audio system under discontinuous or transient signals, which make up such a large proportion of music or speech. It is in this respect that many components, particularly capacitors, exhibit a range of known and measurable defects.

With regard to the transient performance of audio equipment in general, it is certainly possible to distinguish between systems having adequately low steady-state waveform distortion, but with large differences in their response to transient signals or other waveform discontinuities.

However, since these differences in transient response are seldom measured and the performance, in this respect, is sel-
dom defined, it is possible that in
the eyes of the lay user the differ-
ing units will appear to be
identically specified, which leads
to a consequent, but dis-
appointed, expectation of iden-
tical sound quality.

I would point, in this context,
to the substantial improvements
which have been made in sound
quality during the development
of both cassette recorders and
compact disc players, as between
early and later designs of the
same systems, of which much of
the improved performance is due
to significant improvements in
the accuracy of reproduction of
transient-type signals rather
than to any lessening of harmo-
nic distortion.

Overall, I simply do not believe
that we yet know enough about
the importance, in audio terms, of
some of the electrical short-
comings of components, or of
the waveform distortions arising
in the signal chain due to compo-
nent imperfections or injudi-
cious circuit design — which lead
to effects which can be both
demonstrated, and measured —
for us, as engineers, to be able
to say that there will be no audible
difference between component
'A', having one set of known
defects, and component 'B'
which has another, different, set,
or between systems of which
only some of the performance
characteristics are identical.

This is not intended as a justi-

fication for high-tensile-steel
control knobs or mains wiring
made from single crystal copper,
but as a plea that we should try to
assess the significance of the
electrical phenomena we do
know about, and can measure,
before either saying that defects
due to this cause don't exist or
that the effects that they do
introduce must be inaudible — in
view of the fact that most avail-
able programme material is
already degraded.

J.L.Linsley Hood,
West Monkton.
Somerset.

Could it be that my stiff neck is
due to the vigorous nodding
of my head whilst reading Doug
Self's article? Alas. I fear that in
your august journal, his well
reasoned arguments are largely
directed at the converted. It is
safe to assume that, had he offer-
ed it to the editorial office of any
of the well-known hi-fi comics, it
would have met with the enthu-
siasm accorded to a dead rodent.

I cannot but agree with every
word, and I say this with feeling,
having contributed regularly to
the emerging hi-fi magazine
world in the distant past, review-
ing as well. But what I find much
more disturbing is the steady
erosion of ethical standards
which the review "industry" (I
use the word advisedly): the de-
termination of technical com-
tence and what appears to be
corruption as well. Strong
stuff? Yes, it is — but there is
more than enough evidence of its
truth.

On the question of standards,
I would start: amongst those re-
viewers who actively lobby
manufacturers and import
agents for work, very few have
any academic qualifications or
training whatsoever. I usually
refer to them as the "ex-shop
assistant" brigade. From them,
we cannot really expect anything
other than their own concept of
what is acceptable. Sadly, that
tiny minority who do have an
engineering background have
now been fully corrupted by what
I refer to as the "Emperor's
clothes" syndrome. They either
join the Subjectivist chorus —
or lose work. Simple as that. It
isn't helped, either, by university
academics who lend a gloss of
respectability by contributing
largely unreadable tracts from
their ivory towers.

We must remember, and this
must not be interpreted as a jus-
tification for all this non-
sense, that hi-fi is now about
customer durables, like washing
powder. Change the perfume and
die in fear this
matters. I would point, in this context.

I read the article by
D.R.G.Self. As a professional en-

gineer with an interest in high-

end audio, I feel obliged to
say that the writing was
of a high order. I. for one,
believe the follow-
ing, if not all, points to be
pointed out:

(i) any subjective audible
difference between, say, amplifiers,
which can be shown to exist by
means of a statistically well
controlled double-blind trial,
can be explained in terms of
measurement and current sci-
entific knowledge;

(ii) it is possible to make one's
own perfect equipment mod-
ernly powered amplifier, whose
performance need not sensibly to
be improved any further, for less
than £150;

(iii) loudspeaker cables have a
small resistance, even smaller
than the finite wire size,
and that is the end of it, discussions of
skin-depth or worse, transmission lines are
ridiculous at audio frequencies;

(iv) differences between
hi-fi: the old school, the
modern school;

(v) for those who believe in
"the high ground by the
subjective extremists," that, I an
amateur at that, feel obliged to
state it. Can I put in a plea for
people to stand up and say so if
they honestly can't tell the differ-
ence between amplifier A or B,
and not be intimidated into
thinking that they have got cloth
ears, rather than golden ones.
Let us have the courage to shout
"The king isn't wearing any
clothes!".

John Howarth.
Hull.
Humberside.

It was with some interest and
relief that I read the article by
D.R.G.Self. As a professional en-
gineer with an interest in high-

quality sound reproduction, I have
always thought of subjectiv-
ism as with

audio. In the it author (Mr J Hughes) puts forward the theories of a Mr R. T. Hall claiming that the sound of your hi-fi is affected by such perverse things as the number of CDs on your shelf. your wristwatch and even whether your sofa has three or four legs, etc.

Much more worrying is the theory that all unused mains powered appliances in the home must be "neutralised" by shorting the live and neutral pins of the mains plug with a piece of wire and crocodile clips. Although the author does state that appliances must be unplugged, the implications for safety in the home are clearly worrying if readers believe the rest of the article. After telephoning the editorial department of Hi-Fi Answers to check if the article was genuine (which it was) I have written to both the magazine and the publishing company to complain. If, as Mr Belt claims, all items in the listening room that carry a static/electromagnetic charge should be neutralised, perhaps the listener should retire to another part of the house whenever the hi-fi is operating, as he/she could be carrying a large static charge and is definitely a source of electromagnetic interference!

In conclusion, subjectivism in the area of hi-fi has now moved way beyond the realm of good sense and one wonders where it can possibly go from here.

S.J. Shorey.
Dartford.
Kent.

Diagrams, please

I am writing on behalf of the Calderdale Business and Innovation Centre (CBIC) with a special request to your readers.

CBIC is a member of a European network of centres set up to help small companies in all aspects of their business development. In particular we deliberately encourage such companies to use modern technology to their advantage. As part of our work we are planning to stage several events and seminars for companies in the Yorkshire and Humber area. We also take part in events which bring together other companies from Europe. At present I am preparing a programme which will (hopefully) demonstrate the changes in electronic technology from the turn of the century through to the present day. The concept is to illustrate, by means of a series of circuit diagrams, not only how the technology has changed but how the "technological information" has changed, i.e. the way the presentation of circuit diagrams as well as the information content therein has changed.

The period 1908 to 1988 in 10 year segments has been chosen to illustrate this theme.

I am therefore requesting any of your readers who has, or can gain access to circuit diagrams from these years if they would be so kind as to send me a copy. I am sure the engineers working for the larger corporations would be willing to dig amongst their archive material to find a good example of their past work. These diagrams need not be overly complex, indeed simplicity is probably a more effective way of getting our message across.

Any contributions to this programme would be gratefully received, and of course your name and company would be acknowledged in the final presentation.

Thanking you in anticipation.

Bill Herdman.
Dean Clough.
Halifax HX3 5AX
West Yorkshire

Wagner, Debussy and electromagnetism

I have read the letter by T.R. Boag in the July issue of EWW concerning the constant k, in F = q1q2/r2, the expression linking the magnitudes of the force F between charges q1 and q2 separated by a distance r, and I am at a loss to understand his difficulty. The constant is usually written at 1/4πε0, and has the value 9x10^9 Nm2/C^2 where F is in newtons, q1 and q2 in coulombs and r in metres. This number is easy to remember and is wrong by about 0.1%.

In my experience, e0 occurs by itself far more frequently than 1/4πε0, hence I would not like to be writing 1/4πk, whenever I meant the constant represented by e0 if I were constrained to be using standard notation. If Mr Boag wants another symbol as standard, I suggest he advocates something looking vaguely like e0, as is the case with Planck's constants h and h = h/2.

Finally, the equation

F = 1/4πe0 q1q2/r^2

expresses a relationship between pure numbers. A mathematician would not accept, for example, an answer F = 10 newtons, – he would insist that the force is F newtons, the distance apart is r metres, etc., ensuring the quantities are pure numbers and giving the answer F = 10. Given this, I do not understand what Mr Boag is trying to do at the end of his letter by dividing the magnitudes of a charge by a coulomb, of a distance by a metre, and so on. I suggest he looks at the maths department of his university for help.

Peter F. Vaughan.
Coutant Electronics Ltd.
Ilfracombe.
Devon.

T R Boag's vision in the July letters of a madman wandering about at a Royal Society Soiree, and introducing himself to all and sundry as 'the Coulomb Constant', is perhaps even more appropriate than he realises. In the original absolute version of the electrostatic units there is no dimensional constant in the Coulomb equation, since the equation itself defines the unit of electrical charge in terms of purely mechanical quantities. Instead there is a purely numerical factor, which is specified in defining a particular absolute system. The symmetry of the force law demands that charge is to be given an electrical dimension, then not one but tow equal dimensioned constants must be introduced, one associated with each charge in the equation, i.e. that Coulomb's law must be written

F = q1q2/Vk

where q1q2/Vk is equal to 1/4πε0. If the consequences of this split are systematically followed through, and the fact that some over familiar equations were originally derived in the Absolute Electrostatic System and contain suppressed dimensional factors is not forgotten, it can be shown that E and D have the same dimensions, and that at any point in a vacuum both take the same value.

The usual introductions of SI units fail to take account of these suppressed dimensional factors, and introduce some legerdemain into the handling of Gauss's theorem. Errors which lead to a number of unexpected dimensional distinctions. Thus E and D are assigned different dimensions, and take different values at the same point in free space. This result, which physicists of the generation of Jeans and Eddington would for good physical reasons have rejected out of hand, leads to the mystic notion of the 'impedance of free space'.

The logical structure of the SI electrical units is sound enough, and their utility for practical purposes is unquestionable. However the expedients adopted in deriving them created a single 'Coulomb Constant' suffering from incurable schizophrenia, which imposes a heavy burden on anyone trying to understand rather than merely to use electromagnetism. Nevertheless, I believe that this burden can be relieved by changes falling well short of complete destruction of the SI Valhalla for practical units.

C.F. Coleman.
Grove.
Oxfordshire.
No charge to evaluate repairs.
No extra premium for emergency repair work.
No limit on the type of motorised products we'll repair.
No need to test repaired items.
No high levels of inventory.
No lengthy downtimes.
No problems, in fact.
That's what Omega service ability means.

Yes, we have been repairing and refurbishing all your motors for over a generation.
Yes, our service expertise covers all your electronic and electromechanical requirements.
Yes, we are a BSI 5750 registered company.
Yes, we do have a highly-skilled technical team to solve all your difficulties.
And yes, we are in the forefront of technology... so anticipating your future needs poses no problems.

Omega Dynamics, Kingsbury Trading Estate, Kingsbury Road, London NW9 8UP Telephone: 01-200 8844 FAX: 01-200 4816 TELEX: 8954958 G
**FM quadrature i.c. works as a p.l.l. detector**

Normally, the CA3089 and its many derivatives are used as quadrature f.m. detectors, and work well where distortion is the primary design criterion. In some applications, however, noise and threshold performance are more important. This idea was designed for demodulation of weak wideband audio subcarriers on satellite tv broadcasts, but with modified values, it may be useful for n.b.f.m.

Inside the chip are a limiting amplifier and phase detector, so by adding an external v.c.o. and loop filter a phase-locked-loop demodulator can be realized.

In the circuit shown, i.f. input is connected as usual so the a.g.c. and signal-level outputs function normally. One input of the phase detector connects internally to the i.f.; the other input comes from the external v.c.o. Control voltage for the v.c.o. is provided by the 'audio output' through the loop filter. With values shown, the simple Colpitts voltage-controlled oscillator operates around the i.f. of 10.7MHz.

Values of C1,2 were determined empirically for various frequency deviations and the loop filter was optimized for high-fidelity music. Threshold performance is considerably better than the quadrature detector, but of course distortion is much greater.

**M.L. Christeson**
Crowborough
East Sussex

---

**NEXT MONTH**

**Magnetic heading sensor.** Using a pendulous flux valve detector to obtain a direct-current heading signal for airborne telemetry. The device is compact, can be remotely sited and is free from e.m.i. emissions.

**Fast Fourier transforms of sampled signals.** A procedure to enable the accurate determination of unknown frequencies. The author suggests that the f.f.t. algorithm does not require a repeating waveform and that the waveform in the window is “considered” in isolation.

**Remotely controlled Wien oscillators.** A novel Wien-bridge oscillator design using analogue switches and photoco-ductive cells to provide a coverage of 10Hz to 13MHz.

**Interfacing and signal processing with C.** Programming in C has many advantages; this article describes how to exploit the language in interfacing a microcomputer to the outside world.

**Butterworth low-pass filter with equalization.** Kamil Kraus shows that a low-pass Butterworth with equalization leads easily towards the implementation of a higher-order crossover filter.

**Bi-directional opto-coupling.** If you need to avoid trouble with earthing and noise, opto-coupling could be the answer. But if there is a computer and a text fixture at each end, it might not be easy; R.A. Beck shows the way.
Fast logic probe

Putting the logic of a logic probe into a p.l.d. results in a fast and versatile unit no larger than much simpler designs.

B.J. FROST

Recently, in a popular compendium of electronic circuits I found no fewer than 24 logic-probe circuits. With so many logic-probe designs around, I feel that I must first justify my version. Its main feature is that it captures pulses too short to display on an oscilloscope. Sometimes simply connecting the capacitance of an oscilloscope probe removes erroneous pulses and causes a faulty circuit to work perfectly - until the oscilloscope is removed. Being built around a programmable-logic device, the probe is small and simple, yet it includes pulse-analysis features.

Two types of pulse that I frequently encounter are problematical enough to justify the probe's pulse-detection facility. They are glitches, i.e. pulses that cause erroneous circuit operation, and pulses such as processor-chip-select signals. Neither type of pulse is easily made repetitive, and although processor strobes can be made repetitive by suitable programming, some means of detecting these as single events certainly justifies adding to the logic-probe circuitry.

A major feature of the probe is its ability to classify pulse widths into several bands; the probe differentiates between fast glitches, typical processor strobes and strobes that are too long to be valid. Of these pulses the glitch is the most important since the probe must illustrate the presence of pulses that affect present-day advanced logic such as 74F and 74AC series.

Most logic probes have a pulse-indication facility based on either a monostable multivibrator or pulse-stretching principle. If only edge indication is required, a 74F or 74AC bistable i.e. with a delayed reset provides about the fastest detector. This simplicity diminishes though when detection from any input edge is required.

Any circuitry that responds to both edges must preserve the bandwidth needed for glitch-detection. When the basic logic-probe level-detecting circuitry is added to the pulse-detection circuits, it becomes difficult to accommodate the number of chips required inside a reasonably-sized case. It is not surprising that simple transistor-based probes are so popular.

Each probe function requires only simple logic, but brought together, these functions represent an untidy mixture of gates and inverters. This mixture is ideal for implementing in programmable logic. My probe design has a single programmable-logic array providing the logic-probe functions and pulse-analysis facilities with few additional components.

Probe circuitry falls into two sections, namely the logic-state indicator and the pulse analyser. Circuitry shown in Fig. 1 and the peripheral components of Fig. 2 will give you an insight into the operation of each section. Logic-state indication is simply a matter of determining whether the probe input is high, low or, with the aid of a window comparator, open circuit. Leds indicating the logic state are driven directly.

Being based on a set-reset bistable device, the pulse analyser is almost as straightforward. Probe input passes through an exclusive-Or differentiator which produces a low-going transition on any probe input transition. This output feeds directly to the first set-reset bistable device which is immediately set on the shortest input pulse and so provides glitch detection.

Four more set-reset bistable devices are fed with the differentiator output but via increasing CR time-constants, such that only pulses that exceed each time-constant will set the corresponding bistable device and illuminate its led. The glitch bistable device will always be set on any pulse and is used together with a reset time constant to clear all the bistable devices after a predetermined display period.

PROGRAMMING THE PLD

Other articles have described the principles behind programmable gate arrays so I will not give the full programming process. List 1, produced using a simple text editor, is passed through a proprietary logic compiler and a programming file is produced for sending to a device programmer.

Advantages of this method of logic implementation are apparent from List 1, where you can see that the device inputs and outputs are declared first with a pin name assigned to a pin number in quite arbitrary order and with a polarity that is indicated by an exclamation mark. Thus pin 1 is the logic-probe input, true high, and pin 2 the feed from the window-comparator circuitry, but true low. The two leds indicating the logic state connect to output pins 12 and 19.
which are both true low, and the equations that relate their indication to the input states are:

/* drive HL display leds directly from logic input */
high_led = logic_input & logic_valid;
low_led = !logic_input & logic_valid;

An ampersand indicates the logic And function and an exclamation mark indicates inversion. Thus the highLed pin is true (pin 19 goes low) when the logic_input pin is true (i.e. pin 1 is high). And the logic_valid pin is true (pin 2 low). Compare this with the logic-gate equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 and the similarities should be clear.

This principle can be used to synthesize any logic function and the bistable devices are constructed in a similar way, but need slightly more explanation. When seen on a circuit diagram a set-reset bistable device is often drawn showing a cross-coupled gate pair which conveys both the essential symmetry and the circuit connections. Some drawings do not, or cannot illustrate a gate pair in this way and place one gate followed by another with correct connectivity but with a more hidden actual function.

The logic equation for implementing such a bistable device tends to look like this:

/* latch any pulse at all */
pulse_C = (pulse_C & !reset_pulse) # pulse_C_set:

Here, the output pin of the bistable device (pulse_C) appears on both sides of the equation, indicating its latching capability. The hash sign represents the logical Or symbol, and the equation output must become true if the input pin pulse_C_set becomes true, irrespective of the state of the output: this is the SET action. Presence of a true reset_pulse causes the expression !reset_pulse to become false and any self-latching cannot be maintained; this is the RESET action. This equation is directly equivalent to a cross-coupled Nand-gate pair and displays exactly the same instability of output when both input lines are simultaneously low.

As with any program listing these equations and pin definitions are easily changed without changes to hardware, and it is this flexibility that makes pal devices so attractive. Another advantage of this logic definition is that the logic compiler used to translate these equations into device data also allows a file of test highs and lows to be hypothetically placed on the device input pins and a print-out of the effect on the output pins to be obtained prior to programming the device. Such simulation provides a good chance of first-time success.

Implementing discrete logic with pal devices is an interesting and rewarding subject. A useful publication containing data and applications information is the AMD Programmable Logic handbook, available free to designers.

A fast mos version of the popular 16L8 pal providing up to 18 inputs or 8 outputs is used here. Its mos inputs provide little loading to the probe tip and allow convenient CR network component values; its high speed provides pulse detection down to single nanosecond figures.

Fig. 2. These simple interface circuits connect to the pal to form the complete logic probe.
Decoupling capacitors on both sides of the supplies above 8V should not be used for voltage protection. It consists of a low voltage-drop regulator to ensure that it does not suffer damage, the pulse display. All components are easily obtainable except for the pals; I will be happy to supply these for readers without programming facilities (details later). The fuse plot for the programmable logic device.

List 1. These equations, representing the logic within the logic probe, are used to produce the fuse plot for the programmable logic device.

```
** Inputs **
**
Pin 1 = logic_input /* high is high, low is low */
Pin 2 = logic_valid /* low if a valid logic level */
Pin 3 = reset_pulse /* true to set the pulse capture */
Pin 4 = logic_delayed /* delayed i/p provides auto pulse info */
Pin 5 = I pulse_G_set /* set pulse glitch latch */
Pin 6 = I pulse_t1_set /* set pulse t1 latch */
Pin 7 = I pulse_t2_set /* set pulse t2 latch */
Pin 8 = I pulse_t3_set /* set pulse t3 latch */
Pin 9 = I pulse_t4_set;
**
** Outputs **
**
Pin 19 = high_led /* high display led */
Pin 12 = low_led /* low display led */
Pin 17 = logic_pulse /* pulse circuit drive */
Pin 16 = pulse_G /* low if pulse at all */
Pin 15 = pulse_t1 /* low if pulse >t1 */
Pin 14 = pulse_t2 /* low if pulse >t2 */
Pin 13 = pulse_t3 /* low if pulse >t3 */
Pin 18 = pulse_t4 /* low if pulse >t4 */
```

```
/** Logic Equations */
/**
" drive HL display leds directly from logic input"
high_led = logic_input & logic_valid;
low_led = !logic_input & !logic_valid;
" generate pulse drive from exclusive-Or of input and delayed input"
logic = (logic_input & !logic_valid)
& (!logic_input & logic_valid_delayed);
" latch any pulse at all"
Pulse_G = (pulse_G & !reset_pulse) & pulse_G_set;
" latch any pulse >t1"
Pulse_t1 = (pulse_t1 & !reset_pulse) & pulse_t1_set;
" latch any pulse >t2"
Pulse_t2 = (pulse_t2 & !reset_pulse) & pulse_t2_set;
" latch any pulse >t3"
Pulse_t3 = (pulse_t3 & !reset_pulse) & pulse_t3_set;
" latch any pulse >t4"
Pulse_t4 = (pulse_t4 & !reset_pulse) & pulse_t4_set;
```

** HARDWARE DETAILS **

All of the circuitry can be built into a probe case like the one available from RS and other suppliers, and is easily accommodated on the piece of perforated board that comes with the case. The leads can be glued into small holes drilled in the case in groups of two (for the state indicators) and four (for the pulse display). All components are easily obtainable except for the pals. I will be happy to supply these for readers without programming facilities (details later).

A small amount of power supply circuitry is shown in the diagram. Any 5V logic supply could be used to power the probe directly but to ensure that it does not suffer damage, the supply circuitry shown should be included. It consists of a low voltage-drop regulator which only loses about 0.2V at full current and a germanium diode to provide reverse-voltage protection.

Probe input thresholds remain at 1/4 and 3/4 of 5V whatever the supply voltage, but supplies above 8V should not be used for extended periods. Do not omit the 1uF decoupling capacitors on both sides of the regulator. Due to their current-mode output, low-dropout regulators are prone to instability if the required decoupling capacitances are not present.

For the best glitch-catching performance, ensure that the shortest possible ground wire connects the probe circuit to the circuit under test. This connection performs the same function as the ground clip on an oscilloscope probe and has the same characteristics; i.e. it can be ignored for general, uncritical checks, but if working with narrow pulses with wide bandwidth it is essential. Remember that all common logic families except 4000 series CMOS have an edge rate-of-change that is equivalent to bandwidths in excess of 100MHz.

A programmed pal for this design can be obtained by sending £9.99 to Dorset Design and Developments at 8 Robinsons Drive, Fernshaw, Dorset BH22 9RT. This price includes postage and packing.

Brian Frost is with Dorset Design and Developments.
The DIGIAC 1050 has been specifically designed to provide a single self-contained trainer that covers a.c./d.c. fundamentals, semiconductor circuits and digital electronics.

For full details on the DIGIAC 1050 send for our full colour brochure or call us on Norwich (0603) 748001.

The DIGIAC 1050 features:
- Self contained module with steel case and integral power supplies.
- Two curriculum texts available - FT02 - An Accelerated Introduction to Electricity/Electronics
  FT04 - A Comprehensive Study of the Fundamentals of Electricity/Electronics
- 26 independent circuit blocks with different configurations covering resistors, capacitors, inductors, op amps, diodes, relays, transformers and digital logic circuits.
- On-board switched faults - concealed by a lockable cover.
- Screen-printed circuit layout.
- Comprehensive Instructor's manuals available for both curriculum texts.

LJ Technical Systems Ltd.
Francis Way, Bowthorpe Industrial Estate.

HIGH QUALITY - LOW PRICES

4 + 11GHz SATELLITE TV RECEIVING EQUIPMENT

RECEIVERS, LNB's, LNC's, FEED HORNS, ANTENNAS, ANTENNA POSITIONERS, POLOROTORS, LINE AMPLIFIERS, ETC.

For further details contact:
HARRISON ELECTRONICS
Century Way, March,
Cambs PE15 8QW
Tel: (0354) 51289

Toroidal & E.I. Transformers

As manufacturers we are able to offer a range of quality toroidal and laminated transformers at highly competitive prices.

Toroidal Mail Order Price List

prices inclusive of VAT & Postage
15va 9.12, 30va 9.48, 50va 10.16, 80va 11.02, 120va 12.23, 160va 14.44, 225va 16.37, 300va 18.05, 500va 26.46, 625va 30.66, 750va 34.14, 1000va 49.40
Also available 1k2, 1k5, 2k, 2k5, 3k. Prices on request.

Quantity prices and delivery on request

Air Link Transformers
Unit 6, The Maltings, Station Road,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Tel: 0279 724425
Constant-current stepping-motor drive

A brief stepping-motor overview, a circuit for normal and half-step motor control, and this constant-current driver circuit are contained in the application brief for TI’s SN754411/L293 stepping motor controller/drivers.

Motor-winding IR time-constant causes motor current to respond slowly to stepped inputs. Consequently, during high-speed operation, motor speed may never reach its rated value. This chopping circuit allows the motor to be operated from a high-voltage supply, so a faster current increase is possible.

Audible motor noise is avoided by correct choice of frequency-determining components R and C (20kHz). Peak motor current is set by VREF and R1.

EMI suppression

Residual inductance in a capacitor, which depends on electrode construction and lead lengths, combines with the capacitance to form a resonant network. In e.m.i. suppression applications, this resonant point can significantly reduce the capacitor's effectiveness.

These illustrations, from Murata’s “EMI countermeasure” guide, give residual inductance values and insertion losses of typical two-terminal capacitors.

For a publication of its size, the guide does not contain much text, but it is well provided with large illustrations. It presents a summary of the fundamentals of e.m.i. suppression techniques and explains the advantages of three-terminal capacitors. Data sheets for many of the company’s suppression devices are included.
Small-area networking

Hardware for a simple small-area network can consist of little more than a number of universal asynchronous receiver/transmitters capable of operating in 'multi-drop' mode. Such a network is the subject of note AN990 from Motorola, entitled "A small-area network using the MC68681 duart.

In multi-drop mode the serial frame bit, normally used for parity checking, signals an address when high, or data when low. This feature allows a number of terminals with receiver/transmitters to be linked serially to the same controller and individually written to. With a simple polling mechanism, the terminal controller can also determine whether individual terminals have information to send back to it.

Optical shaft encoder with five-second resolution

Normal rotation encoders rely on sensing radial coded slots or holes on a disc. In contrast, a new encoder technique developed by Muirhead Vactric involves charge-coupled sensors arranged in a ring so that sensing over the whole disc surface is possible.

Resolution is further increased by taking advantage of the c.c.d.'s analogue sensing nature. The results, described in a brief brochure called "The Microgon Encoder", is a 38mm rotary position encoder with a resolution of 4.94 arc seconds (the first units should be available early in 1989).

On the encoder disc are two concentric tracks - a pseudo-random binary track and a bar track - which form the moire fringes by interacting with the c.c.d. elements. The light source is pulsed to form instantaneous pattern images on the c.c.d., resulting in a set of charges within the cells. These represent the position of the pattern, and its corresponding moire fringes. The c.c.d. correlates the pattern position with a predetermined reference position on the disc.
Pioneers


W.A. ATHERTON

Tune in or fade out: that was the advice given by Alec Reeves in 1971 to engineers and managers to help them face the next fifty years of electronics. Reeves himself was a man highly tuned to his subject. He was the inventor of pulse-code modulation and conceived the idea of the wartime Oboe precision navigation system. His keen sense of the way ahead for telecommunications was evident again in 1960 when he led a team on a then futuristic project to achieve communication using optical waves. The advent of lasers and fibre-optic cables eventually made that possible. C.K. Kao, the father of fibre-optic cables, was employed at the same laboratories and has recalled the inspiration of working among men such as Reeves (see Pioneers 16, Electronics & Wireless World April 1988).

For that next half century Reeves foresaw personal global telephone numbers which would go with you anywhere in the world, and 700-line opto-electronic picturephones in colour and with stereo sound. For mass storage he suggested $10^{12}$ bits per cubic centimetre as an achievable long-term target. That would enable an hour of colour television programmes to be stored in a cubic centimetre of material. The ultimate would be one bit per atom, and there are around $10^{27}$ atoms per cubic centimetre in a solid. Generally what was needed to face the next half century, Reeves suggested, was a revolution in thought.

Pulse-code modulation is one of the foundation stones of modern telephony. It has especially good immunity to noise and has been used to transmit pictures and data from space. The first American photographs from Mars came via a p.c.m. system. Reeves's patent was filed in Paris on 3 October, 1938, though he had conceived the idea the previous year. As you read this, p.c.m. is 50 years old.

It may seem strange that a British inventor filed his invention in France but the explanation is simple enough. At the time he was working in Paris at the laboratories of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation (ITT). Alec Harley Reeves was born at Redhill in Surrey, on 10 March, 1902. He graduated from Imperial College, London, in 1921 and two years later joined the International Western Electric Company. This was part of ITT and the forerunner of Standard Telephone and Cables (STC) and its laboratories, STL. There he worked on the first commercial transatlantic radio telephone circuit and was one of the first to use the Eccles-Jordan bistable flip-flop to build digital timing and counting circuits. In 1927 ITT opened new laboratories in Paris to which Reeves was transferred. There he stayed until the German takeover in 1940.

**P.C.M.**

In Paris the ITT group was looking at ways of using the s.h.f. and u.h.f. hands for radio telephony links. The main problem was noise. Ever since A.G. Bell's invention of "speech-shaped current" the telephone had used analogue circuitry. Frequency-division multiplexing had made multiple channel transmissions possible. But to Reeves, telegraph-style pulse techniques, used with time-division multiplexing, seemed an attractive alternative to analogue methods. Pulse-amplitude modulation was tried and found to work, but the varying amplitudes of the pulses suffered from noise as badly as did analogue techniques.

In 1937 Alec Reeves came to the conclusion that what was needed was a return to the fixed amplitude pulses of telegraphy. They had great tolerance to noise since they were either there or not there. Digital telephony became his target.

Today's preoccupation with digital techniques makes it hard for us to imagine the mental struggles that such ideas posed fifty years ago. Reeves first tried using the width of the pulses to represent the amplitude of the signal (Fig.1). This is now known as pulse-width modulation (p.w.m.) He soon realised that the width could be represented by short pulses for the leading and trailing edge, or better still, by just one short fixed-duration pulse whose position relative to a fixed time represented the amplitude of the signal at that instant (Fig.1). This technique, known as pulse-time modulation or pulse-position modulation, was used in many early h.f. radio links.

Pulse-time modulation was an important invention but it did not solve the original problem since noise could affect the position of the pulses and so produce distortions. These effects would be cumulative if passed through many repeaters. Reeves still wanted to approach the telegraph situation where only the presence or absence of pulses mattered: for that he needed not only to sample the signal but also to convert the amplitudes of the samples into some sort of digital telegraph. To do this he needed analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue converters.

He now fell back on his earlier work at designing counting and timer circuits using the Eccles-Jordan bistable. These he combined with pulse-time modulation (p.t.m.). By converting the analogue signal to p.t.m. and measuring the time intervals with his counter he designed an analogue-to-digital converter. Similarly he showed how to convert back from digital to analogue1. In his 1938 patent Reeves suggested a sampling frequency of 8kHz (twice the baseband frequency of 4kHz) and 32 amplitude steps (27).

P.c.m. did all that Reeves had asked of it except for one thing: it was difficult to achieve with the technology of the day. Widespread implementation had to await the era of cheap transistors and integrated circuits. By that time the STC patents had expired and STC made no money from them. After the war p.c.m. was developed in a number of centres, especially at Bell Laboratories where its feasibility was proved in 1947-1948 by a team led by the famous Harold S. Black, inventor of the negative-feedback amplifier.

**OBOE**

In 1940 Alec Reeves fled from France leaving his belongings behind — although, I am told, a suitcase was returned thanks to help given by "a man he met in a pub". He joined the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough but was transferred to the Telecommunications Research Establishment then located at Swannage. There he was in charge of a number of groups of which one, Group 17A, had the task of developing a new long-range blind bombing system conceived by Reeves and code-named Oboe. By now he had laid aside previous qualms about work-
ing on offensive systems. The operational system was worked out by F.E. Jones in discussion with Reeves in April-May 1941 but the principles came from Reeves. Airborne trials began in September, a remarkable tribute to the small team which had produced all the equipment 2.

An enormous amount of work and resources were needed to develop and use Oboe even though its principle was remarkably simple. Oboe relieved the bomber crew of the responsibility of deciding when to release the bombs and gave that job to ground-based radar operators. The entire system relied on very accurate distance measurement of the aircraft by two widely-separated radar stations and on knowing the exact range of the target from the two stations. This latter requirement necessitated the accurate alignment of the Ordnance Survey with the continent of Europe whilst the war was raging. A raid on Florennes in Belgium (described by R.V. Jones in his book Most Secret War) helped check this alignment.

Oboe made use of the fact that British radar could make range measurements better than it could make directional ones. As the bomber neared its target it flew on a circular course at a fixed distance from radar station A (Fig.2); this would ensure that it passed over the target, or rather just short of it, to allow for the tangential motion of the falling bombs, which were usually dropped from 30 000 feet. Signals from station A told the pilot whether he was on track or to the left or right of it. A second radar station, B, also tracked the bomber: when this was at the correct range from the station the signal was given to release the bombs.

Oboe was tested over bombing ranges in Wales and near Stranraer, the latter some 250 miles from the radar stations. Practice bombs dropped by Mosquito aircraft from 30 000 feet gave an average radial error of 150 yards. 3

The first Oboe-controlled sortie against enemy targets took place on 20 December, 1942. By the end of the war the RAF had flown about 10 000 Oboe-controlled raids which had marked the targets for nearly 120 000 bombers. The US Air Force had also used Oboe on more than 1600 missions. Air Marshal "Bomber" Harris later wrote, "Bomber Command's main offensive began at a precise moment - the moment of the first major attack on an objective in Germany by means of Oboe". It was a far cry from a comment in one headquarters file written at the time when the principles of Reeves's idea were being considered. Perhaps worried by the transponder needed in the aircraft, whose transmissions could be detected by the enemy, a Government scientist wrote of Oboe, "If I had the power I would discover the man responsible... and sack him so that he would no longer waste not only his time and effort but ours also by his vain imaginings". Instead of being sacked, Reeves was honoured with the OBE in 1945 for conceiving the most precise bombing system of the war.

SAINTLY

After the war Reeves rejoined STL where he stayed until his retirement in 1970. After that he formed his own consultancy and performed work on optical communication systems for the British Post Office until his death on 13 October, 1971 at Harlow in Essex. He had no next of kin. As well as his two main claims to fame, p.c.m. and Oboe, he held about 100 patents and had worked on the first short-wave radio telephone link between Spain and South America.

Reeves has been described as "saintly". It is a poetic description and one which does not spring easily to the lips of engineers when describing colleagues. Professor K.W. Cattermole has written that anyone who knew him would remember his kindness and generosity, his charitable work, personal integrity and sincerity. He devoted time, money and emotional commitment to helping rehabilitate young delinquents back into the community and bore the breaking of trust with the faith that "the right thing to do was the right thing to do". He was a keen mountaineer and encouraged a love for sport in young people, and did not mind recalling being h eaten at discus-throwing by a 12-year-old girl.

He received many honours besides his OBE: a CBE, honours from the American IEEE and the Franklin Institute, and a trophy and cheque from ITT. The most unusual one however was a British postage stamp and first-day cover issued in 1969 which commemorated one of the most important inventions in modern telecommunications - pulse-code modulation.
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**Fig.1. The path to pulse-code modulation.**

Over a couple of years in the late 1930s Reeves progressed towards digital telephony by a series of steps including modulating the amplitude, the width, and then the position (timing) of pulses. Finally, in p.c.m., only the presence or absence of pulses mattered.

**Fig.2. Oboe.** By means of a transponder in the aircraft, radar stations A and B could both monitor accurately the distance from them to the bomber. Flying along a curve centred on A, the bomber released its bombs when instructed to by station B. For the Florennes raid in December 1942 station A was at Trimingham and B at Walmer.
Multiprocessor systems

In this third article, Alan Clements looks at how microprocessors communicate with each other.

Up to now I have been looking at the topology of multiprocessor systems with little or no consideration of the actual connections between the processors. Here I describe some of the ways in which processors are linked together and examine the various issues involved in linking them.

COUPLING

Possibly more than any other factor, the required degree of coupling between processors in a multiprocessor system determines how the processors are to be linked. A tightly-coupled multiprocessor system passes data between processors either by means of shared memory or by allowing one processor to access the other processor's data, address and control buses directly.

When shared memory, sometimes called dual-port ram, is employed to couple processors, a block of read/write memory is arranged to be common to both processors. One processor writes data to the block and the other reads that data. Data can be transferred as fast as each processor can execute a memory access. Later I will look at the design of dual-port ram and the problem arising when both processors try to access the same block of memory simultaneously.

The degree of coupling between processors is expressed in terms of two parameters: the transmission bandwidth, and the latency of the interprocessor link. Transmission bandwidth is defined as the rate at which data is moved between processors and is expressed in bits per second. For example, if a 68000 writes a byte of data to an 8bit parallel port every 4µs, the bandwidth of the link is 8bit/4µs or 2Mbit/s. However, if a 16bit port is used to move words at the same rate, the bandwidth rises to 4Mbit/s.

Latency of an interprocessor link is defined as the time required to initiate a data transfer.

That is, latency is the time that elapses between a processor requesting a data transfer and the time at which the transfer actually takes place. A high degree of coupling is associated with large transmission bandwidths and low latencies. As you might expect, tightly-coupled microprocessor systems need more complex hardware than loosely-coupled systems.

The way in which processors are linked can be listed in order of their degree of coupling as follows:

- Serial data link
- Parallel data link with fifo buffers between processors
- DMA channel
- Shared bus
- Shared common memory

Here, I will describe only interprocessor links involving shared memory or buses.

SHARED BUS

One of the most popular ways of tightly-coupling processors is to permit two or more processors to share the same bus in an arrangement of time-division multiplexing. That is, the bus is allocated to a processor only for a fraction of the available time.

It is possible for more than two processors...
to share the same bus, allowing the general bus topology to be realized; this is why the shared bus is so popular. It should be immediately apparent that if a number of processors do try to access the common bus all the time, the throughput of the individual processors will be very low.

Figure 1 shows how a shared bus system is arranged. Each of the three processors, A, B and C, has its own local buses through which it accesses its own local memory and, possibly, I/O ports. For much of the time, the processors execute programs stored in their local memory and operate on their own data. When one processor wishes to communicate with another, it takes control of the system bus through its bus-control unit. Now it can access the resources of another processor by controlling the system bus.

When I introduce the VMEbus in a later article, you will see how the 68000 bus control facilities (bus and bus) simplify the design of multiprocessor systems.

Fig.4. Timing of an indivisible test and set (TAS) instruction.

SHARED MEMORY

In the final method of linking two processors a block of memory common to both processors is used. As I have already stated, common memory is often called dual-ported ram. Fig.2. It is, in fact, possible to have n-ported ram that is shared between n processors. Because multiprocessor systems based on shared memory have very low latencies due to their tight coupling, I will discuss the design of multiprocessor systems with shared memory in more detail.

DESIGNING MULTIPROCESSORS WITH SHARED MEMORY

In the example of Fig.2, the two processors have entirely separate buses together with their own local memory and I/O resources as appropriate. However, each processor is also able to read from or write to a block of dual-ported memory common to both their address spaces. Figure 3 provides further details of the arrangement of this memory. For the sake of simplicity, byte-selection details are not included.

Each processor in Fig.3 has its own data and address bus buffered on to the dual-port ram buses by means of two pairs of three-state buffers. Processor 1 accesses the dual-ported memory when ENABLE1 is asserted and processor 2 accesses the dual-port ram when ENABLE2 is asserted. As the outputs of the buffers are connected together, only one set of buffers at a time may be enabled. Therefore, both processors cannot access the memory simultaneously.

Inputs CS and WR to the dual ram are also buffered by three-state bus drivers. However,
in this case it is necessary to pull up both Ls and kW when neither processor is accessing the bus, in order to avoid spurious memory accesses.

**ARBITRATION**

So far so good. The real problem in designing a shared memory system lies in the selection of a suitable mechanism by which a processor is granted access to the shared memory. Each processor in Fig. 3 may attempt to access the dual-port ram by asserting its AN and Ls lines and by placing the appropriate address on Al.

Access requests from both processors are fed to an arbiter circuit to decide which processor will be granted access to the shared memory block. Some arbiters have a clock input (not necessarily the system clock) that determines the points at which the request inputs are sampled. That is, the requests are sampled periodically by a sampling clock. This clock has important implications for the reliability of the system as you shall soon see.

If one processor requests the memory and the other does not, the requesting processor is granted access. Equally, once a processor has been granted access, the other is locked out and must wait until the memory becomes free. When both processors request a memory access almost simultaneously, the arbiter must decide which processor may proceed and which must wait.

The arbiter is an interesting device, not least because it is impossible to design a

![Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of a two-input asynchronous arbiter taken from a Motorola application note. Latches IC1,2,3 are driven by a non-inverted clock signal and latches IC2,3,4 by an inverted clock to ensure that REQUEST1 and REQUEST2 are not sampled at the same time.](image-url)

Fig. 5. Arrangement of dual-ported ram in a multiprocessor system.
finite probability that a processor may request access at any instant if its clock is independent because a processor may request a memory device's data and clock inputs are called metastability. Simultaneous changes at a bistable and sampling clock edge can never be eliminated. The problem of a simultaneous access request to the memory is undefined. Making a decision. In this case, the state of the system is undefined.

No matter how well an arbiter is designed, the problem of a simultaneous access request and sampling clock edge can never be eliminated. Simultaneous changes at a bistable device's data and clock inputs are called metastability. It is possible however to reduce the problem to acceptable limits. For example, an arbiter may be designed that fails once every fifty years represents, of course, a high degree of reliability by everyday standards. Note that a failure due to a metastability problem is a soft failure. Another problem associated with shared memory, common to almost all forms of multiprocessor systems, is in ensuring reliable communication between the processors via the shared memory. For example, suppose that processor A writes a block of data to the dual-port memory for processor B to read. Processor A will want exclusive use of the shared memory for the entire duration of this operation. Since processor A cannot lock out processor B by a hardware technique, it is necessary for A to pass a message to B, indicating to it that it wishes to have sole access to the memory. Typically a flag bit, called a semaphore, forms one of the memory locations and, when set, indicates to a processor that the memory is in use by another processor and is therefore unavailable.

In order for processor A to take control of the shared memory, it first reads the semaphore. Remember that both processors can physically access memory, subject only to the state of the arbiter. If the semaphore is set, processor A must wait, since B is already using the memory. If the semaphore is clear, processor A may take control of the shared memory by setting the semaphore and thereby locking out B.

Simple? Well, not really. Assume that processor A reads the semaphore and finds it clear. Processor A will then perform a write operation to set the semaphore and to gain possession of the shared memory. Now suppose that an infinitesimally small period after processor A requests the memory, processor B does the same. Processor B will read the semaphore after A has read it and it too will set the semaphore; each will think that it has sole possession of the shared memory.

The above is not a theoretical, abstract or irrelevant problem. It has serious consequences in multiprocessor systems. For example, in a geographically distributed system a travel agent may ask for a seat on a certain flight. The computer system interrogates the data base and finds, yes, a single seat free, which the client then books. But suppose that in another town a second client also requests a seat on the same flight. He or she may be told that the flight is free because the first client has not yet booked the seat. The outcome is that the seat becomes double-booked.

Fortunately, most data bases have software that avoids this dilemma. Once a client has asked if a seat is available, that section of the data base cannot be read by another user until the original transaction is fully completed.

The 6800 microprocessor has a test-and-set instruction, tss, designed specially for multiprocessor applications. A test-effective address> instruction reads the contents of the specified effective address and, if clear, sets the least-significant bit of the byte tested in one indivisible operation. That is, it does not release the memory between the action of reading the semaphore and that of setting it. The action carried out by a test instruction is called an indivisible read, modify and write operation.

Figure 4 provides the timing diagram of a TAS instruction, which lasts a minimum of 20 clock states and includes a conventional write access followed by a conventional read access. Like any other memory access, both read and write operations can be extended by delaying data-transfer acknowledge signal to as required. However, unlike other read-followed-by-write cycles, the address strobe is not negated between the read and the write accesses. Therefore, in any multiprocessor system using shared memory, the arbiter must be arranged so that it will never record a processor's access to the shared memory while its address strobe is asserted.

**MEMORY ARBITRATION**

An arrangement of a practical dual-port ram with 64Kbyte of shared memory is given in Fig. 5. Two 32K-by-8bit i.c.s provide the 32K words of shared memory and eight bus drivers form the electrical interface between the ram and processor 1 or processor 2. Processor data...
lines are buffered by 74LS245 bidirectional transceivers, whose data direction inputs are controlled by the latched signal from the processor bus to which they are connected. The data buffers are enabled by ENABLE' when processor 1 has access to the memory and by ENABLE2 when processor 2 has access.

Address lines A12 to A15 from processor 1 are buffered by two 74LS244 octal three-state bus drivers enabled by ENABLE'. Lines A2 to A5 from processor 2 are similarly buffered and enabled by ENABLE2.

Three 74LS244 three-state buffers are required to buffer the 15 address lines and the read, write and low control lines from the processors. Each of these three lines is pulled up to a logical one state (on the ram side of the buffers) by resistors, to avoid accessing the ram when neither ENABLE1 nor ENABLE2 is asserted.

Two OR gates (AND gates in negative logic terms) permit the processors to perform byte or word accesses to the ram. These gate upper data strobe (on with CS from the arbiter) to select the upper byte, and (on with CS to select the lower byte.

Address decoders 1 and 2 are driven from processor 1 and processor 2 address buses respectively. Each decoder is enabled by its own processor's address strobe. For example, if processor 1 requests a memory access by addressing the 32K block selected by address decoder 1, the decoder output (SEL1) is asserted. Assuming processor 2 does not request the bus, the arbiter asserts ENABLE1 and buffers 1, 2, 5 and 6 are enabled. This permits processor 1 to access the memory exactly as in any other access to static ram. Note that (on from the arbiter is asserted to enable the ram, if either ENABLE1 or ENABLE2 is asserted. Should processor 2 request the ram, the action is identical to that above, except that buffers 3, 4, 7 and 8 are enabled by ENABLE2.

Figure 6 is an example of an arbiter for dual-ported ram, taken from Motorola application note AN881. Each processor employs its address bus together with CS and strobes (on with CS) to produce a memory access request whenever it wishes to write to or read from the shared memory. Memory request signals (on and (on) are sampled by two positive-edge triggered latches. The latch to be clocked first locks out the other latch, so that the latter cannot respond to a request at its input. The secret of the arbiter is its use of an antiphase clock to provide different sampling points for the request inputs.

Timing for the case in which both processors request the bus simultaneously is shown in Fig. 7. As you can see, processor 2 wins the request and processor 1 must wait until processor 2 has relinquished the bus. That is, processor 1 does not have to try again, it simply waits for the memory to become free. Processor 1 determines that the bus is once more free by the eventual assertion of its data-transfer acknowledgement signal. Initially, the arbiter is in an idle state with both request inputs inactive-high. Therefore, both D inputs to latches IC1A and IC2A are high in a steady state condition. Outputs (on and (on) and ENABLE1 and ENABLE2 are all high.

Suppose that (on and (on) are asserted almost simultaneously when the clock is in a high state. This results in the outputs of both OR gates (A and B) going low simultaneously. The cross-coupled feedback inputs to the OR gates (on and (on) are currently both low.

On the next rising edge of the clock, the Q output of latch IC1A (i.e. A) and the Q output of latch IC1B (i.e. B) both go low. However, as latch IC1A sees a rising edge clock first, its Q output goes low one half a clock cycle (40ns) before latch IC1B's output also goes low.

Earlier it said that when a latch is clocked at the moment its input is changing, it goes into a metastable state in which its Q output is indeterminate. The metastable state can last for up to about 75ns before the output of the latch settles into one state or the other. For this reason a second pair of latches is used to sample data at the input latches after a period of 80ns.

Thus, 80ns (one clock cycle) after (on) has been latched and output A forced low, the output of latch IC1B, (on) goes low. Its complement, (on) is fed back to Or gate IC1, forcing input A high. After a clock cycle A also goes high. Because ENABLE2 is connected to latch IC1B's active-low preset input, latch IC1B,

---

**Fig. 9. Timing of DTACK during execution of a TAS instruction.**

**Fig. 10.** Both arbitration logic and memory refreshing are provided by the 74LS764 controller.
is held in a high state.

At this point, ENABLE_1 is negated and ENABLE_2 asserted, permitting processor 2 to access the bus. The access is completed by the generation of a DTACK_1 (described later) and by the negation by processor 2 of its AS and ARUS outputs.

When processor 1 relinquishes the memory, ENABLE_2 becomes inactive-high, causing first RE, then EN, and finally ENABLE_2 to be negated as the change ripples through the arbiter. Once ENABLE_2 is high, ENABLE_2 goes low, causing the output of Or gate IC_4 to go low. This is clocked through IC_5, to force ENABLE_2 low and therefore permit processor 1 to access the memory. Of course, once ENABLE_2 is asserted, and assertion of ENABLE_1 is ignored.

The remaining aspect of the dual-ported ram to be considered is the generation of DTACK_1 and DTACK_2 by the arbiter. Many circuits which produce a DTACK response to the assertion of the processor's address strobe following a valid address would not be suitable for a dual-ported ram. A glance at Fig.4, the timing diagram of a TAS instruction, reveals the difficulty unique to TAS. This is the only instruction that requires two handshake cycles (one to acknowledge the read cycle and one to acknowledge the write cycle) while AS is continuously asserted.

---

**Fig.11**. Timing of the LS764 arbitration sequence.

**Fig.12**. Dual 68000 system using a 74LS764 controller.

---
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Figure 8 shows how a clock pulse is generated for processor 1 is generated from $\text{not}_1$ or $\text{not}_2$, $\text{not}_3$, and $\text{not}_4$ from the arbiter. Basically, a clock pulse is generated in the normal fashion by holding a shift register (74LS164) in a clear state whenever $\text{not}_3$ or $\text{not}_4$ is inactive-high. and then using the shift register to shift a clock pulse along when it is enabled. In this case, the shift register is also reset when $\text{not}_1$ and $\text{not}_2$ are negated. Consequently, the circuit generates the two consecutive MACK signals required during a TAS operation. Figure 9 provides a timing diagram for the clock generator. Note that $\text{not}_4$ is produced in an identical way, except that the shift clock is derived from the complement of the arbiter clock.

Now the hardware design of a dual-ported RAM is complete. In use it may be accessed by a processor as follows:

**Shared-memory**

- **Sem:** W 1 First-word semaphore
- **LEA:** Sem, (A0) Point to semaphore
- **TAS:** (A0) Test and set semaphore
- **BMM:** Wait Repeat until semaphore is set

**Critical section**

- **CLR.B:** (A0) Clear semaphore

The address of the semaphore is loaded into $w$ and the $\text{not}_3$ loop repeats until the semaphore is found to have its seventh bit clear (i.e. $w = 0$ not taken). When bit seven of the semaphore is clear it is set by the $\text{not}_2$ to enable the processor to take control of the shared memory.

The next part of the program is called the critical section because it is the region that must be executed to completion without any other processor accessing its data. Once the critical section has been completed, the shared memory is de-allocated by $\text{not}_4$ which resets the semaphore.

**DYNAMIC RAM CONTROL**

Both arbitration logic for dual-port memory and the controller and interface to a block of dynamic ram are included in the 74LS764 dynamic-ram controller. Fig. 10.

Request signals $\text{not}_0$, $\text{not}_1$, and $\text{not}_2$ are the access-request inputs from ports 1 and 2, and $\text{not}_3$ and $\text{not}_4$ are the corresponding access-grant outputs. All other inputs and outputs are largely self explanatory. Typical timing of an access by processor 1 is shown in Fig. 11 and a circuit diagram of a dual 68000 system based on the 74LS764 is shown in Fig. 12.

A microprocessor requests access to the dynamic ram by asserting the appropriate $\text{not}_0$ input. If a dynamic-ram refresh cycle is not in progress and the other request input is not active, the $\text{not}_0$ output corresponding to the active $w$ will go low to indicate that the access will be granted. Output $\text{not}_0$ then goes high and its low-to-high transition indicates that a memory cycle is about to begin.

If an access or refresh cycle is in progress and the other processor has not requested access by asserting its $\text{not}_0$ signal, the $\text{not}_1$ output corresponding to the active $w$ will go low to indicate that access will be granted. However, $\text{not}_1$ will not go high until the current cycle has been completed. After completion of the current cycle, $\text{not}_1$ will automatically be asserted high.

If access to the dynamic ram is requested by both processors, the initial arbitration phase determines which processor is to gain access to the memory by asserting the appropriate $\text{not}_0$ output. This arbitration takes place irrespective of whether or not a refresh cycle is in progress at the time the access is requested. Request contention is arbitrated, as discussed earlier, by sampling the $\text{not}_0$ inputs on opposing phases of the arbiter's clock.

When $\text{not}_0$ becomes active-high, address inputs $\text{not}_1$ are latched by the 74LS764 and the $\text{not}_0$ signals propagated to the row-address outputs. One half clock cycle later, column-address inputs on $\text{not}_1$ are propagated to $\text{not}_0$, and the active-high column-address strobe, $\text{not}_0$, is asserted. Once $\text{not}_0$ is asserted, the controller will wait three clock cycles before negating $\text{not}_0$, making it four clock cycles in duration.

As $\text{not}_0$ is negated, the $\text{not}_1$ output becomes active-high to indicate that data on the dynamic-ram data lines is valid (or that the proper access time has been met). All controller outputs are held in their final state until the processor accessing the dynamic ram negates its $\text{not}_0$ signal. When the request is negated, all controller outputs assume their inactive states and any impending refresh cycles are served.

A refresh cycle is triggered by internally generated refresh requests. The refresh clock is divided by 16 to produce periodic refresh cycles and then arbitrated with the $\text{not}_0$ outputs in the second stage of arbitration.

Refresh cycles always take priority over processor accesses. At the start of a refresh cycle, the $\text{not}_0$ refresh address is placed on $\text{not}_1$, for a half clock cycle and then $\text{not}_0$ is asserted for four clock cycles, following three inactive-high cycles. The inactive-high period of $\text{not}_0$ allows time for the dynamic ram precharge period.

I introduce VMEbus and look at some of the special-purpose I/Os that simplify interfacing 68000s to VMEbus in the final section of this series.

---

Alan Clements BSc., PhD., is a Reader in the School of Information Engineering at Teesside Polytechnic.
A dimensional approach to a unified theory

Dimensional relationships of common physical concepts.

S.K. CHATTERJEE, M.A.

It is possible to reduce the conventional dimensional expressions, in terms of length, time and mass (inertia) or force, to terms containing length and time only. Some advantages accrue and tabulating the resulting expressions in the way shown in Table 1 clarifies relationships previously obscured by the complexity of a three-dimensional format.

The chart does not show all the many scientific concepts now in use, since it is intended primarily to be introductory and indicative; but it will, I hope, interest those familiar with the dimensional techniques now increasingly being used.

It is obvious that all the non-dimensional parameters and numbers, such as Reynolds, Froude, Densitometric Froude, Richardson, etc., are merely ratios of the values tabulated and that they are finite in number, for practical purposes. Although the tabulation can extend to infinity, the concepts susceptible to measurement are confined to the first six powers on each axis.

What is perhaps not so obvious is that the table also shows the laws or rules of Nature and their relationships as interlinked by Newtonian calculus. One can make several deductions from the tabular array, but it is enough to point out here that it might have been preferable for scientists to use a natural unit of measurement based on Napierian e, and a representative velocity such as c or, more accurately, the constant for the ratio of length to time for the particular case; and in general in the study and measurement of natural phenomena.

The Michelson-Morley experiment, and subsequent endeavours to establish the velocity of light and other forms of electromagnetic radiation, are open to another interpretation - that of establishing a ratio of length to time in this universe. In this paper the meaning of these experiments is to be taken as establishing the connection of the dimensional length to that of time in an absolute sense, instead of its being measured in units familiar to the scientist. Those units are arbitrary, despite the attempts of Wren and the Abbé Piccard in 1670 AD to relate the unit of length to the unit of time by the beating of a pendulum in a gravitational field. That these experiments, such as the Michelson-Morley, have also established that the value so obtained is a physical constant of the universe is accepted.
whence

\[ m = \frac{2r^2}{l^2} \text{ i.e. } M = \frac{L^4}{T^2}. \]

that is, volume \((L^3)\) and density \((1/T^2)\) conjointly, which is in line with Newton's definition for mass ("Quantitas materiae est mesora ejusdam orta ex ilius densitae et magnitudine conjunctem") in his Proposition I in ref.1 (see also p.5 in ref.1). In practical units Heisenberg4 confirms this when he takes the measured values of Planck's constant and the velocity of light, assumes a length of roughly \(10^{-13}\) cm, and forms an expression which in its dimension corresponds to a mass, its value being of the order of magnitude of the masses of the elementary particles. In dimensional terms this becomes

\[ \text{velocity of light } \text{ cm/s } L/T, \]

\[ \text{Planck's Constant } \text{ erg/s } L^2/T^3, \]

\[ \text{length } \text{ cm } L. \]

whence

\[ \left( \frac{L^3}{T^3} \right) \times \left( \frac{L^4}{T^2} \right) = L^3/T^3. \]

In these circumstances where mass has the dimensions of \(L^3/T\), the Gravitational Constant \(G\) is non-dimensional, since:

\[ P = G \frac{m_m}{r^2} = G \frac{L^3 \times L^4}{T^4} = \frac{G L^7}{T^4}, \]

but

\[ P = M \times \frac{L^3}{T^3} = \left( \frac{L^3}{T^3} \right) \times \left( \frac{L^4}{T^2} \right) = L^7/T^3. \]

hence \(G = 1\) (non-dimensional). Alternatively, \(G M = \text{cm/s}^2\). but \(M = m = L^3/T^4\), so again \(G = 1\).

Although Heisenberg believed at least three fundamental constants were necessary to determine the masses and the other properties of elementary particles (e.g. atomic nuclei of the lighter elements) it is only necessary, as will be shown later, to have two ---
The dimensions of energy and have dimensionality $L^5/T^1$. Each of the disciplines are equations of physics due to their dimensional identity in the form of Hilbert spaces of many dimensions. As a consequence, one obtains a consistent theory applicable to the very large and the very small, uniting the many concepts susceptible to measurement by a dimensional approach to a unified theory.

Table 1 shows the interconnection of the entities by means of the Calculus. Consider the volume of a sphere $4\pi r^3$, and its surface area $4\pi r^2$. One can see, by extending these two expressions backwards and forwards that we have an infinite sequence

$$8\pi^2 \frac{8\pi}{3} \frac{8\pi^3}{4} \frac{8\pi^4}{5} \ldots$$

or

$$\frac{8\pi^2}{3} \frac{8\pi}{4} \frac{8\pi^3}{5} \frac{8\pi^4}{6} \frac{8\pi^5}{7} \ldots$$

of terms found in the expansion of the exponential expression $8\pi e^x$ or $8\pi \exp(x)$, i.e. $8\pi \exp (L)$. Thus, on the horizontal axis in Table 1, there is shown

$$L \quad L^2 \quad L^3 \quad \ldots \quad L^n$$

as a shorthand for the terms $8 \pi L^n$. As $n = 1, 2, 3, 4, \ldots$.

On the vertical axis of Table 1 there is similarly shown

$$1 \quad T \quad T^2 \quad T^3 \quad \ldots \quad T^n$$

The inverses of these Land T terms are also shown and yield Table 1 divided into quadrants indexed by $L^{-1}, L^0, L^1, T^{-1}, T^0, T^1$. Into this table can be inserted all the modified dimensional expressions in terms of $L, T, c$ and their ratio $c$, and the permutations and combinations of these expressions which for most practical entities seem to be confined to the first six or eight powers.

An additional analogy which bears on the interpretation of the tabulations is the Column Analogy of Professor Hardy Cross’ where it is the mathematical identity between the moments produced by continuity in a beam, bent or arch, and the fibre stress in an element. As $m$ depends on the physical characteristics of the media, it is more accurate for experiments carried out under terrestrial conditions to calculate the value of the masses of the elementary particles using these values rather than the constant c, that is, $m = E \mu e$ rather than $m = E/c^2$.

Table 1 be the unified theory extends to plus and minus infinity. It still has many gaps such as the entities of chemical, biological and social sciences. However, provided that these can be expressed in terms of dimensional equations including, if unbalanced, one or more constants, the values of which are determined by dividing one side into the other, it will be found that these constants either turn out to be non-dimensional numbers or to have dimensions in terms of $L, T, c$ which are then substituted into the original equations to give a dimensionally homogeneous expression. In many problems the time element $(L/T)$ can be disregarded, but it becomes significant in studies of the very large (cosmology) and the very small (nuclear physics), and in problems involving frequency.

I now express my great appreciation to Dr John Amson and Dr Christine Crew for its help, to St Andrews University for the use of its libraries, and to the members of ANPA for their courteous and critical appreciation of the views now made public.
APPENDIX A - PROPOSITIONS

1. THAT the ratio measured as the velocity of light, c, can be interpreted as a ratio of dimensions $L = \text{length}$ and $T = \text{time}$ in the study of natural phenomena, and that $c$ is the basic physical constant.

2. THAT the dimensions of physical entities can be expressed in terms of a representative length $L$ and a representative time $T$.

3. THAT these concepts so expressed can be tabulated as shown in Table 1.

4. THAT the tabulation indicates that the entities are connected by a calculus (of Newton) and can be split to form entities of a lower order; for example:

$$\frac{L'}{T'} = \frac{L}{T} \times \frac{L}{T} \text{ or } \frac{L^2}{T} \times \frac{L^2}{T} \times \frac{1}{T} \times \frac{1}{T}$$

5. THAT each concept so defined exists in a space-time of a multi-dimensional geometry consisting of scalars, vectors, and quaternions (Hilbert spaces, in general). For example: (a) mass exists in a space consisting of three dimensions of length and two dimensions of time (or frequency $\times T$); (b) the quantum of action $L/\tau T$ exists in a space with five dimensions of length and three of time, being the time integral of energy $\int E dt$.

6. THAT each of the geometries is conservative, e.g. exhibits conservation of mass, or of power, or of energy, but that this interchange occurs in physical systems.

7. THAT Table 1 provides a metric for an aether in which all the entities operate.

8. THAT throughout the tabulation there are time and length integrals and differentials connecting the concepts, and that these operate in general from minus infinity to plus infinity.

9. THAT $c$ is a constant, then $L/T$ is constant. Thus, if $L$ increases, then $T$ must increase to preserve the constant ratio. When $T$ increases, $L/T$ decreases in numerical terms. Therefore the greater the distance over which $L$ is measured, the closer it is to the red end in the observed spectrum which cannot be equated to a velocity of recession (i.e., the Doppler Effect). (d) the quantum of action $L/\tau T$, exists in a space with five dimensions of length and three of time (or frequency $\times T$).

10. THAT each concept so expressed exists in a space-time of a multi-dimensional geometry consisting of scalars, vectors, and quaternions (Hilbert spaces, in general). For example: (a) mass exists in a space consisting of three dimensions of length and two dimensions of time (or frequency $\times T$); (b) the quantum of action $L/\tau T$ exists in a space with five dimensions of length and three of time, being the time integral of energy $\int E dt$.

11. THAT each of the geometries is conservative, e.g. exhibits conservation of mass, or of power, or of energy, but that this interchange occurs in physical systems.

12. THAT Table 1 provides a metric for an aether in which all the entities operate.

13. THAT throughout the tabulation there are time and length integrals and differentials connecting the concepts, and that these operate in general from minus infinity to plus infinity.

14. THAT each concept so defined exists in a space-time of a multi-dimensional geometry consisting of scalars, vectors, and quaternions (Hilbert spaces, in general). For example: (a) mass exists in a space consisting of three dimensions of length and two dimensions of time (or frequency $\times T$); (b) the quantum of action $L/\tau T$ exists in a space with five dimensions of length and three of time, being the time integral of energy $\int E dt$.

15. THAT each of the geometries is conservative, e.g. exhibits conservation of mass, or of power, or of energy, but that this interchange occurs in physical systems.

16. THAT Table 1 provides a metric for an aether in which all the entities operate.

17. THAT throughout the tabulation there are time and length integrals and differentials connecting the concepts, and that these operate in general from minus infinity to plus infinity.

18. THAT each concept so defined exists in a space-time of a multi-dimensional geometry consisting of scalars, vectors, and quaternions (Hilbert spaces, in general). For example: (a) mass exists in a space consisting of three dimensions of length and two dimensions of time (or frequency $\times T$); (b) the quantum of action $L/\tau T$ exists in a space with five dimensions of length and three of time, being the time integral of energy $\int E dt$.

19. THAT each of the geometries is conservative, e.g. exhibits conservation of mass, or of power, or of energy, but that this interchange occurs in physical systems.

20. THAT Table 1 provides a metric for an aether in which all the entities operate.

APPENDIX B - SIMILAR OPERATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mathematical</th>
<th>Integration</th>
<th>Differentiation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P.dL = \frac{L}{T} \times \frac{L}{T}$</td>
<td>$\int \frac{L}{T} \cdot dx$</td>
<td>$\frac{L}{T} \cdot \frac{1}{\alpha}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E.dT$</td>
<td>$\int \frac{L}{T} \cdot dx$</td>
<td>Planck's constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V.\frac{dx}{dt}$</td>
<td>$\frac{L}{T}$</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E \cdot \frac{dT}{dt}$</td>
<td>$\frac{L}{T}$</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B. $\frac{L}{T} = C$ and $L = x$ or $T$.

* Equivalent electrical circuits

**Examples**

$$\begin{align*}
\int P.dL &= \frac{L}{T} \times \frac{L}{T} = \text{energy or work done.} \\
nC &= \frac{L}{T} \times \frac{L}{T} = \text{impulse or momentum.} \\
\int E.dT &= \frac{L}{T} \times \frac{1}{T} = \frac{L}{T} = \text{Planck's constant.} \\
\frac{L}{T} \cdot \frac{1}{\alpha} &= \frac{L}{T} = \text{power.}
\end{align*}$$

If the substance is decaying at the rate $K$, proportional to its concentration, then $KAC$ is added to the right-hand of the equation, i.e. $KAC = \frac{L}{T} \times \frac{1}{T} = \frac{L}{T}$.

If there are two flows in opposite directions then $U = U_1 \pm \frac{Q}{A}$, where $U_1$ is the main flow, and $A$ is the cross-section under review. The corresponding equation for conservation of volume, i.e. $L^2$, is then $m_{\text{mass}} \frac{dx}{dt} = \frac{1}{T}$.
(E) EPROM PROGRAMMER

PHILIPS PM3217 50MHz dual-trace, dual timelapse oscilloscopes complete with carrying cases, handbook and probes: £40 each vat incl. Also in stock: PM3212 40MHz: £250, PM3214 25MHz: £250, HP1707B 75MHz: £400, Tek 2215 60MHz: £475 Tek 2235 100MHz: £750

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS

TF-11541 RF power meter 0.25W 250MHz £75
TF-160668 AM/PM signal generator 10 470MHz £350
TF-124516 U-Meter and oscillator £350
TF-22181 FM signal generator 100-1000MHz £325
TF-2001 FM signal generator 400-500MHz £325
TF-2016/273 AM/PM signal gen. 10KHz-120MHz £600
TF-2162 RF meter 0.1-1100MHz in 10dB steps £250
TF-2603 RF MilliMETER £250
TF-22520 AM signal source/monitor/attenuator £250
TF-2300 modulation meter & AM/FM to 1GHz £250
TF-23030 as above with deviation to 1.5KHz fused £250
TF-23036 modulation meter as above £250
TF-2356 level oscillator 20MHz £400
TF-29501 power meter 0.31W tc DC 1GHz £150
TF-26008 microwave wattmeter at 1WV-300W £75
TF-26009 electronic multi-meter £75
TF-297A PM/multiplexer test set £450
TF-1313A Universal Bridge £350
288A/2B8BHz syn. generator/analyser £150
2833 digital in-line monitor £275
TF-29891 20MHz noise generator £100
6055B signal source 850-2150MHz £750
6460 RF power meter £350
TF-606B9 audio power meter £95
TF-69588 AM/PM signal generators 0.2-2200MHz £750
TF-2213A XY crt display £150
TF-2015 AM/FM sig. gen. 10-500MHz £525
56999 mono RF noise power meter £150
TF-26009 audio power meter £150
TF-2092C noise receiver, many filters available £50
2091/292A noise generator & filters £750
TF-2215 40MHz spectrum analyser £150
TF-2100 audio oscillator £125
64694 sweeps generator 0-12 GHz £400
TF-1668B AM/FM sig. gen. 10-470MHz £295

TEST & MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

AMPLIFIERS RF band II 10W output £500
AVO B151 1 LCR universal bridge £250
BRUCEL A 1220/33 spectrum analyser £300
BIRD 4370 RF wattmeter £325
BIRD Terminae RF leads 50W 50 ohms £105
BIRD Tramitie RF leads 150W 50 ohms £105
BIRD 4340 standard thrumie wattmeter £200
DARLINGTON/OAT-ohm/ky linearity standards £195
DOLCH LAM2500 logic analyser £500
JL Lloyd CR500 G.P. pin rec-order £175
LYONS F07/39 noise power generator £175
GRANETZ 305 digital phase-meter 2.10Hz-700kHz £400
KEITHLEY DMN1 1 MHz £125, £145
FEEDBACK SGF6046 sweep function generator £250
MOTOROLA HDS2000 hardware development station £125
PHILIPS PM2170 audio millimeter £175
PHILIPS PM5590 TV Modulator £150
PHILIPS PM5597 VHF TV Modulators £250
PHILIPS PM1580 1MHz-2MHz function gen. £350
PHILIPS PM235 multiplex pin recorder £495
SINGER UHF spectrum analyzer £195
STOLTZ A.G. prom programmer M2-Master £250
RACAL 9911 100MHz counters in carrying cases £125
RACAL 9905C/25 MHz output frequency counter £225
RACAL 9101 DC/1GHz 30W power meter £250
RACAL 9204 600MHz counter £150
RACAL 9938 2-tone signal source £300

ALL OUR EQUIPMENT IS SOLD IN EXCELLENT, FULLY FUNCTIONAL CONDITION AND GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS. MAIL ORDERS AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED. PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR CARRIAGE QUOTE. ALL INSTRUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE EX-STOCK AS AT COPY DATE. GOOD QUALITY TEST EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED FOR STOCK. PRICES QUOTED ARE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL VAT.

ENTRY 38 ON REPLY CARD

THE MODEL 18 PROM PROGRAMMER

- Types include 27C... parts. EEPROMs now programmed!
- Supports our new EPPROM Emulator
- Automatic Data Rate setting 300-19200 Baud
- Two independent Communication Protocols built in. Use with any host computer with RS232 port and Terminal Emulator
- our PROM/ERIVER Advance Features User Interface Pacakage Available for all MS-DOS, PC-DOS and CP/M-80 computers.
- Fast interactive algorithms automatically selected as appropriate.
- Upgradeable for future types
- Designed, manufactured and supported in the UK
- Complete operating instructions available
- 8 n. Devices other than 240pin require low cost socket adapter.

NEW PRODUCTS!!!

006481 Cross assembler for MS-DOS
Introductory Offer Price £99.50 + VAT
EPROM ERASURE 2716 to 2712 £149.90 + VAT

Write or telephone for further details:

ELECTRONICS, UNIT 2, PARK ROAD CENTRE, MALMESBURY, Wiltshire SN16 8BX. Tel: 0666 825146

ENTRY 18 ON REPLY CARD

HEWLETT PACKARD

21GHz Spectrum Analyzer system type 1821 main frame; with 8542A 65MHz unit covering 0.45-12GHz £950
112A 50mA power unit for probes £385
1162B transistor fixture £250
355E 4/8 attenuators, pair £150
8578B power amplifiers £150
8733A pin modulator £250
6542A 500W 2.8VDC supply §250
146F millivoltmeter £250
2042A logic comparator £75
1852A/1520/16 Logic troubleshoot £295
3434A 10MHz counter £150
331A distance meter £75
35XX/3550 MHz 120MHz 8 digit counter £150
318A wave Analyser 150kHz-500kHz £150
3400 millivoltmeter £175
382U/P bias attenuator 0-500V £250
415E swee meter £250
420A decade audio oscillator £95
41B/247A microwave power meters from 0.1 to 1000W £250
615A power supplies 0.5-2kV 6mA £150
7048B/7212 2W 500MHz power meter £200
801A/801B serial data generator £100
6972A synthesised sig. gen. 2-18GHz £95
5054A signal multiplier £150
815B/551B spectrum analyser 10MHz-40GHz £75
355B/8481A power meter £1000
5011 logic troubleshooting kit complete £500

ADDITIONAL EX-STOCK T & M KIT

RACAL 9081 10MHz synthesised sig. gen. £150
RACAL 3003 digital RF millimeter £950
TREND 1.8 data transmission test set £200
SYSTROM DONKEY 410 sweep function generator £95
TEKTRONIX 7515 sampling plug-in £150
TEKTRONIX 2901 line trace amplifier £250
WAVE TEC 1535 sweeper 450-950MHz £300
WAVE TEC 3001 sweeper 10kHz-150MHz £200
WAVE TEC 157 synthesiser 1kHz-15MHz £125
WAVE TEC 401150kHz-15MHz £250
WAYNE KERR 8642 Balun Balance Bridge £150
WAYNE KERR 1080 milli-ampeter £150
WAYNE KERR 5008 decade audio oscillator £250
BRUCEL A 10MHz-2GHz swee meter £250
50/100K decade resistors £150
SUGER 10MHz-2GHz swee meter £150
RACAL 9084 10MHz synthesiser £150
SPEKTRON 8050B 1MHz-5GHz £250
5011 logic troubleshooting kit complete £500
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886
Having described the Smith chart in detail in the first part of this article in August, JW concludes by giving some examples of its usage.

EXAMPLES

You should find plotting impedances straightforward. For example, the impedance \( z_1 \) of a certain radio aerial might vary with frequency according to Table 1. An impedance plot crossing the real axis of the Smith chart shows where your resonances are. In this example, label the resonant frequency "1" on the aerial impedance plot, Fig. 11. We have normalized values again—this time with respect to frequency. If you now connect an inductance with normalized reactance \( j0.5 \) at \( f = 1 \), in series with the aerial, the new impedance plot, \( z_2 \), on the chart, shows resonance lowered to about 0.875f. If you draw a maximum tolerable S.W.R. circle on the chart, you get the bandwidth over which this aerial will operate for the condition before you connected the series inductor, as well as that after.

The next example shows how a shift in position along a transmission-line changes the impedance. Suppose you have a \( z_3 \) of 1.8 - j0.5 and you want to know the impedance at a point 1.1 back along the line. Enter the chart at this point in Fig. 12. By the way, the angle from the entered point to either the 0 or \( \infty \) position in the direction towards the generator defines the electrical length of the termination. This length gets you to a point of pure resistance, either the high value (choose \( \infty \)) or the low one (choose 0). I have chosen the open line, so the length is 0.28. The \( S = 2 \) circle upon which \( z_3 \) sits, shows the v.s.w.r. on the line. Move round the chart a further 1.1 towards the generator. The impedance locus moves along the \( S \) circle to position \( z_4 \). Read off the impedance as 0.72 - j0.53 which, on a 50Ω system, would be (36 - j26.5) ohms.

Now have a go at stub matching. A single short-circuited transmission-line stub possesses two variables—its length and where you have connected it across the line. Both parts of the admittance, the real and the imaginary, come under control because of this. In particular, you can adjust the real part to 1 and eliminate the imaginary part altogether. Across the line is the operative word. It indicates that we should work in terms of admittance, and that is how the chart should be interpreted now. I have left this example as the general case; see Fig. 13. Enter the chart at \( y_1 \). Immediately, you have the electrical length of \( y_1 \) and the v.s.w.r. on the line. If you want them. As you move back along the line towards the generator, eventually you will strike the circumference of the \( g = 1 \) circle. At this point \( y_2 = 1 + jb \). If you connect the stub at this point, arranging for it to contribute a susceptance of \( -jb \), then the line sees a perfect match at this junction and the job is done. You can easily see this form:

\[
y_1 = g_1 + jb, \\
y_1 = 1 + j1, \\
y_1 = 1 + j1, \\
y_1 = y_1 + y_2 = 1 \\
\text{(matched)}
\]

The Smith chart as it is familiarly seen. You can buy books of them from the engineering graphical suppliers.
Table 1. A typical list of impedance values with frequency for a microwave aerial.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>f (GHz)</th>
<th>Zin (Ω)</th>
<th>Z1 (Ω)</th>
<th>Z2 (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.80 + j0.16</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.80 + j0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.90 + j0.10</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.90 + j0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.20 + j0.00</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.20 + j0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.50 + j0.10</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.50 + j0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.20 + j1.17</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>2.20 + j3.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

L = 1 GHz  L = 11.2 Ω

You will not find sliding a stub up and down coaxial transmission lines very easy. A standard method to overcome this problem uses two variable short-circuit stubs at fixed positions on the line, as Fig. 14 shows.

A number of people beginning the use of the Smith chart find the treatment of this double stub difficult to visualize (geometry again!), but following it through the illustrates the usefulness of the chart very well. Moving towards the generator through the distance $d_1$, transforms the admittance of the load, $y_1$, to some value $y_1$ across $1 - 1$: see Fig. 14 inset. Stub No 1 adjusts $y_1$ so that, at a further distance $d_1$ back along the line, an admittance value $y_2$ appears across $2 - 2$ with a normalized real part equal to 1. Therefore $y_2 = 1 + jy_2$, so that stub No 2 has the duty of adding susceptance $-jy_2$ there, so tuning out the $+jy_2$ to leave a matched line.

We do not yet know the value of $y_2$, but whatever it is, $y_2$ at $2 - 2$ sits somewhere on the “$g = 1$” circle of the chart. To arrive forward at position $1 - 1$, the whole of the “1” circle has to move round the chart toward the load through the distance $d_2$ in wavelengths, carrying all its circumferential points – including the unknown point relevant to the problem. At this stage you can see how much susceptance stub 1 has to add across $1 - 1$ to move the admittance $y_1$ along a constant conductance circle to get on to the shifted “$g = 1$” circle. This move arrives at and identifies the relevant point. (There might be two points. How would you interpret the other one? On the other hand, suppose the move along the constant conductance circle failed to intersect the shifted “1” circle at all. How would you handle that?)

Notionally, you now journey back along the transmission line to position $2 - 2$ carrying the known point back to the normal “$g = 1$” circle position. Stub 2 tunes out the remaining susceptance, as already mentioned, and this final move takes the point into the centre of the chart. In other words, you have matched the line.

The Smith chart, then, after a little practice, answers questions about impedance very quickly and with engineering accuracy. I hope you now agree that it forms one of those ‘analogue’ applications that come through the ‘digital’ revolution undiminished – in fact enhanced, as its regular appearance on computer v.d.u.s testifies.
Towards generator

Fig. 13. The effect of the single shunt stub placed across a transmission line forms a classic first example of the use of the Smith chart.

Fig. 14. The double-stub tuner needs a surprising amount of thinking to see it through. The chart helps greatly. Follow the argument in the text and you should see what is happening.

Seminars, training courses

20-23 September, University of Southampton Microelectronics Centre. Practical course on circuits and systems in silicon. Contact the conference office at Sira Ltd. 01 647 2636.

18 October, Chislehurst, Kent. Tutorial on adaptive and self-tuning controllers: principles and limitations of conventional P.I.D. loop controllers. Sira Ltd. 01 647 2636.

27-29 September, University of Essex, Colchester. STEbus applications seminar and trade exhibition, organized by the STE Manufacturers and Users Group. Topics include networking, multi-processing, Ron-based target systems, datacomms system development using intelligent slaves. Details from STE on 07357 4976 (fax 5155) or at P.O. Box 149, Reading, Berkshire RG6 3HJ.

Among the summer events organized by the Institute of Electrical Engineers are vacation schools on switching and signalling in telecommunications networks (14-9 September, Birmingham): measurement technology, d.c. to v.h.f. (4-10 September, Birmingham); telecommunication network design and performance evaluation (11-16 September, Glasgow); electromedical technology (18-24 September, Canterbury). A school on plasma processing of semiconductor materials is being arranged for December. Details from the IEE in London, 01 240 1471.

A series of one-day workshops on p.c.b. design tools is being staged at Cambridge by Hi Tek CAE. Dates this year are 22 September, 29 October, 24 November and 15 December. Fee is £200. Hi Tek CAE, Ditton Walk, Cambridge CB5 8QO, tel. 0223-213333.

Commercial courses covering a wide range of subjects including artificial intelligence, supercomputers, digital processing, communications and technology management are organized by Integrated Computer Systems. Fee for each two-day course is £250. Details from ICS Publishing Company on 0372-579211.

European Silicon Structures offers courses on custom silicon design at its own premises or the customer's. Details from ES5 at Bracknell on 0341-525252.

Force Computers, which specializes in VMEbus products, has produced a brochure describing its training courses and seminars. Contact Force Computers (UK) Ltd, 1 Holly Court, 3 Tring Road, Wendover, Buckinghamshire HP22 6PE, tel. 0296 625156.

EVENTS

14-16 March, 1989, Birmingham NEC: Internepcon. Semiconductor International. Special topics are hybrid manufacture, p.c.b. sub-contracting, and custom silicon. Both exhibitions will be accompanied by conferences. Details from Caliners Exhibitions in Twickenham on 01 891 5651.

15-17 March, 1989, Olympia, London: Cable & Satellite 89 exhibition and conference. The exhibition continues for a further two days during which it is open to the general public. Details from Monthuild Ltd. 01 486 1951.


**60 MHz Universal Oscilloscope**

- Dual Channels, max 1 mV/div
- Delay Line Component Tester
- Timebase: 2.5s-5ns incl. x 10
- Triggering DC to 80 MHz, Sync Separator, After Delay Trigger

The HM 604 is a new innovative general purpose oscilloscope satisfying a wide range of exacting requirements in laboratory, production, and service. The dual-channel measurement amplifier can be readily checked on the built-in fast-risetime 1MHz Calibrator from probe tip to CRT screen.

Another important feature is the internal delay line for observations of the leading edge of a signal. As in dual-time base oscilloscopes, the HM 604 features a calibrated sweep delay mode, allowing smallest waveform sections to be expanded up to 1000 times.

The HM 604's most outstanding feature is the automatic After-Delay Trigger mode to ensure extremely stable displays and jitter-free measurements of asynchronous signal sections and bursts or pulse trains, independent of amplitude fluctuations. An active TV Sync Separator further enhances trigger quality and in the alternate trigger mode, two signals of different frequencies can be compared.

At only £575 plus VAT the HM 604 from HAMEG again sets a new price-performance standard representing decades of successful design experience!
Step-up switching regulator

An f.m. switching regulator producing 44V from seven NiCd cells at an efficiency of over 90% for currents of 1.5 to 60mA

N.J. CHAFFEY and T.A. PERKINS

Many of the portable stimulation controllers produced by the MRC Neurological Prosthesis Unit require a supply of between 25 and 44V. To save on the number of cells in the battery, flywheel-type step-up switching regulators have been used for most of our stimulation controllers designed in the last two years.

We found that commercial switching regulator ICs were disappointing – particularly in stability, efficiency, quiescent current and the large number of外围 components needed. For scarcely any more components a much more predictable and efficient voltage converter may be based on standard op-amps or comparators. The f.m. switching regulator described here is designed to accept a 10V battery (seven NiCd cells, giving 8.5V for most of the discharge curve) whilst maintaining an efficiency of over 90% for loads from 1.5 to 60mA. Useful efficiency is maintained down to only 400µA load – a dynamic range of 150:1, which is due to the low quiescent current of 3.68µA for 8.50V input. Since very little has been published on switchers for use below 5W and as 80% seems generally accepted as good efficiency – usually quoted at full load with a load-current dynamic range of about 5:1 – we thought our design might be useful to others. Output voltage can readily be altered by changing the ratio of a potential divider. Best of all, the design is simple and can be made compactly, most of the components being available in surface-mount versions.

The circuit shown in Figure 1 consists of four main parts: the parametric feedback circuit which sets the output voltage: oscillator: the flywheel voltage converter; and a low-battery-voltage cut-off.

**THE FLYWHEEL CONVERTER**

Taking the flywheel converter first, there are three phases of operation. Initially the inductor is charged from the input supply: in the second phase it is discharged to the output: and in the final phase it is essentially disconnected.

**Charging the inductor**. In the first phase, when the mosfet Tr1 is turned on, energy $E_{i}$ is stored in the choke. Presuming that the current rises linearly with time (true for a constant inductance with no series resistance), $E_{i}$ is given by

$$E_{i} = \frac{1}{2} L i_{p}^{2} = V_{i} I_{m} T_{i}$$

Where $L$ is the inductance of the choke, $i_{p}$ is the peak current in it, $I_{m}$ is its mean current averaged over the whole cycle of period $T_{i}$ and $V_{i}$ is the input supply voltage.

$I_{i}$ can be obtained from:

$$I_{i} = V_{i} T_{i} / L = 2 I_{m} T_{i} / T_{s}$$

$T_{s}$ being the input pulse width. $L$ is related to the number of turns $N$ in the inductor

$$L = A_{i} N^{2}$$

where $A_{i}$ is taken from manufacturer's data. From equation (4), equation (2) may be rewritten

$$I_{i} = V_{i} T_{i} / (A_{i} N^{2})$$

and hence

$$E_{i} = V_{i}^{2} T_{i}^{2} / 2 A_{i} N^{2}$$

By definition

$$V_{i} I_{i} = \eta V_{i} I_{i} / 100$$

where $\eta$ is percentage overall efficiency. $V_{i}$ the output voltage, $I_{i}$ the output current, and $I_{i}$ the mean input current (including that of the converter control circuit). At full load in this design, the control circuit current $I_{c}$ is quite insignificant (about 0.1% of $I_{m}$ – see Tables 1 and 2). It may then be taken as the same as $I_{m}$ and the overall efficiency the same as the converter efficiency $\eta$.

By using equations (1), (5) and (6) and crudely approximating $\eta = 100\%$, a rough calculation can now be carried out. Suppose $V_{i} = 8.5$V, $A_{i} = 250$ nH, $N = 35$, $T_{i} = 35$µs (keeping it simple), $V_{i} = 44$V and $I_{i} = 60$mA; then $E_{i} = 144$ µJ and $T_{s}$ turns out at 55µs. Note designs with $T_{s} < T_{i}$ are not feasible! For Fig. 2, the situation is $T_{s} =$...
Saturation. The usual relationship between the voltage across a coil and the rate of change of magnetic flux linking the turns of that coil may be written for our purpose (bearing in mind the flux is initially zero)

\[ B = V/T_{(AN)} \]  

where \( B \) is the flux density and \( A \) the effective cross-sectional area of the core. If the pulse width \( T \), exceeds the time \( T \), at which the flux density reaches saturation both magnetic hysteresis losses and current increase rapidly. Using the 'rough' example quoted above, a peak flux density estimate of 340 m Tesla is seen in Table 1. This agrees with the manufacturer's value to 300 m Tesla probably safe. If ferrite data is not available, a more conservative limit of 300 m Tesla is probably safe. 

... continue reading from the table and text.
the step-up voltage $V_{st}$ is across the inductor in such a direction as to reduce its current to zero in time $T_d$

$$T_d = V_d T/A_{st}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where

$$V_{st} = V_a + V_d - V_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$V_a$ being the forward bias voltage of the diode $D_1$. For Fig.4 a 0.1 ohm resistor was temporarily placed in series with $D_1$ and a pair of differential probes connected across it to show the discharge current. Superimposed on this is the charge current waveform derived from the voltage on the 0.1 ohm resistor in series with $T_{st}$’s source, giving a good illustration of how closely equivalent are the peaks of the charge and discharge currents in the choke and how close to zero are the slopes for these currents. Taking $V_a$ as 0.4 V for a Schottky diode, equations (9) and (10) indicate a $T_d$ value for Fig.2 of 8.2µs, some 7.7µs being observed.

**Ripple.** It may be shown that the peak-to-peak capacitive ripple voltage $V_r$ in capacitor $C_a$ may be approximated as

$$V_r = E_c/A_{st}, C_a$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

by presuming that the entire energy $E_c$ is delivered to $C_a$, in negligible time, and by equating energies before and after the choke discharge. At the low operating frequency below 20 kHz the action of the capacitor’s effective series inductance (e.s.) may be ignored. The total ripple $V_r$ may then be estimated by adding in the contribution due to a presumed peak discharge current $I_t$ through the capacitor’s effective series resistance (e.s.r.)

$$V_r = E_c/A_{st}, C_a + I_t (e.s.r.)$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Unfortunately it may not be easy to predict the e.s.r. value prior to using the component. As shown in Table 1, an e.s.r. estimate of 50 µV accounts for most of the 75 mV p-p ripple seen in Fig.2. The value of $C_a$ may seem unnecessarily large, but is required in our case to cope with the heavily pulsatile load of a stimulation controller as well as to reduce e.s.r.

**Final phase.** The inductor has across it parallel capacitance $C_a$, made up of the output capacitance $C_{out}$ of the mosfet, the reverse capacitance of $D_1$, the self capacitance of the coil, etc. It is, therefore, a parallel tuned circuit, one end of which is permanently connected to the input supply $V_i$. At the end of the discharge phase, the choke has no current but still has voltage $V_o$ across it, kicking it into a damped oscillation centred on $V_r$. Here, as $V_o > V_i$, the first downstream of this ringing is caught at ground by the integral diode in $T_{st}$ (restoring a tiny amount of charge to the input supply). Thereafter, ringing proceeds with a peak-to-peak swing of about 2$V_o$, gradually decaying away. The frequency $f$ of this ringing (537.5 kHz for Fig.2) provides the value of $C_a$ by

$$C_a = 1/(2\pi f^2 L)$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Here, Table 1 shows that $C_{out}$ constitutes the overwhelming bulk of $C_a$. The energy needed to charge $C_a$ with voltage $V_{st}$ is

$$E_{cp} = \frac{1}{2} C_a V_{st}^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

For Fig.2, $E_{cp}$ is 0.2 µJ, which is negligible compared with the $E_c$ value of 166 µJ but provides a warning of possible significant loss at higher operating frequencies.

**THE OSCILLATOR**

The relaxation oscillator in Fig.1 is built around one of the two comparators in a TLC 3702. This c-mos i.e. typically has quiescent current consumption of 11 µA per comparator and 2.5 µs switching delay for 5 mV overdrive at its input. The pull-push outputs which swing fully rail-to-rail make it ideal for driving the mosfet $T_{st}$. Ignoring for the moment the switching delay, the capacitor $C_a$ should be charged and discharged via $R_1$ between a lower trip point $V_a$ and an upper trip point $V_r$ given by

$$V_r = R_1 R_2 V_r / (R_1 R_2 + R_1 R_3 + R_2 R_3)$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

and

$$V_a = R_1 R_2 V_a / (R_1 R_2 + R_1 R_3 + R_2 R_3)$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

The voltage on $C_a$ may be obtained from

$$V(t) = V_{st} e^{-\alpha t}, \quad \alpha = R_1 C_a$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

where $V_{st}$ is the voltage across $R_1$ at time $t$ and $V_a$ is the initial voltage across $R_1$. Conversely, the time taken to reach voltage $V(t)$ is given by

$$t = \frac{1}{\alpha} \ln \left(\frac{V(t)}{V_{st}}\right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Using equation (17). Table 2 shows how the trip points are affected by the switching delay and hence, using equation (18), how the high and low output times may be obtained for the free running oscillator. Agreement between the theoretical and measured periods is within 0.3 µs.

**REGULATION**

The parametric feedback circuit of Fig.1 limits $V_a$ by turning on $T_{st}$, hence forcing the oscillator and $T_{st}$ off, whenever $V_a$ exceeds $V_{safe}$ which is given by

$$V_{safe} = (R_1 + R_2) V_a + V_{no} V/R_1 + R_2 I_1 / I_{col}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $V_a$ is the zener voltage and $V_{no}$ is the base bias voltage of $T_{st}$, $h_{col}$ its current gain and $I_{col}$ its collector current when turned on.

**Fig.4. Choke charge and discharge currents**

- a. oscilator output at 5 V/div.
- b. choke charge current at 0.5 A/div.
- c. choke discharge current at 0.5 A/div.

The $I_1$ term may be ignored in a rough estimate. When the load current $I$, discharges $C_a$ below $V_a$, $T_{st}$ is turned off, allowing a high pulse from the oscillator to deliver energy $E_{cp}$ to $C_a$, after the end of that pulse. In equilibrium, pulses are permitted just often enough (i.e. control) to maintain $V_a$ oscillating around $V_{safe}$. Fig.5 illustrates the off-load condition where only the internal load of the parametric feedback circuit itself applies. For all but about 200 µs out of the 32 ms final phase of the cycle, $V_a$ is such that $T_{st}$ supplies only sufficient current through $R_1$ to hold $C_a$ just above $V_a$, keeping $T_{st}$ off as long as necessary. Wasted current is minimal, a powerful demonstration of the intelligence of negative feedback.

In practice, $T_{st}$ does not turn off instantly as $V_a$ falls below $V_{safe}$ and the residual current slightly shortens the charge pulse $T_o$. The speed with which $T_{st}$ turns off is directly related to the speed with which $V_a$ falls between choke discharges, i.e. $I$. Thus it may be reasonable to expect pulse width to decrease linearly with decreasing $I$, (see Fig.6 for measurements). Although this pulse width modulation causes the inconvenience of making pulse-width prediction more involved, it does have the considerable advantage of extending the dynamic range of the regulator. Rapid optimization of timing may be carried out by setting $V_a$ to its minimum value, monitoring $V_a$ at high setting off load, then applying the maximum $I$, and varying $R_1$ till the drop in $V_a$ is acceptable. A check should be made at maximum $V_a$ that the off load $V_a$ is still sufficiently restrained and that the core is not then excessively saturated with maximum $I$, (see again Fig.3). Table 2 shows the
Fig.6. Pulse width $T_p$ and voltage converter efficiency $\eta_v$ for 8.5 V to 44 V conversion versus load current.

Fig.7. Total efficiency $\eta_T$ for 8.5 V to 44 V conversion versus load current.

measured range of $V_i$, for both the 44 V and the 25 V settings. While regulation at the higher voltage is merely adequate for our purposes, that at the lower voltage is relatively much better because of the lower power required. Fig.6 shows a line for pulse width $T_p$ versus $I_L$ for $V_i = 8.5$ V and the 44 V setting, this line being linearly interpolated from measurements at the four points $V_i = 7.5$ V and 10.0 V with $I_L = 0$ and 60 mA. Agreement between the line and the points measured at $V_i = 8.5$ V is within 0.2 μs.

LOW VOLTAGE CUT-OUT

The fourth section of the regulator is almost self explanatory. When $V_i$ is below $V_{cut}$, the comparator output is high and, being wired via a diode to the same input to the oscillator as for the parametric feedback, forces the oscillator off. $V_{cut}$ is given by

$$V_{cut} = 2.5 (R_S + R_D)/R_D.$$ (20)

As well as protecting a flat battery from large currents, this circuit also ensures that, at power on, $T_1$ is held off until $V_i$ is high enough to ensure proper operation of the regulator. Consequently, the circuit may be switched on at the 44 V setting with maximum load with equanimity (power on settling time is then 140 ms).

LOSS ANALYSIS

Presuming that the choke current $I_L$ increases linearly on charge, the energy $E_{loss}$ dissipated in the total resistance $R_{total}$ in series with the inductance is given by

$$E_{loss} = \int_0^{T_c} I_L^2 R_{total} dt = I_L^2 R_{total} T_c/3.$$ (21)

Hence from equations (1) and (21) the percentage $P_{loss}$ of the input energy $E_i$ lost in $R_{total}$ is

$$P_{loss} = 200 R_{total} T_c/3 I_L.$$ (22)

During the choke discharge, $T_2$ does not contribute to the series resistance, so a lower value $R_{total}$ applies. Thus from equations (9), (10) and (22) and presuming $P_{loss}$ is small, the percentage $P_{load}$ of $E_i$ lost in $R_{load}$ is to a first approximation

$$P_{load} = 200 R_{load} T_c/3 [V_i + V_o - V_i].$$ (23)

The percentage $P_L$ lost in the flywheel diode $D_i$ may be written as

$$P_L = 100 V_i V_o.$$ (24)

Assuming all these losses are small they may be combined by the Binomial Theorem to give a simple estimate of converter efficiency $\eta_v$.

$$\eta_v = 100 - P_{loss} - P_{load} - P_L.$$ (25)

If the coil is tightly and evenly layer-wound and the enamelled copper wire diameter and $N$ are chosen so as to exactly fill the bobbin, then the coil resistance $R_C$ can be obtained from

$$R_C = A_o N^2$$ (26)

where $A_o$ is a constant given by the manufacturer. In practice, although equation (26) is a useful guide, not all the above conditions apply and $R_C$ is consequently rather higher (see Table 1). $R_{total}$ may be written as

$$R_{total} = R_C + R_{load} + R_{load} + R_{load}.$$ (27)

where $R_C$ is the wiring and connection resistance which is not negligible unless great care is taken with the circuit layout. In a production circuit, $R_C$ would be omitted. As $P_{load}$ is much smaller than $P_{load}$, a rough estimate for $R_{load}$ is sufficient (see again Table 1). Using equations (22) to (25) and the $T_c$ values indicated by the solid line in Fig.6, $\eta_v$ may now be obtained for 44 V output with 8.5 V input as shown by the dotted line in that figure. For instance, the off load efficiency estimate is 94.5% and that at full load 93.8%.

In Fig.1, the current values indicated by arrows apply for $V_i = 8.5$ V, $V_o = 44$ V and for the oscillator being just held off by $T_1$. In this circumstance, the internal load current $I_L$ drawn from $V_i$ by the parametric feedback circuit is

$$I_L = I_1 + I_2 = V_i/(R_S + R_D) + V_o/R_D.$$ (28)

The consequent current $I_1$ necessary to maintain $I_L$ is

$$I_1 = V_i I_1 N_1 / (N_1 + I_1).$$ (29)

which for the above conditions comes to 265 μA.

The remainder of the control circuitry in these circumstances consumes a static current $l$, of 91 μA (see Table 2). The total quiescent current $I_1$ can now be confidently predicted by

$$I_1 = V_i (I_1 + I_2) N_1 / (N_1 + I_1),$$ (31)

and hence the overall efficiency $\eta_T$ by equation (6).

The resulting efficiency curve for $I_1$ from 20 μA to 60 mA is shown in Fig.7, together with seven measured points which agree with the theoretical curve to within 1.2%.

It would appear that other losses are negligibly small.

DESIGN PROCEDURES

The design procedure may be summarized as firstly finding an $E_i$ such that $T_1 > T_2$ (equations (1), (5) and (6) and Table 2). Secondly equations (7) and (8) are used so that saturation is avoided. Note the full-load $T_1$ in this design is about 10% less than that of the free oscillator's $T_1$. Once the timing is known, efficiency may be predicted by equations (22) to (31).

Having obtained the appropriate values for the parametric feedback components from the intended $V_i$, and equation (19), the regulator's performance may then be tested in practice. Finally, it should be noted that this circuit is tolerable of considerable component variation. Hence a wide range of input and output voltage and current is possible.

References

2. Ibid. p.38.
3. International Rectifier Data Sheet No.P194410.
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<table>
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<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
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<tr>
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<td>$0.15</td>
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<tr>
<td>TM2764-2NL</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM27152-2NL</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM27152-2NL</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMT7518DC</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIP2802N</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N4001M</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N4001M</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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ALL PRICES IN £ STERLING
Versatower:
A range of telescopic towers in static and mobile models from 7.5 to 36 metres with tilt-over facility enabling all maintenance to be at ground level.

Designed in accordance with CP3 Chapter V, part 2. 1972 for a minimum wind speed of 140 kph in conditions of max main exposure and specified by professionals worldwide where hostile environments demand the ultimate in design, quality and reliability.

Suitable for mounting equipment in the fields of:
- Communications
- Security surveillance – CCTV
- Meteorology
- Environmental monitoring
- Geographical survey
- Defence range finding
- Marine and aero navigation
- Road lighting
- Airport approach lighting

Further details available on request.

STRUMEC ENGINEERING LIMITED
Portland House, Coppice Side, Brownhills
Walsall. West Midlands WS8 7EJ, England
Telephone: Brownhills (0543) 452321
Telex: 33593 SEL G
Fax: 0543 361050

LIVINGSTON HIRE
FIRST AGAIN – FIRST FOR TEKTRONIX PORTABLE DSOs

You can be the first to rent the new TEK 2440 portable digital storage oscilloscope because we are the first UK company to add it to our rental inventory.

**TEK2440:**
- 500 Msamples/s digitising speed
- 2ns glitch capture with 100% confidence at any sweep speed
- 300MHz analogue bandwidth

**TEK2230:**
- 100MHz analogue bandwidth
- 20Msamples/s

**TEK2210:**
- 50MHz analogue bandwidth
- 20Msamples/s

You won't find a greater range of DSOs from any other rental company!

SOUTH
01 977 8866

NORTH
061 998 7900

SCOTLAND
0506 415757

Livingston Hire
EUROPE'S No. I IN ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT RENTAL
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**RAYCOM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LTD**

Manufacturers, importers and suppliers of world famous communications products

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE. 993 WOLVERHAMPTON ROAD. OLDBURY B69 6LJ

TEL: 021-544 6767 FAX: 021-544 7134


**FOR THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY IN SCANNING RECEIVERS**

**THE YAESU FRG9600 SCANNING RECEIVERS**

Are you looking for a commercial grade monitor receiver with options to suit your requirements both in cost and performance?

**100KHz to 950MHz IN ONE BOX!**

Are you using your existing monitor receiver to its maximum potential in the fields of Amater Radio. Business Radio Telephones. Sales. Service Accessories and antenna systems.

**THE YAESU FRG9600 SCANNING RECEIVERS**

**THE YAESU FRG9600 SCANNING RECEIVERS**

**THE YAESU FRG9600 SCANNING RECEIVERS**

Please ask for full colour brochure and detailed specifications, NE2 consultants are available with coverage available worldwide so for service. We connect the world.

For further details contact YAESU FRG9600 SCANNING RECEIVERS

Tel: 021-544 6767 (24hr answerphone)

Export enquiries welcome
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For a fleet operator, knowing each vehicle’s exact location provides a worthwhile boost to efficiency. At the very least it can help improve scheduling. But with valuable cargoes such as cash or bullion, or tobacco or spirits, the information could reassure you that a load was safely on its way; or it might warn you that hijackers were at work.

Datatrak’s system is centred on a small electronic module carried by each vehicle. Using positional information obtained by monitoring Datatrak’s l.f. signals, this unit determines its exact location and reports it automatically by radio to a monitoring point. Any v.h.f. or u.h.f. radio link is suitable (including the new Band II trunked systems), though the company offers its own dedicated data network: this can handle some 2000 vehicles on a single radio channel. For dealing with the flow of position reports Datatrak offers a bureau service, operated by Securicor (which is one of its parent companies – the other is the George Wimpey group, whose interests in offshore surveying were the source of much of the navigation expertise behind the system). At the bureau, information is collated and sent out to individual customers via modems and telephone lines.

For land vehicles, an l.f. radiopositioning system offers important advantages over the satellite systems increasingly being used in the air and at sea. To obtain a fix from the CPS satellites, it is necessary to have a path to three of them – and that is difficult to arrange in city streets overshadowed by tall office buildings. Besides, hardware for an l.f. system is much cheaper.

Since last November the system has been running in the London area, though Datatrak is now expanding it to cover the entire country. Eventually the long-wave network will comprise 18 sites in a grid layout: stations covering the south-east are at Heathrow Airport to the west of London, Romney Marshes, Selsey Bill, Kineton (near Stratford-upon-Avon) and St Neots. Power level in each case is about 1.5kW delivered to the antenna, though it is difficult at such frequencies to achieve a radiation efficiency better than about 20 per cent.

These stations, operating in the 135-145kHz region, are organized in groups of eight: each transmits in turn, sending a pair of frequencies within its time-slot. A complete sequence of transmissions, the primary navigation cycle, occupies 1.68 seconds. Time-slots for a further eight stations are interleaved between the first set.

For dealing with the flow of position reports Datatrak offers a bureau service, operated by Securicor (which is one of its parent companies – the other is the George Wimpey group, whose interests in offshore surveying were the source of much of the navigation expertise behind the system). At the bureau, information is collated and sent out to individual customers via modems and telephone lines.

For land vehicles, an l.f. radiopositioning system offers important advantages over the satellite systems increasingly being used in the air and at sea. To obtain a fix from the CPS satellites, it is necessary to have a path to three of them – and that is difficult to arrange in city streets overshadowed by tall office buildings. Besides, hardware for an l.f. system is much cheaper.

Since last November the system has been running in the London area, though Datatrak is now expanding it to cover the entire country. Eventually the long-wave network will comprise 18 sites in a grid layout: stations covering the south-east are at Heathrow Airport to the west of London, Romney Marshes, Selsey Bill, Kineton (near Stratford-upon-Avon) and St Neots. Power level in each case is about 1.5kW delivered to the antenna, though it is difficult at such frequencies to achieve a radiation efficiency better than about 20 per cent.

These stations, operating in the 135-145kHz region, are organized in groups of eight: each transmits in turn, sending a pair of frequencies within its time-slot. A complete sequence of transmissions, the primary navigation cycle, occupies 1.68 seconds. Time-slots for a further eight stations are interleaved between the first set.

On the vehicle, the receiver module looks for the six strongest signals and then computes its position by measuring the transmission path delays. With three signals, it can give a rough fix; with six, the intersecting lines box it in more closely and the fix becomes highly reliable. A status signal from the unit indicates the degree of confidence. An output, in the form of map grid coordinates, is available from the unit on a V.24

One of Datatrak’s l.f. antennas: the complete l.f. chain will consist of 18 stations.
The vehicle-mounted module is fully automatic. A 68008 processor computes the vehicle's position by reference to the I.F. signals.

Serial port for users who wish to take it no further.

A special feature of the Datatrak system is that the pairs of I.F. signals are frequency-modulated slightly: the complex signal which results can yield a much greater positional accuracy than was possible with earlier systems. A fix can be to within 50 or even 10 metres. In addition, the receiver can initialize itself from cold anywhere — every fix is an absolute one.

For relaying data back from the vehicle, Datatrak has two frequencies in the 170MHz region and a network of 25 base stations, mainly at IBA sites. Expansion outside the south-east will entail a move to u.h.f. channels around 400MHz. Each vehicle has its own pre-programmed time-slot, synchronized by the I.F. navigation signal, during which it sends a 30ms burst of data containing its position, status, direction and speed. Direction and speed (accuracy is to within five miles per hour) are obtained by comparing the two most recent fixes. Some 150-160 base stations will be needed to cover the whole country, each linked by private lines to a data centre and interconnected to allow roaming. In England there will be four data centres, in London, Loughborough, Swindon and Leeds.

How often your vehicle transmits a fix depends to some extent on what you are willing to pay: for a bullion van, a fix every few seconds might be needed, since any deviation from its planned route could mean trouble. With other types of vehicle, a fix every minute would be enough. Datatrak's full service includes the use of an emergency alarm: when the driver hits the button, the system reports it immediately and the vehicle continues to transmit its position every four seconds until the emergency is over.

One early customer for the system is Cellnet, which will use the system for compiling field-strength maps for its cellular radiotelephone network. Measuring vehicles will be able to log signal measurements direct to tape or disc together with their exact location, cutting out a lot of tedious manual data entry. Another user could be London Regional Transport, which has been investigating the system's potential for helping to reschedule buses caught in traffic jams.

The vehicle-mounted unit for Datatrak costs just over £1000; and the running cost, including the bureau service, is about £85 per month. Further details from Datatrak Ltd., Hargreaves Road, Groundwell Industrial Estate, Swindon, Wiltshire SN2 5AZ; tel. 0793-722549.

Left: top-of-the-range display is a high-resolution colour screen on which each vehicle's position is re-plotted every few moments. Advanced software will make it possible for a warning to be given automatically if a van deviates from its planned route. Less ambitious users can opt for a simple telex-style printer instead.
The Archer Z80 SBC
The SDS ARCHER – The Z80 based single board computer chosen by professionals and OEM users.
* Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports, counter-timers, power-fail interrupt, watchdog timer, EPROM & battery backed RAM.
* OPTIONS: on board power supply, smart case, ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor, wide range of I/O & memory extension cards.
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The Bowman 68000 SBC
The SDS BOWMAN – The 68000 based single board computer for advanced high speed applications.
* Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM, 2 counter-timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an optional zero wait state half megabyte D-RAM.
* Extended width versions with on board power supply and case.
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Sherwood Data Systems Ltd
Sherwood House, The Avenue, Farnham Common, Slough SL2 3JX. Tel. 02814-5067

"WE CAN TONE YOU UP FAST."

RETOFIT TONE SIGNALLING SYSTEMS
For RADIOTELEPHONES
- CTCSS 1/S
- 5/6 Tone
- Selective Calling
- ANI Microphones
- Control & Display

FOR ANY GENERATION & MAKE OF EQUIPMENT DESIGNED, BUILT & FITTED

Private Mobile Rentals Limited
Industrial Estate, Gwaeldod Y Garth,
Cardiff, CF4 8JN, United Kingdom.
Telephone: 0222 810990
Telex: 497244 NOVCDF G
Fax: 0222 813369
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ADVERTISEMENT

PCB Manufacturers – Which to choose?

With scores of PCB manufacturers falling over themselves to make your conventional boards, it can be very difficult to choose the right one.

You could however, choose a PCB manufacturer with more to offer. Such as assembly, panel printing, final build and design.

Slee Electro Products can provide you with these services and will still offer you competitive prices on your PCB's.

“We’re hot on quality and delivery too. And being a member of the Printed Circuit Association, means we have to try harder.”

Slee Electro Products
Unit 4, Grange Lane Industrial Estate,
Carrwood Road, Barnsley, South Yorkshire S71 5AS, England.
Tel: 0226 200717. Fax: 0226 731817
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Many of today’s networks contain dependent sources only, in fact the majority of the semiconductor-equivalent networks belong to this group. While the Thevenin-Norton theorem readily yields equivalent generators when the network contains at least one independent source, it fails when the network is free of such sources. Still, we wish to be able to construct equivalent generators in all cases: methods to obtain such generators are discussed in the following. Although the network is put in the handy configuration of a generator, in reality it remains passive, with its “source” controlled by a current or a voltage outside the port. The dependent sources we are concerned with presently are of the basic kind kels and kilfs.

A simple example of a network which contains a dependent source only is shown by the one to the right of the port in Fig. 1(a), and this network might well represent a transistor. One method to construct an equivalent generator is that of the Source Transformation Theorem, in which we collapse the given network in steps from right to left, thus ultimately obtaining a series-form generator and a parallel-form generator like the ones shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c). Such equivalent generators, however, are never independent of the driving network on the other side of the port, and we must consult the equations for the entire system when we wish to switch variables, for example to make the source a function of either e instead of i. Since the driving voltage and current are the same before and after the transformation, we may express the equivalent source as a function of either.

Another method is contributed by the Dependent Source Equivalent-Generator Theorem, which makes the segregated “dead” network alive by prescribing that the source retains the initial value it has in the given network. This means that we determine the value of i in the given total network, and then treat k as an independent source when determining the open-port voltage and the closed-port current. Expressing the equivalent sources e′ and i′ as current sources, we find, with \( R_{23} = R_2 + R_3 \) and \( R_1 = R_1 + R + R_{R1} = 0 \),

\[
\begin{align*}
e' &= k R_2 i_{R2} \quad (1) \\
i' &= k R_1 i_1 \quad (2) \\
R' &= A R_{R2} \quad (3)
\end{align*}
\]

We note that the relationship \( e' / i' = R' \), typical for the Thevenin-Norton theorem, also holds for this theorem.

We may use either equivalent generator to calculate quantities such as \( R_{IN} \) and \( \text{voltage} \) obtaining

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{IN} &= (R_1 + k R_2) R_{R2} \quad (4) \\
\text{voltage} &= R_i (R_1 - k) (R_1 + k R_2) \quad (5)
\end{align*}
\]

A most direct way of obtaining \( R_{IN} \) from the constructed generator in Fig. 1(b) is to apply the Compensation Theorem, change \( e' \) into a resistance and then just sum the two resistances.

There exists a short-cut to the determination of input and output impedance, contributed by the Port Impedance Theorem, assuming, however, that the transfer function is known, and in this case it is given by (5). The theorem states that the denominator of (5), set to zero, contains both the input and the output impedances. It states that the input impedance is the negative of \( R_1 \), thus \(-R_1 = R_{IN}\) and that the negative of \( R_3 \) is the output impedance, thus \(-R_3 = R_{OUT}\).

Whenever the proper transfer function is known, this theorem saves time. To find \( R_{IN} \) we must add \( R_1 \) to \( R_{R2} \). We find for \( R_{OUT} \):

\[
R_3 = R_{OUT} = (R_1 + k) R_2 / R_{R2} \quad (6)
\]

If the transfer function is not known, we may still use the indicated short-cut by introducing \( -R_{IN} \) in the given network as a replacement for \( e' \) and \( i' \), and, in a subsequent operation, \( -R_{R2} \) as a replacement for \( R_2 \). An analysis of the network yields the formulas for \( R_{IN} \) and \( R_{OUT} \). This is in accordance with the Theorem, which is a collateral to the Tellegen theorem, and the proof rests with the Tellegen theorem. As we replace \( e' \) by \( i' \), we cut off the signal supply to the network under investigation, but at the same time we introduce a negative resistance, and indeed one that equals the positive resistance it "sees". Accordingly, we create instability and thus the currents and voltages we need to analyze the network.

The Dependent Source Equivalent Generator Theorem has the following formulation: A linear network with dependent sources only, provided with an accessible port for a driving generator, may at this port be replaced by a generator impedance in series with the open-port voltage or in parallel with the closed-port current, respective voltage and current appearing with the initial values they have in the given network, and the generator impedance being the port looking-in impedance when all sources are removed.

The driving network may be represented by a series-form or parallel-form generator, and may consist merely of the source to such a generator, as is the case in Fig. 1(a).

Additional network theorems are listed in the reference.

Reference

Dr. Stockman was born in Sweden. He received his M.S. degree from the Royal Institute of Technology in 1938, continuing as Assistant Professor of Radio Engineering at the Institute. During the Finnish-Russian war, he served as a radio adviser and was awarded the Liberty Cross by Field Marshal Mannerheim. In 1941, Dr. Stockman went to the United States on a Ford Fellowship and gained a S.D. from Harvard. He eventually became Head of the USAF Communications Laboratory and later formed his own company, Sercolab, in the electronics education field.
NEW FROM NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS

PCB CAD, FOR THE PC/XT/AT, THAT YOU CAN AFFORD

- HAVE YOU BEEN PUTTING OFF BUYING PCB CAD SOFTWARE?
- ARE YOU STILL USING TAPES AND A LIGHT BOX?
- HAVE YOU ACCESS TO AN IBM PC/XT/AT OR CLONE INCL. AMSTRAD 1640 8 15129?
- WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE ABLE TO PRODUCE PCB LAYOUTS UP TO 17" SQUARE?
- WITH UP TO 8 TRACK LAYERS AND 2 SILK SCREEN LAYERS?
- PLUS DRILL TEMPLATE AND SOLDER RESIST?
- WITH UP TO EIGHT DIFFERENT TRACK WIDTHS ANYWHERE IN THE RANGE .002 to .531"?
- WITH UP TO 16 DIFFERENT PAD SIZES FROM THE SAME RANGE?
- WITH PAD SHAPES INCLUDING ROUND, OVAL, SQUARE, WITH OR WITHOUT HOLE, AND EDGE CONNECTOR FINGERS?
- WITH UP TO 1500 IC's PER BOARD, FROM UP TO 100 DIFFERENT OUTLINES?
- WITH AUTO REPEAT ON TRACKS OR OTHER FEATURES – IDEAL FOR MEMORY PLANES?
- THAT CAN BE USED FOR SURFACE MOUNT COMPONENTS?
- WITH THE ABILITY TO LOCATE COMPONENTS AND PADS ON GRID OR TO .002" RESOLUTION?
- WITH AN OPTIONAL AUTO-VIA FACILITY FOR MULTILAYER BOARDS?
- WITH THE ABILITY TO CREATE AND SAVE YOUR OWN SYMBOLS?
- THAT IS AS GOOD AT CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS AS IT IS AT PCB's?
- THAT CAN BE USED WITH EITHER CURSOR KEYS OR MOUSE?
- WHAT WITH 'EASY-PILOT'? CAN ALSO OUTPUT TO A PEN PLOTTER? (A PHOTOPLOT DRIVER WILL BE AVAILABLE SHORTLY)
- WHERE YOU CAN LEARN HOW TO USE IT IN AROUND HALF AN HOUR?
- THAT ONLY COSTS £275.00 + VAT?

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

EASY-PC, EASY-PC, EASY-PC

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS LIMITED
REF: WW, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD
ST IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS PE17 4WR

Telephone: 0480 61778
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RUGBY TIME?

MSF CLOCK is EXACT – never gains or loses, SELF SETTING at switch-on, 8 digits show Date, Hours, Minutes and Seconds, ALSO parallel BCD output for COMPUTER and audio to record and show time on playback, receives Rugby 60KHz atomic time signals, only £97.90, get the RIGHT TIME.

60KHz RECEIVER, as in MSF CLOCK, serial data output, with Basic listings to decode Years, Months, Date, Weekday, Hours, Minutes and Seconds, narrow band superhet receiver, built-in antenna, 1,000Km range, only £35.30.

Each fun-to-build kit (ready-made to order) includes all parts, case, pre-wound coils, fibre-glass pcbs, instructions, by-return postage etc and list of other kits.

CAMBRIDGE KITS
45(WJ) Old School Lane, Milton, Cambridge. Tel 860150

GPIB for PC/XT/AT

HIGH QUALITY half-length card – fits all PC-compatibles
- Full IEEE 488.2 extensions for all popular languages
- Easy to install hardware – powerful, easy-to-use software

These are some of the advantages provided by the new high performance IEEE 488.2 controller card and software for PC-compatibles from M A INSTRUMENTS.

Versatile FORMATTED I/O: mix hex and text!
- 24 MONTH guarantee
- Lifetime telephone HOTLINE support

Enhance your existing TMS9914 or uPD7210-based GPIB card with our IEEE 488.2 software upgrade. Phone us for details.

TBASIC AVAILABLE NOW!

Designed, manufactured and supported in the UK by:
M A INSTRUMENTS LTD
Freepost, Yelverton,
Devon PL20 6BR
Tel: (0822) 853585
Tx: 45441 IMAGE (MAI)
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SATELLITE SYSTEMS

Geostationary loops?

A novel idea to solve the problem of congestion in the geostationary orbit is the geostationary loop. It doesn't use the conventional Clarke orbit at all but has three satellites moving in three elliptical orbits as shown in Fig. 1(a). The orbital planes are angularly spaced by 120° from each other. The orbital elements are chosen so that the three satellites follow each other in the same track in a co-ordinate system rotating with the Earth, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

As a result of this arrangement there are two small geostationary loops. 180° apart, positioned above particular points on the Earth's surface. Observers on the Earth would see a satellite in each loop moving round it in eight hours. There would be a satellite in each loop at all times: as one satellite leaves a loop, the next satellite in the sequence of three enters it. They pass in and out of the intersection points seen in Fig. 1(b).

As mentioned briefly in our May issue report on an IEE discussion on the geostationary orbit (p.489), this proposal comes from Germany and has been put to the European Space Agency. It is the joint work of three West German organizations: the aerospace company MBB/ERNO, the communications engineering firm ANT Nachrichtentechnik, and the country's central aerospace research and development body DFVLR. They have called the system Loopus (geostationary loops in orbit occupied by unstationary satellites).

For each of the elliptical orbits in Fig. 1(a), the orbital elements (defined in the November 1987 issue, p.1158) are as follows. Apogee is 39 117km, perigee is 12 380km and inclination is 63.4°. The semi-major axis of the ellipse is a distance of 26 585.7km while the eccentricity is 0.7132 and the argument of perigee is 90°. In this path each satellite has an orbital period of 11 hours, 57 minutes, 47 seconds (there's no human precision for you). One version of this system would produce geostationary loops above Europe at 10°E and above the Pacific Ocean at 170°W. Both loops would be at latitudes between 45°N and 63.4°N.

As a means of providing satcom services the Loopus system has been designed to meet two main requirements. One is to give global coverage for the maritime mobile satellite service - that is, coverage of areas on Earth where ground stations cannot see the appropriate satellite at a minimum elevation of 5°. The other requirement is to provide spot beam coverage for the fixed satellite service (FSS). Here the comsat beams would give five spots on the Earth's surface, four with a diameter of about 3000km each and one with a diameter of about 1000km. All the spot-beam footprints provided by one such Loopus would be in the northern hemisphere, but it would be possible to have another, similar, independent system serving the southern hemisphere as well.

One problem that had to be considered in devising this unusual technique is that the coverage areas change as each satellite moves round its geostationary loop. This is because of the varying distance and angle of the spacecraft relative to a given point on the Earth. The coverage areas are defined as those areas in which the power flux density on Earth, during the entire passage of the spacecraft from the intersection to the top of the loop and back again, corresponds to at least the p.f.d. generated at the top of the loop at 3dB. A study has been made to find out how to fit the p.f.d. as a basis for determining the periphery of the coverage area. The changes in path attenuation are more or less compensated by changes in the satellite antenna gain which affects the edges of the coverage area. So the size of these areas remains practically constant and only minor deformations occur as a result of changes in the satellite's angle relative to the Earth.

Another problem arising from the varying position of each comsat as it travels round the geostationary loop is that it affects the parameters of the radio link between Earth and space. As a result, various compensation techniques have to be introduced - especially, for example, for the change in received carrier frequency caused by the Doppler effect. Further complications are made necessary by the fact that in each geostationary loop the communication task has to be handed on, every eight hours, from one satellite to the next.

All these difficulties have been looked into by the originators of the Loopus scheme and solutions have been proposed. It remains to be seen whether these inevitable complications are justified by the benefits offered by the system. Apart from the relieving pressure on the limited resource of the geostationary orbit, the Loopus system would also provide two other benefits. It would give better coverage of polar regions than the g.s.o. does and would allow single-hop connections between Earth stations on opposite sides of the world provided these were in the same hemisphere.

New amateur radio satellite

One of the three spacecraft launched simultaneously on the first flight of the new Anane-4 rocket was a further communications satellite for radio amateurs. Amsat IIIC. It becomes the latest member of the well known Oscar series (orbiting satellites carrying amateur radio) and will be known as Oscar 13.

The new Oscar was built by Amsat-Germany under the international programme run by the Amsat organization. It is a 150kg spin-stabilized space craft shaped like a solid three-pointed star (pictured overleaf), with solar arrays fixed on the six edges of the points of the star. Like all others in the series, Oscar 13 is basically an educational aid, allowing amateur radio communication over much greater distances than would normally be possible in the v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands used.

There are four transponders in the spacecraft. One, with 435.5MHz uplink and 145.9MHz downlink, has a bandwidth of 150kHz. The second has a 1269.45MHz uplink and a 436.85MHz downlink, with a bandwidth of 250kHz. The third transponder operates on a 144.45MHz uplink and a 435.95MHz downlink, while the fourth uses a 435.6MHz uplink and a 2400.7MHz downlink. A digital communications experiment is included in the last-mentioned transponder. The antennas are a mixture of v.h.f. rod, u.h.f. dipole and helical types.

Because most of the world's radio amateurs live in the northern hemisphere between the latitudes 30° and 60°, satellites in the third Amsat generation have been put in orbits designed to be the most useful for these regions. Amsat IIIC/Oscar 13, as the third member of this third generation, carries on this policy and has an elliptical orbit which gives much better coverage of these northern regions than...
would be possible from a geostationary one. This elliptical orbit has an apogee of 36 000 km, a perigee of 15000 km, an inclination of 57° and an orbital period of about 11 hours. Immediately after launch from Kourou, French Guiana, the satellite was placed in a transfer orbit with an inclination of 10° and was subsequently moved into the final elliptical orbit by the reaction-propulsion motor mentioned above.

The Oscar series started in December 1961 with a spacecraft carrying just a simple 145MHz beacon transmitter. Later satellites introduced transponders and became progressively more sophisticated in spite of cost constraints. Britain's contribution so far to the international amateur programme is the University of Surrey's UoSat-1, called Oscar 9 and launched in October 1981. UoSat-2, called Oscar 11 and launched in March 1984. The new Oscar 13 is an improved version of Oscar 10, which was built by Amsat-Germany and launched in June 1983.

Space station agreed

Elaborate radio communications between space and ground will be needed when the Western world's permanently-manned space station eventually goes into operation, possibly in the 1990s. This will be a unique and unusual artificial satellite, orbiting the Earth at a low altitude of 450 km and an inclination of 28°.

As a proposal it has been discussed and argued over for several years, but now seems more likely to go ahead as a definite project. After two years of negotiations, a basis for international co-operation on design, development, manufacture and operation has been agreed between the four main partners: USA, Europe, Canada and Japan. NASA will be responsible for the American work and ESA, representing eight member states, for the European contribution.

The USA will provide the overall space station framework: operating subsystem including life support and 75 kilowatts of power; laboratory and living quarters; and an unmanned free-flying platform that will be placed in polar orbit for Earth observation.

Canada will provide a mobile servicing system to be used in conjunction with the assembly, maintenance and servicing of parts of the space station. Japan will contribute an 'experiment module', being a permanently attached pressurized laboratory. ESA, through the associated Columbus programme, will provide a pressurized laboratory module permanently attached to the manned base: an unmanned free-flying polar platform to work in conjunction with the US polar platform; and a manned free flyer to be serviced at the manned base.

Some time ago there was a sharp rift between the Americans, who wanted to use the space station partly for military purposes, and the Europeans, who were firmly opposed to this. In recent statements NASA describes the project as a "civil" space station while ESA goes further and adds the words "for peaceful purposes".

New satcoms operator

The first private company to own and operate an international satcoms service outside of the official Intelsat. Eutelsat and Intersputnik organizations is the US firm Pan American Satellite, a subsidiary of Alpha Lyracon of Greenwich, Connecticut. It owns a single spacecraft, the PAS-1 comsat, which was launched by the first Ariane-4 rocket along with Amsat IIIC (see report elsewhere) and Mekeossat P2 (January issue, p.57). From its geostationary slot of 55°W, PAS-1 will be able to relay international traffic between Europe and USA and between Latin America and the USA, as well as covering the Caribbean area.

Although providing an international service, Pan American Satellite will not be competing directly with the main world organizations in public telecommunications. The company will be concerned principally with private business satellite communications and will not link into public telephone networks. In the UK, uplinks to PAS-1 will be provided by British Telecom. However, the comsat is also likely to be assisting with national services for Latin American countries which might otherwise be unable to afford them.

In engineering design PAS-1 is fairly conventional, being a modified version of a standard RCA Astro-Electronics Series 3000 satellite. It has 24 transponders and operates in the C and Ku bands, normally working to small and inexpensive Earth terminal antennas.

- The three satellites launched on the first Ariane-4 flight on 15 June had a combined mass of 3513kg. As already reported in the July issue, the Ariane-4 design, which is much more powerful than the preceding Ariane-3, allows various combinations of engines and boosters to be used to suit different loads. In this case the 44LP version was employed, with two liquid and two solid propellant boosters. The third stage of this rocket was first injected into a transfer orbit with an apogee of 36 359km, a perigee of 221km and an inclination of 10°. Subsequently the three satellites propelled themselves into their respective final orbits as stated elsewhere.

A further success for the Ariane-3 space vehicle came on 22 July, with the launch of the Indian satellite Insat 1C (see January issue, page 57) and the last of the five European Communications Satellites. When commissioned, ECS-5 will be renamed Eutelsat 1-F5 and will provide a range of telecommunications services to Europe including telephony, business services, and radio and television distribution. ECS-5 will replace Eutelsat F1, which will then be available to carry new services in addition to acting as an in-orbit spare. ECS-5 is one of the three Eutelsat craft built by British Aerospace.

Intelsat VII transponders

The new Intelsat VII series of comsats announced last year (December 1987 issue, p.1332) will each carry 36 transponders. For C band there will be sixteen 72MHz and ten 36MHz transponders. For Ku band communications the spacecraft will provide six 72MHz and four 112MHz transponders. These high-power satellites will allow the use of smaller Earth station antennas and will replace the present Intelsat V A comsats at the end of their life in the Pacific Ocean region. They will have the ability to switch C band capacity between the eastern and western hemispheres and will give simultaneous Ku band coverage of three regions in the Pacific area which can be altered while the spacecraft are in orbit. Later on, the first two spacecraft are expected to be launched in mid-1992 or early 1993.

- The penultimate Intelsat V A spacecraft, F-13, was successfully launched on an Ariane-2 rocket in May this year and is stationed at 53°W. The last in this series, F-15, is due to go up in January 1989 (the F-14 having been launched out of sequence).
Most applications which require a piezoelectric transducer, for example underwater hydrophones or pressure sensors, use a ceramic material called PZT, (lead zirconium titanate). When subjected to a mechanical strain, this produces a voltage of the order of 3μV/Pa – a usefully high value that requires nothing more sophisticated than a charge amplifier to buffer the extremely high source impedance of this capacitive transducer to an analogue signal-conditioning circuit, Fig. 1.

PZT has many advantages; it is chemically inert, it has a reasonably high sensitivity and it can be used over a very wide range of pressures without serious non-linearity. There are no problems in making this ceramic in almost any shape or thickness at relatively low cost.

The biggest drawback of the material is its mechanical fragility: like all ceramics, PZT is brittle and must not be subjected to impact or excessive flexure. In underwater hydrophone design, where maximum sensitivity is obtained by using a very long transducer assembly, mechanical flexibility is essential, so a large number of PZT elements are linked electrically within a long PVC tube. This tube may be filled with an insulating oil to obtain the required overall specific gravity and minimize the support needed for the hydrophone in the water.

Such a hydrophone incorporates a great many lengths of wire and soldered joints which will be subjected to considerable whiplash if used at sea – a labour-intensive and potentially unreliable technique.

The technical ceramics division of NTK, one of the world’s largest spark plug manufacturers, supplies PZT transducers to oceanographic hydrophone constructors. In a paper presented at the 7th Symposium on Ultrasonic Electronics in Kyoto (piezoelectric transducers are widely used at ultrasound frequencies), four NTK researchers presented a paper describing a new composite material consisting of fine particles of piezoelectric ceramic material embedded in a synthetic rubber, Chlorobren.

By attaching flexible electrodes made from carbon-loaded Chlorobren, the researchers were able to show that this composite has excellent piezoelectric properties, but is completely flexible. Further, the rubber used has good acoustic coupling properties for signals in sea water, because the speed of sound in both media is similar.

This table gives some of the relevant properties of piezoelectric rubber compared with PZT and PVDF (polyvinylidene difluoride, a synthetic rubber with inherent piezoelectric properties).

Note that both the new composite and PVDF have similar sensitivities; however, since the voltage generated by a piezoelectric transducer is given by:

\[ V_p = \rho P \]

where \( P \) is the pressure applied, \( p \) is sensitivity and \( t \) is thickness of the transducer in the direction of the pressure, electrical output of a piezo-rubber device can be made greater than that of a PVDF transducer by increasing the thickness; PVDF is not easy to manufacture except in thin sheets.

Underwater hydrophones are typically used in sonar systems to monitor the return pulse of acoustic energy reflected from the seabed or other submerged object. This is a sharp-edged pulse when transmitted, but will normally show “clutter” after reflection which gives the experienced sonar operator some indication of the type of surface from which it was reflected.

With a PZT transducer, which has a very low damping factor, this characteristic shape is masked by the ringing of the transducer element itself, Fig. 2(b). The rubber matrix material of the new composite imparts a much larger damping factor to the hydrophone, greatly reducing ringing. Fig. 2(a). PVDF, a ferroelectric material, also exhibits ringing oscillations when used to detect a single ultrasonic pulse.

PIEZOELECTRIC CABLE

Flexible materials are not easy to make contact with, especially unsolderable sub-

**Piezoelectric coaxial cable**

Novel packaging should make piezo-rubber more usable

PETER JOHNSON
stances like piezo-rubber. In existing applications of this still new material, the active element is sandwiched between layers of conductive rubber of similar elasticity; contact is then made to the conductive rubber by means of beryllium-copper leaf springs.

Clearly, this is an inconvenient method of connection, so NTK investigated more versatile techniques which did not require the mechanical precision of earlier methods such as the one described. The result of this effort was a coaxial cable, similar in appearance to normal 50Ω coaxial cable, but with the insulating layer between the screen and centre conductor made of a piezoelectric rubber composite designated PR-302. Fig.3. This cable can be made in continuous lengths of up to 20m and is compatible with soldering or with standard coaxial plugs, making it much easier to use.

Electrical properties of this cable are as detailed in the table above.

APPLICATIONS OF PIEZOELECTRIC COAXIAL CABLE

This form of the material has only been in production for a short time, so there are, for instance, no hydrophone applications so far. However, the cable has been used in Japan as a non-contact self-screening pickup for an electric guitar, and research is being carried out into its incorporation into a blood-pressure/pulse-rate monitor.

As a vehicle sensor for traffic lights, the cable was found to perform well because of its resilience and high sensitivity. Such sensors receive severe battering so the cable was protected by embedding it in tough synthetic rubber extrusion, shown in Fig 4. Compared with vehicle sensors relying on electrical contact strips, this method has a longer life and is insensitive to the ingress of rainwater.

Electromagnetic sensing systems - the most popular alternative - are reliable but have problems detecting cyclists and moped riders, and require a large area of the road surface to be removed for installation. The piezoelectric cable sensor needs only a narrow transverse trench to be excavated by pneumatic tool.

Piezoelectric coaxial cable is still, to some extent, an interesting solution looking for a problem. It is here, in an easily used form, and available off-the-shelf to the development engineer. It remains to be seen what the ingenuity of R&D engineers will make of it.

Further reading


Peter Johnson is with Quantelec in Henley-on-Thames.
The 1988 IBC Technical programme will cover all aspects of broadcast engineering with particular emphasis on emerging technology including satellite and cable distribution, enhanced and high definition television systems, as well as multi-channel sound systems and associated information systems.

The IBC EXHIBITION complementing the technical sessions will have the latest professional broadcasting equipment on display and demonstration by leading world manufacturers.

The SOCIAL PROGRAMME during the Convention will include a Reception and a special Ladies Programme of talks and demonstrations and visits to places of interest.
Towards ISDN – 2
Adrian Morant continues his introduction to integrated services digital networks.

ISDN basic access consists of two 64kbit/s B channels for user information together with a 16kbit/s D channel. While the former are circuit-switched, the latter is a packet-orientated channel whose main purpose is to exchange signalling between terminal equipments and the local exchange.

Under normal circumstances, when used for voice, once the call has been set up the D channel is free until the call is to be terminated. For this reason, while the basic access consists of 2B+D. at the next level in the hierarchy (primary rate access or PRM) there is only one D channel with either 30 or 23 B channels. This depends, respectively, on whether the system is operating to the CCITT or the American—Bell standard: the former uses a 2Mbit/s transmission channel while the others uses 1.544Mbit/s.

From this it can be seen readily that a D channel is shared between a number of B channels. This is a “common channel", and the signalling it carries is therefore common channel signalling. It forms an essential part of the network and provides control and supervisory information regarding the routing and setting up of a call as well as status information. Consequently, when attempting to initiate an ISDN call, the calling terminal will use the signalling channel to make its request and will use the CCITT Common Channel Signalling System No.7 — often just referred to as C7. Not only must this request cite the number of the party being called, it must include a variety of other information. For example, if the proposed call is just voice from one digital telephone to another, only one 64kbit/s B channel would be needed. If, on the other hand, the required call was between two combined voice and data terminals, two B channels would be required spanning the entire end-to-end path. Different devices require different network resources: the calling party must therefore initiate negotiation to ensure that it will obtain the necessary channel capacity.

OSI Protocols
The D channel signalling protocol consists of Layers 1 to 3 in the ISO Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model. In Layer 1, the electrical and physical characteristics of the S interface are defined. In addition, a multiple access mechanism is specified which allows the D channel to be used by a number of terminals.

Layer 2 of the D channel protocol (LAP D) can be considered to be an adaption of the LAP B procedure defined in CCITT recommendation X.25 to the specific needs of ISDN basic access. Owing to the bus structure of the S interface, LAP D has to support multiple simultaneous Layer 2 connections. Additionally, LAP D enables the higher layers to broadcast a message to all terminals connected to the S bus.

Layer 3 defines procedures for controlling the supplementary service facilities as well as signalling procedures for the basic call handling e.g. call establishment and release for B channel connections.

Were the D channel used only for signalling it would frequently be idle. Consequently it can also be used for the transmission of packets of data. The transmission of data by packet switching makes for far more efficient use of resources. Instead of a circuit being allocated and held exclusively during a message transfer it can be time shared between many.

Access to a packet network is via a packet assembler/disassembler (PAD): this is reached at present via the public switched telephone network, but in due course it will be via the ISDN. Initially it will use a B channel — being analogous to a PSTN voice channel — but eventually the D channel will be employed. This will mean a more efficient use of resources. After all, the D channel is transparent to the packets being sent and is not concerned with their content. It will transfer them as required irrespective of whether they are signalling information or actual user data.

In packet switching the message is transmitted as a series of discrete blocks or packets. In addition to the data itself, each packet must contain address information to indicate its source and destination. It must also include a sequence number to enable the received message to be re-assembled correctly. This is analogous to a series of postcards which each contain part of an entire message. By marking them with a serial (or sequence) number it is possible to ensure that they are in order and so determine whether any have been lost in the post. Should this occur, the recipient would request the sender to repeat the lost information.

Whereas in circuit switching a path through the network is “transparent" to the user once a call has been set up, in packet switching the network must supervise the whole operation.

To send a message from a character-oriented terminal, such as a teletype or a dumb v.d.u., it is necessary to dial in to a PAD and then log-on with one’s Network User Identification (NUI) and password. The PAD maintains control and integrity of individual messages and integrates them with others which are also within the system. Having obtained access to the network, the user specifies a destination address for the message and then inputs the message. The PAD takes the message and breaks it into a series of data packets. To each of these packets it adds framing information and then the whole packet is launched into the network. Both header and data portion of the packet have a checkword attached, to enable the integrity of each packet to be verified on receipt. Should an error be detected the receiving end will request re-transmission.

Research into personal communication
The Government has announced the eighth ‘Link’ programme, which aims to stimulate the pre-competitive research towards a new, higher capacity, third generation personal communications system. Its contribution to the three-year Personal Communications Programme is £6.35 million — £3.35M from the DTI and £3M from SERC.

Skyphone takes to the air
Europe’s first public satellite telephone call from an aircraft has been carried out by Racal and British Telecom International. The test link-up took place between Racal’s company Jetstream aircraft and BTI’s satellite Earth station at Guionthill in Cornwall.

The in-flight tests are paving the way for a trial commercial service for passengers travelling on British Airways Boeing 747 transatlantic aircraft later this year. This will be followed by a regular manually-connected telephone service and subsequently by a full commercial direct-dial Skyphone service available to all airlines by mid-1989.

Using the Inmarsat satellite network, Skyphone will offer passengers a direct-dial telephone service to 185 countries worldwide, as well as facilities for the transmission of aircraft operational telephone and data traffic.

The equipment is designed to operate to Inmarsat specifications in the 1.5—1.6 GHz band. The low noise amplifier is housed in a small package to permit mounting on the inside of the aircraft skin close to the receiving antenna. It has sufficient gain to allow inexpensive and long cable runs to the radio frequency/intermediate frequency unit mounted in the aircraft. Equipment racks, without impairing receiver noise figure, L.n.a. noise figure, including losses from pre-l.n.a. filters, is lower than 2.5 dB even at aircraft skin temperatures of +70 °C.
Companies which have indicated that they would like to be involved in this programme include Aerial Facilities, Autophon, British Aerospace, BT Research Laboratories, GEC, Marconi, Philips, Plessey Research, Racal, STC and Thorn EMI. Interested academic institutions include the following universities: Aston, Brunel, Bradford, Bristol, City, Heriot-Watt, Leeds, Liverpool, Southampton, Surrey, Swansea and York.

Lord Young, Trade and Industry Secretary, speaking in the House of Lords, said: “The need for the programme is prompted by the convergence of telecommunications and radio technologies, which is generating a new industry of personal communications. The number of subscribers is increasing, with greater demand for accessibility both indoors and outdoors — whether stationary or mobile — and internationally.

“There is therefore a need to extend the range of services available and to integrate private mobile, cellular and satellite mobile systems. Much basic work needs to be done to achieve this. It will be a key technological development for the 1990s.”

Flexible Access Systems

STC has been appointed one of the suppliers for the nationwide extension of British Telecom’s Flexible Access Systems (FAS), for completion by the middle of 1991. STC expects to receive orders in excess of £100 million.

FAS is based on the use of optical fibres rather than copper cable connections to business customers. This will allow large numbers of private circuits to be provided, and the evolution to wide bandwidth services such as video conferencing in the future. At the customer’s end, a multiplexer connects the various circuits on to the fibre. These multiplexers are controlled by network management software which enables the mixture of connections to be varied to suit customer’s changing needs and to provide connection to any other location required.

The first Flexible Access Systems have been successfully deployed in the City of London Fibre Network, for which STC was the prime contractor, and STC is also supplying equipment for part of British Telecom’s London Docklands project.

STC claims to have been the first company to appreciate the strategic possibilities of distributing intelligence in the network.

Flexible Access Systems will extend to local communications the benefits of the major modernization programme that British Telecom has been undertaking in the trunk network. STC and its partner Northern Telecom have established a strong team to work on the development and products required. This team is deployed in the UK and North America.

STC and NT are also jointly working on the extension of optical fibres to small businesses and residential customers to provide high quality telephone services, and the future possibility of television-based services. Another joint programme on synchronous multiplexers and switches will allow circuits of any bandwidth to be carried efficiently around the whole network.

Payphones up the Canyon

Visitors to the Grand Canyon can now dial home from remote areas of the park following an agreement between US West Inc. in Arizona and the British company GPT Telecoms Products.

Under the agreement, GPT has installed the first phase of intelligent payphones throughout the Grand Canyon National Park. These payphones connect to a variety of transmission lines and carriers.

GPT payphones generate coin accounting reports and they diagnose malfunctions and attempt to clear them. With the help of a dot-matrix display and voice chip, the telephones also communicate in two languages, which will help some of the thousands of international tourists who visit the park each year.

“We are currently investigating ways to extend even more services to communication points such as the Grand Canyon,” said Peter Brown, managing director of GPT Telecoms Products. “We can foresee the time when we will be providing direct international dialling.”

Third World Telecoms

By the first anniversary of the start of its field activities, the Centre for Telecommunications Development (CTD), established in 1985 by the ITU Administrative Council in Geneva, had received some 50 requests for assistance from developing countries.

The Centre relies entirely on voluntary contributions from both the private and public sectors in the developing and in the industrialized parts of the world which stand to benefit from the Centre’s activities. To date, pledges amounting to about Sw.Fr. 5 million (very little in view of the huge task) are 65% in cash and 35% in kind for the current year 1988, broadly distributed as follows: 45% from industry, 45% from administrations and the rest from development finance agencies. Several development finance institutions, as well as developing countries themselves, have so far responded favourably.

Twelve missions have been carried out so far and six more to Bolivia, Chile, China, Iran, Mozambique, Nigeria are scheduled during 1988. It is expected that these missions will lead to additional requests for projects and specific assistance.

Telecomms Topics is compiled by Adrian Morant.
Keyboard design

Finer details of keyboard and keypad design are often overlooked by design engineers.

JEFF WRIGHT

There are hundreds of keyboard applications, not only in computers, but also in typewriters, telephones, remote controllers, washing machines, microwave ovens etc. In many of these applications a single-chip microcomputer, or controller, reads the keys and acts on the data entered so that there is a good understanding of keyboard-to-microcomputer software and hardware interface techniques is essential for anyone involved with keyboard design.

There are two main types of microcomputer-based keyboards. In the first type, found for example in telephone and washing machine controllers, keyboard reading is only a part of the microcomputer's function. Alternatively more complex systems, such as computers and typewriters, often have a dedicated microcomputer controlling only the keyboard. These applications might seem quite distinct but the software and hardware techniques for any size of keyboard are similar.

KEYBOARD TYPES

There are several different keyboard configurations, each with its advantages and disadvantages. The simplest type of controller-based keyboard has one key which is assigned to each line of an input port. Fig.1. Keys can be read very quickly using this method, and the software needed is trivial, but it can only be used where there are many spare input lines. Direct key reading is therefore restricted to small keypad applications.

Much more common is the matrix keyboard where the keys are arranged in rows and columns. This method makes much more efficient use of the microcomputer's input/output lines, but it requires more complex software for scanning the matrix. Scanning is normally accomplished by producing an output pulse on one column at a time and reading in all the rows to determine whether a key in that column has been pressed. For a given number of i/o lines, the number of keys in the matrix is maximized by arranging them as a square: for example an 8×8 matrix reads 64 keys whereas a 4×12 matrix reads only 48.

Roll-over of a keyboard is defined as the number of keys which can be pressed at any one time and still be individually recognized: if all keys can be pressed at once and recognized the keyboard is said to have no roll-over. This is the most desirable solution but is more expensive than simpler matrices for reasons explained later.

Figure 2 shows a basic 4×4 resistive matrix. In the case of a resistive matrix each key has a contact resistance of the order of 50Ω when pressed and a potential divider effect is thus produced. This matrix is said to have two-key roll-over because if any three keys in the corners of the an imaginary square or rectangle are pressed then the key in the fourth corner will appear closed as well (a ghost key) and it is impossible to tell which three keys are actually pressed. Therefore the maximum number of keys that can be pressed without confusion is two.

Although this matrix is defined as having two-key roll-over it would be more accurate to say that it had a minimum of two-key roll-over as often many more keys can be pressed before a ghost key is produced. For all keys on one row can be pressed at the same time and still be successfully detected. It can therefore be advantageous when designing a keyboard of this type to make the matrix as rectangular as possible with the maximum number of output scan lines and also to arrange the layout so that the keys which are most commonly pressed together are on the same row.

A drawback of making the matrix rectangular is that more i/o lines are required for the same number of keys, but for many applications the gains obtained make the extra lines worthwhile.

Another enhancement which can be made to the basic matrix is to give important keys, such as 'shift' on a computer keyboard, their own input line. This then gives the two-key roll-over minimum and additional special keys.

Software for this matrix is actually the most complex since to ensure correct operation, ghost keys have to be detected. Also, i/o switching is needed to scan the matrix to avoid contention caused by a scan pulse of one logic level being connected via pressed keys to another pin outputting the opposite logic level. This latter point also means that pull-up resistors are required on both sides of the matrix as shown to avoid floating inputs (these pull-up resistors also act as current limiters).

When a ghost key is detected the keyboard is locked to prevent the false key from being processed, but the designer then has an option as to when to allow processing to begin again. One option is to start processing keys once the ghost key has been released but this can lead to key strokes being missed — a problem for the fast typist who may frequently have several keys pressed together momentarily. The safest option is to delay processing until all keys are released — a warning of the delay could be given to the user if desired.

This basic matrix is used extensively in low-cost computer keyboards, terminals and many keypad type data-entry systems where multiple-key presses are uncommon. Try
your PC keyboard for quality; some don't even have ghost detection so that by pressing a certain three keys you get four characters on the screen!

**N-KEY ROLL OVER**

In higher quality computer keyboards and in applications where a large number of multiple-key entries are required, an n-key roll-over matrix is used. There are two popular methods of achieving an n-key matrix, but both are more expensive to manufacture than the basic matrix type.

The first and most common method is to add diodes to the basic matrix, Fig.3. These diodes prevent any one key from interfering with another, thus producing n-key rollover.

Voltage drop across the diodes is an important hardware constraint when designing a matrix of this type since it can cause violation of the controller port input thresholds. Excessive voltage drop can normally be avoided by choosing the correct value of pull-up (current-limiting) resistor but in low voltage applications it can be more of a problem.

The second main type of n-key roll-over matrix has capacitive keys Fig.4. This configuration gives n-key roll-over without the cost of the diodes but with the additional cost of comparators. Each key forms the plates of a capacitor and when the key is pressed, the plates move closer, increasing the capacitance and allowing a short low-voltage pulse to reach the comparator input. Impedance of the other scan lines and the number of keys pressed also affects the level of this pulse. Pressing a ghost key produces three capacitors in series, which reduces the effective capacitance, thus degrading the pulse which would appear as the fourth key signal.

When a key is pressed the comparator restores the incoming differentitated signal to a true logic level, so producing an output pulse which is detected by the controller. Since this pulse is normally shorter than the scan pulse, care has to be taken in the software not to miss any keys by reading too late. Also, the comparator reference must be set up carefully so that the low-amplitude signal can be detected reliably, and the biasing circuit's impedance should be large so that the time constant for the key press is long enough to produce an acceptable pulse length for detection.

With both these n-key matrices the software is simpler than in the previous two-key roll-over case, since the scan lines can remain as outputs all the time and ghost-key detection is not required. They also avoid the requirement for pull-up resistors on the output scan lines - a minor cost saving.

**KEY BOUNCE**

In all keyboard types there is another vitally important criterion - key bounce. Keyboards can often be installed in very noisy environments and the scanning of a large keyboard with long p.c.b. tracks can produce its own noise and cross-talk problems. For these reasons p.c.b. layout and software debouncing must be handled carefully.

One common method of debouncing is to

---

**FEATURES IMPORTANT TO KEYBOARD DESIGNERS**

- Bidirectional i/o lines are suitable for both two key and n-key roll-over type keyboards and available in numbers sufficient for any application from 4 x 4 matrix to a 120 key or larger designs. Selectable pull-up/down resistors on some devices are an added bonus.
- Timers can be used to determine a fixed polling rate or, in the case of a computer keyboard, used to provide timing for the auto-repeat feature. Timers can also be used for the data transmission.
- High current ports are a prime requirements for many control applications. On computer keyboards they can be used to directly drive leds which are often required to indicate the state of certain keys such as the lock for capital letters. Two bits can also be used for serial line driving.
- Low power consumption modes and wake up features are important for portable applications such as remote control, telephones and portable computers.
- Serial Interfaces can be used for the serial link between keyboard and computer or to incorporate a magnetic card reader or mouse.
- Large ram holds matrix images for debouncing and forms buffers to hold characters to be sent when required.
- On board eeprom could be used to provide user programmable function keys on a computer keyboard independent of the actual computer. Only an additional program key on the keyboard would be required.
read a column, store it, and then read the column again, after the anticipated bounce time. Fig.5 When the column is read for the second time it is compared with the first result and if there are any differences then those keys are considered to be in the unpressed state. A genuine key press will be detected on subsequent scans.

The problem with this method when applied to large keyboards is that the accumulated debounce times from each column check can produce an unacceptably slow scan rate. A simple way around this problem is to scan the entire matrix in one go, storing it in ram. After the debounce time the matrix is scanned again with each column being compared to its stored image as before. This can use a lot of ram depending on the size of the matrix and so compromise between scan rate and ram usage can be obtained by debouncing the matrix in sections.

Up to now it has been assumed that the keyboard will process any key that is found to be pressed, but on some keyboards a key is only processed when it has changed state so that no repetition takes place. Alternatively some computer keyboard protocols send a key break code when the key is released.

Both of these situations complicate the debouncing and key-handling software since an image of the entire matrix has to be maintained in ram so that the present state of the keys can be compared with that obtained on the previous scan. Figure 6 shows the actions taken by a computer keyboard depending on the type of operation and the states of the keys.

With complex keyboards a good method of debouncing is to keep a new and an old image of the keyboard in memory (called, say, NEWBUFF and OLDBUFF). Then in the scan routine the entire keyboard is read into NEWBUFF and after a desired debouncing time the matrix is scanned for a second time. On the second scan, as each column it is read and compared with the first scan result. If any of the keys have changed state they are considered to have bounced and the old value of that key is extracted from OLDBUFF and inserted into NEWBUFF. In this way only key states which are valid for the two scans are accepted. Later in the program NEWBUFF and OLDBUFF are compared, the valid key changes are processed, and OLDBUFF is updated ready for the next scan (details later).

**CHOOSING A CONTROLLER**

In most control-type applications the choice of microcontroller will depend largely on the other functions that the device has to perform, with the keyboard being a secondary consideration. Despite this there are a number of features available on some devices which can be a great help to the designer.

Shown in Fig.7 is the MC68HC04J3, which has two features which make it particularly suited to control applications incorporating small keyboards. The first of these is the inclusion of internal pull-down devices on all or some of the port pins, and the second is a wired-Or interrupt option. This software controlled feature allows the device to be brought out of its low-power wait and stop modes or to be interrupted from run mode when a key is pressed, thus eliminating the need for continuous polling.

Quite often there are not enough i/o lines on the controller chosen to handle all the control functions plus a keyboard, but there are ways round this problem by sharing or expanding input/output pins. In Fig.8(a), for example the MC6805 forming a TV controller does not have sufficient i/o lines to drive both the display and keyboard. In Fig.8(b), a separate controller can store key inputs to be transmitted to the main processor when it is free. Power-up an independent keyboard processor can perform checks on the keyboard to detect stuck keys, etc., while the main processor checks out the rest of the system.

In the past it was common to find microcomputers with external memory in computer keyboards but today the single-chip microcomputer is almost universal in new designs due to its inherent cost advantages in control applications. A list of features found on various controllers which are of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyboard type</th>
<th>Old key state</th>
<th>New key state</th>
<th>Action taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple auto repeat</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Send key code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Do nothing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non auto repeat</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Send key code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Do nothing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex auto repeat</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Auto repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Send break code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.6. Software in controller-based keyboards can produce three different types of operation.

![Diagram of a keyboard matrix](image)

**Fig.7.** A dedicated controller as opposed to a microprocessor simplifies keyboard design since it has i/o lines that can be connected directly to the keys. Some controllers also have internal pull-up or pull-down resistors and internal logic that produces an interrupt when a change of i/o line state is detected.
Fig.9. Most of the design work for a PC-compatible keyboard using a controller is done by the software writer.

use to the keyboard designer is shown in the panel; some of them apply only to computer type keyboards, others to any type.

DESIGN EXAMPLE

This example forms the basis of a PC-compatible keyboard and has been chosen because it demonstrates most of the principles described previously. Figure 9 shows the keyboard implemented using a low-cost MC6805U3 with mask-selectable pull-up resistors on all ports. It has 100 keys arranged as an 8x12 two-key rollover matrix plus four special keys. It also incorporates status LEDs and a serial link to send characters to the main computer. Software shown in List 1 is 6805 assembly language for scanning an 8x8 section of the matrix: this allows the principles to be shown clearly while keeping the software to a minimum. Note that wherever possible the number of row inputs to the controller should be kept to a multiple of four as this simplifies the scan software considerably.

The ram required for these routines consists of two buffers used to hold images of the matrix. Each has the same number of bytes as there are columns in the matrix plus one status register and two temporary storage bytes.

At the start of the program would be an initialization routine that sets up the ports

Fig.8. In the tv controller of (a) below, reading key presses is only part of the microcontroller's job whereas in the computer keyboard of (b), the controller's only job is to read keys and turn the decoded data into serial form.
and buffers, etc. This section is not shown here as the software is trivial and controller dependent. The main loop of the program consists of a scanning subroutine, SCANRD, a ghost detect subroutine, CHKGHOST, and a routine, SENSORS, that decodes the key changes and sends the data to the computer, updating the OLDBUF in the process. This last routine is only shown in skeleton form as it is unimportant for this example.

Routine SCANRD scans the matrix twice using /O switching and also detects and corrects bounce. It begins by setting a flag to identify which scan pass is being executed. Port A data register is cleared as is TEMPI, which is used as an image for Port A data-direction register DDIR (this is necessary since certain commands cannot be executed on the port data-direction registers).

Bit of TEMPI is set and the byte is written to RAM forcing Port A bit to output a low column of the keyboard matrix is then read in via Port D in the subroutine READCOL. Value TEMPI is then shifted left and if it has not overflown then it is written to DDIR thus shifting the scan pulse to the next bit of Port A, this continues until TEMPI overflows. After the scan the loop flag is tested to see if it is the first or second scan that has been completed. If it is the second then the scan routine is exited; otherwise the loop flag is toggled, the required debounce delay executed, and the keyboard scanned for a second time.

During the first scan the subroutine READCOL simply reads the column in via Port D. Stores in matrix buffer and increments the buffer pointer. In the second scan however READCOL is a little more complex as it checks for key bounce. As each column is read an exclusive-Or operation is performed with it and the result from the first scan to see if any changes indicating possible bounce have occurred. If there are changes then the result of the exclusive-Or operation is used as a mask to replace the "bouncing" keys with their previous state (held in OLDBUF).

If a valid key state is wrongly interpreted as bounce it will be picked up next time round the main loop. Note that if an n-key roll-over matrix were used instead of the ones shown then SCANRD would be simplified, as shown at the end of the software listing, since no /O switching would be required.

Also of interest is the ghost checking routine CHKGHOST (not required for n-key roll-over matrices). The detection technique used relies on the fact that when a ghost key is produced there will always be two columns which show two or more keys pressed in the same row positions. Thus if two columns are equal and contain more than one key press then a ghost-key exists.

Each column in the matrix image NEWBUF is only compared with those residing above it in memory to avoid time-wasting duplicate comparisons. Temporary register TEMP holds the contents of the column that is being compared to the others and TEMP holds the pointer value for the same column. As discussed earlier, once the ghost flag has been set it is only cleared when all keys are released (not just the one causing the ghost).

List 1. Example software in 6805 assembly language for scanning 8 x 8 rows of the PC-compatible keyboard.
Analogues circuits for automotive uses

These i.c.s, designed to survive the harsh operating conditions found in motor vehicles, can provide substantial cost savings.

ROCCO SHAH

With the increasing use of microprocessors for engine control, transmission control, anti-lock braking and multiplex load control the need has arisen for interface and power switching circuits for interfacing from logic level or analogue signals to high current, high voltage loads.

Development of these circuits has been mainly driven by the search for improvement of total system performance, protection against the harsh automotive environment, minimum component count and hence lower module costs.

Several environmental factors must be considered in the selection of automotive devices.

TEMPERATURE

Passenger compartment electronics have a more limited range requirement of -40°C to +85°C, whilst under-hood electronics must withstand -40°C to +125°C or even higher. Remember that the junction temperature will be above ambient, hence the trend to the lower power dissipation technologies such as high-speed c-mos, where the junction-to-ambient temperature differential is generally lower.

SUPPLY VOLTAGES

For passenger cars the normal battery voltage is +12V, although +24V systems may be introduced in the future. Unfortunately this 12V is not constant: essential systems have to operate at 6V, the low point reached during cranking. Once the engine is started, the charging voltage at the battery may reach +16V. With the battery disconnected, the alternator will probably produce a continuous +18V; and during a two-battery jump start +24V is applied. Not only must integrated circuits protect themselves, they are now expected to protect their loads from damage also.

TABLE I - TYPICAL TRANSIENTS ENCOUNTERED IN THE AUTOMOTIVE ENVIRONMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length of transient</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Energy capability</th>
<th>Occurrence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steady state</td>
<td>Failed voltage regulator</td>
<td>-18V</td>
<td>Infrequent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 minutes</td>
<td>Booster starts with 24V battery</td>
<td>24V</td>
<td>Infrequent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-100ms</td>
<td>Disconnection of battery during high charging rates</td>
<td>-125V</td>
<td>-10J</td>
<td>Infrequent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32s</td>
<td>Inductive load switching</td>
<td>-300V to +80V</td>
<td>1J</td>
<td>Often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0.20s</td>
<td>Alternator field decay</td>
<td>-100V to -40V</td>
<td>1J</td>
<td>Each turn-off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90ms</td>
<td>Ignition pulse - disconnected battery</td>
<td>-75V</td>
<td>0.5J</td>
<td>-50Hz, several times in vehicle life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0ms</td>
<td>Mutual coupling in wiring harness</td>
<td>-200V</td>
<td>1J</td>
<td>Often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15µs</td>
<td>Normal ignition pulse</td>
<td>3V</td>
<td>0.001J</td>
<td>-50Hz continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory noise</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;1.5V</td>
<td>50Hz to 10kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transceiver feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td>20mV</td>
<td>R.f.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IGNITION INTERFACE CIRCUITS

Basic building blocks for the interface circuits are power supply regulator, reset generator with over-voltage protection, coil driver outputs and sensor input circuit.

Pressure sensor amplifier

Load sensing is normally affected by measuring absolute pressure. Most measuring devices suitable for automotive use produce an analogue voltage output.

Figure 2 shows a manifold pressure measuring system with a semiconductor piezoelectric device MPX100 and a dedicated low power dual operational amplifier. The operational amplifier has been designed for an output voltage swing from 6V to Vcc, a low offset voltage (12mV), a large current drive capability and an operating temperature range of -40°C to +125°C.
Fig. 1. Ignition and injection module with dual-coil output, based on an eight-bit microprocessor (simplified).
MICROCOMPUTER INPUT PROTECTION NETWORK

Normally mos and bipolar circuits are sensitive to negative and positive voltage spikes, and care has to be taken to ensure that voltage transients do not reach the microcomputer's I/O pins.

Conventional protection units consist of diode resistor networks which do not in general meet the specification over the whole temperature range.

Figure 3 shows one of the six input protection circuits developed as an integrated circuit, TCF6000, and capable of sinking 10mA at +5.75V and -0.3V. This peripheral clamping array has been optimized for microprocessor-based automotive systems requiring minimal component count and low board space. Figure 4 shows a typical ignition system protected in this way.

DATA CONVERSION CIRCUIT

In several automotive systems, independent A-to-D converters are used for converting analogue signals from the sensors (such as lambda [oxygen], knock, load and temperature) to provide digital inputs to the microprocessor.

A low cost c-mos eight-bit A-to-D converter, MC145040, with serial interface parts to provide communication with microprocessors, operates from a single power supply and gives a maximum non-linearity of ±1/2 l.s.b.

The device provides a successive approximation conversion time of 10 microseconds, has 11 analogue input channels with internal sample and hold, and has separate reference voltage and analogue ground pins for noise immunity.

HIGH SIDE DRIVER SWITCH

In engine and multiplex control modules, high-side driver switches are increasingly used to drive loads from the positive side of the power supply.

The main advantages of high-side switches are corrosion resistance and protection against accidental short-circuits during module inspection or repair.

Figure 5 shows a high-side driver switch, MC3399T, fabricated in a power BiMOS process which combines the best features of bipolar and mos technologies. The device has been designed to drive low current loads directly and for intelligent control of low-power relays or solenoid valves. Its output is controlled by t.t.l-compatible enable pin. In the on state, the device exhibits very low saturation voltage (400mV typical) for load currents in excess of 750mA.

The device also protects the load from positive- or negative-going high voltage transients (±100V). With its current limiting and thermal shutdown, it can drive all kinds of loads including inductive ones over a wide temperature range (-40 to +125°C).

DASHBOARD DISPLAY

Independent display drivers are still used in low cost microprocessor-based dashboard...
**Radio-nav pioneer**

Harvey Schwarz, joint developer with W. O'Brien of the Decca Navigator system, has died.

He came from the American mid-West and worked at GEC on the development of radio reception, arriving in England in 1932 where he went to Decca. As chief engineer, he was responsible for the development of the radio navigation system, spending some of his time in California working with O'Brien and much of the rest persuading the Admiralty that his system was worthy of their attention. Fortunately, he was sufficiently persuasive and it was adopted in time to be used in the invasion of France in 1944.

After the war he turned his attention to Decca's new long-playing records. He leaves a widow, who was also involved in the development of the Decca Navigator.

---

**Systems because they allow flexibility and free the microprocessor for other tasks.**

Liquid crystal displays, as used for clocks, trip meters, information, climate control systems etc., need low-power display drivers, capable of handling several l.c.d. segments per package.

Figure 6 shows a low-cost c-mos display driver for automotive dashboard applications. It consists of a 36-stage shift register with 33 latches and output buffers, which may drive up to 33 non-multiplexed l.c.d. segments per package. Devices may be paralleled to increase the number of segments per package with minimal interfacing between the display and data source.

**Further reading**


Rocco Shah is in product marketing at Motorola Semiconductors S.A., Toulouse, France.

---

**assert competition**

All the entries for our 1988 writing competition are now in and are being read by the judges. This is no light task and will take some time to get through, but we will be as quick about it as possible. Results will be announced in a couple of months.

The first impression is that the quality of entries is good, so that a number will eventually be seen in print after the competition is over.

---

**SCITECH 89**

The British Science and Technology Trust has accepted an offer from SCS Exhibitions Ltd to stage SCITECH 89 at Alexandra Palace and Park from 17 to 21 May 1989. The organizers intend that the exhibition shall be housed in the new location each May.

Invitations to exhibit are to be restricted to science-based, British companies or those foreign companies which carry out a major part of their research and development in Britain.

The organizers will allocate free space to a limited number of schools, universities and hospitals to allow them to show their scientific and technical development.

Enquiries should be made to SCS Exhibitions Limited, 212 London Road, North End, Portsmouth, Hampshire PO2 9JE.
Pan-European cellular demonstration

Research teams at Plessey and Racal give themselves until 1991 to shrink this equipment into a telephone handset. Inside the 19-inch rack in the photograph is the digital part of a mobile telephone for GSM, Europe's second-generation cellular telephone system. GSM (standing for Groupe Speciale Mobile, a standards-making committee of the European PTTs) is a 900MHz system which will use digital speech encoding to achieve about three times the spectrum efficiency possible with the present-day analogue networks.

The core of the first GSM network has now been ordered by Racal-Vodafone. Equipment to be supplied by Orbitel, the manufacturer owned jointly by Racal and Plessey, will serve 60 000 subscribers in London and the south-east of England. Work on installing it is expected to begin in 1990, to provide an initial service in June 1991. Vodafone has ordered a second system, from Ericsson Radio Systems, to serve the Midlands and North. Eventually GSM will become the largest single-standard mobile telephone system in the world, with 17 networks all over Europe. Some 9M subscribers are expected to be on it by 1999.

The prototype seen here, built by Plessey staff at Roke Manor and demonstrated in London in July, contains most of the features of a GSM mobile unit. Missing were the frequency-hopping capability, which will enable the system to live with interference, and the long-term predictor section of the digital voice codec.

At the distant end of the radio link was a roving light van, fitted with broadly similar equipment though cast paradoxically in the role of a base station. A call put through by Orbitel's technical director, Dr David Balsdon, to Bernard Mallinder of GSM's Permanent Nucleus in Paris, was clear and free from interference—though troubled at first by delayed echoes returned through a public network and was thence routed over ordinary international lines.

In an operational system, each GSM radio channel would be time-shared by up to eight conversations, giving a total data rate of 270kbit/s. The speech rate leaving the voice coder (top shelf of the demonstration unit) is about 13kbit/s per channel, but to this channel codec adds error-protection and control data. Because of bandwidth compression, the speech quality sounded distinctly gritty; but according to Orhiet the long-term predictor will improve it to the point where it hardly differs from the average analogue cellular quality. The coder is designed to accept a hit error rate of 1 in 100 on speech, but the system could manage 9.6kbit/s of data with a b.e.r. of 10⁻³. Propagation delay through the system can be up to 90ms.

A crucial feature of GSM radiotelephones will be the equalizer (bottom shelf of the cabinet). By means of advanced digital signal processing techniques, this extracts the wanted signal from the mass of multi-path reflections which are inevitable at u.h.f. in a city. With the aid of the equalizer, the digital telephone gives acceptable reception with a carrier-to-noise ratio of 12dB; analogue cellular needs 30-35dB. Improvements in equalizer design could enhance performance still further, and would of course enable the networks to pack more paying customers on to the same frequencies.

On the centre shelf of the unit is the channel codec, which handles the complex signalling procedure between base station and mobile. The 900MHz r.f. unit, running about 5W, is in a separate cabinet on the top. Frequencies used for the demonstration were in the band reserved for GSM—955MHz mobile-to-base and 910MHz coming back. Work is now in hand to design the all-important v.l.s.i. chips for the voice codec.

This equipment has proved that Europe's new cellular telephone system is workable: now the task is to miniaturize it. The complex digital speech coding will result in a spectral efficiency three times better than that of Britain's present cellular networks. Some 17 countries are already involved in the project. By 1999, the system is expected to cover a population of 300M and to have 9M subscribers.
Fault finding in i.c.s
Fast repair at component level in production or field service is possible using the diagnostic information obtained from the DIT-24XP digital i.c. test system. Thurlby Electronics’ device can detect manufacturing defects such as dry joints and faulty i.c.s; identify unknown i.c.s; and test i.c.s in-circuit using a self-contained library. Operation is simple: a test clip is connected to each i.c., the i.c. number keyed in, and after pressing the test key the results are displayed on the monitor. The normal library covers t.l.e. c-mos memory and interface devices. Standard interfaces are provided for RS232, Centronics type printer and an external keyboard. Thurlby Electronics Ltd. New Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4BG. Tel: 04494 882829.

Programmable display module
A programmable vacuum fluorescent display has been introduced by Pulseview. The PVFM 35-05-20 can be pre-programmed with up to 32 fixed messages or 24 fixed and 4 moving messages; either by the manufacturer or by the user with a standard eeprom programmer. The device provides a single row of twenty characters each comprising a 5 x 7 dot matrix, each 5mm in height. The module measures 128 x 34.5mm. Pulseview Ltd. Unit 1 & 2, Suffolk Way, Drayton Road, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 5JY.

Inductive proximity sensors
Contact-free detection of metal objects in industrial automation applications is offered by Kuhnke’s new inductive proximity sensors. With 8 switching distances between 1 and 15mm, the series has bounce free switching with a typical repeatability of 2%. The switches are capable of operating from either 10-30v d.c. or 80-250V a.c. Kuhnke Ltd., Lane End Industrial Estate, Lane End, High Wycombe, Bucks HP14 3JC. Tel: 0494 882829.

Multi-pin connection with no soldering
Highland Electronics’ Swisstac range of front-panel components including switches, pushbuttons and lamps can be easily installed and replaced using a new multi-pin plug assembly. All the wires are pre-assembled into a three-element contact block which includes up to 14 flat connectors. The connector assembly is plugged onto the rear contacts of the switch unit with no need for soldering. Each flat connector measures 2.8 x 0.6mm including catch and is tin-coated. Highland Electronics Ltd., Albert Drive, Burgess Hill, West Sussex RH15 9TN. Tel: 0446 450221.

Complete p.c.b. design system
The entire design process of p.c.b.s from schematic generation through to board artwork can be automated with Project p.c.b. This software system is designed to be easy to learn and to use. A mouse is used to select menu options, draw lines, define symbols and enter part’s locations. Screen windowing helps to speed progress through the package without long delays or indirect input sequences. Cwyn Technology has offered to refund the purchase price to any customer not satisfied with the package within 28 days. Cwyn Technology Ltd., 99 Leman Street, London E1 8YE. Tel: 01-480 5447.

Small surge arrester stops big surges
An inert gas-filled cylindrical surge arrester measuring only 5 x 5mm is capable of diverting a surge current of up to 2.5kA and an alternating current of up to 2.5A. Typical applications for the unit designed by Siemens are the highly concentrated main distribution frames for telephone lines. Siemens Ltd., Siemens House, Windmill Road, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesx TW16 7IS.
**Digital storage oscilloscope**

Sampling rates of 100M samples/sec can be achieved simultaneously on the two channels of Hitachi Denshi's digital storage oscilloscope.

The unit has a memory capacity of 4000 words/channel and two 4000 word save memories relative to channel 1 which has energy back-up to hold data for 72 hours. It can handle four samples/period that enable storage of single shot phenomena at 13.5MHz or 25MHz on one or two channels.

Three different modes - envelope, averaging and roll - allow detailed analysis of waveform. The VC6265 has as standard: plotter output; GPIB (binary or BSC II) for computer data input/output; and analogue output for a chart recorder. Hitachi Denshi (UK) Ltd 13-14 Garrick Industrial Centre, Garrick Road, Hendon, London NW9 9AI. Tel: 01-202 1311.

**Low-consumption power supply i.c.**

A c-mos chip that can supply telephony equipment with 40V to the four-wire network termination in accordance with CCITT (S interface) recommendations consumes less than 10mW.

This chip has been designed by Siemens to replace discrete power supply circuits and is suitable for voice terminals which are line-fed and require an internal regulated voltage of 5V. It is also suitable for terminals that operate in emergency power conditions, for example, after a.a.c. power failure. Siemens Ltd., Siemens House, Windmill Road, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex TW16 7HS. Tel: 0264 332122.

**Fast digitizing oscilloscope**

Philips has announced its fastest oscilloscope, the PM3340, with full 2GHz bandwidth and triggering, post-capture waveform processing, sensitivity down to 1mV/div and a dynamic range of 125 to 1.

The PM3340 uses the principle of sequential sampling which allows faster signal build-up than is possible with random sampling at u.f.h. frequencies. The oscilloscope has four memories in which the waveforms can be subjected to processing and automatic measurements. Operation is simple through on-screen menus and soft keys plus auto set. Up to eight signals can be stored and comparative measurements performed easily with on-screen annotation. Philips Test and Measurement, Colonial Way, Watford, Herts WD2 4TT. Tel: 0923 240511.

**Increased data capture on logic analyser**

Data-capture capabilities have been increased with the introduction of a logic-analyser system which makes use of a high-speed dram module. The K450M system provides up to 10Mbit of data capture on each of its 64 logic-analyser channels at speeds of up to 50MHz and is front panel configurable up to 40Mbit per channel of data capture across 16 channels at 200MHz. Gould Electronics claims that the instrument has up to 4000 times more full-speed data capture memory than any other logic analyser on the market.

It is supplied complete in a 48in rolling cabinet, which contains the logic analyser with dual disc drives for storage, the memory module, and the PC/AT compatible chassis with 80Mbyte hard disc. The PC colour screen and keyboard may be placed on top of a convenient work surface. Gould Electronics Ltd. Instrument Systems, Roebuck Road, Hainault, Ilford, Essex IG6 3UE. Tel: 01-500 1000.

**Colour display modules**

Colour display modules offering a choice of user-selectable line rates from 15 to 35kHz, combined with high performance video inputs are available from Nevin Developments.

The units measure 183 x 142 x 120mm and the complete scan electronics, including the line transformers are mounted on a single p.c.b. for ease of installation. User controls include: height; width; horizontal phase and frequency; vertical shift and frequency; linearity; brightness; and contrast. Nevin Developments Ltd., Charlton Road, Andover, Hants SP10 3JL. Tel: 0364 332122.

**Microwave modulation analysis**

More accurate analysis of complex microwave modulation is possible with Hewlett-Packard's HP 8981A vector modulation analyser.

It adds a broadband, coherent I/Q demodulator, covering the 50 to 200MHz intermediate frequencies and carrier range, to the HP 8860A vector analyser introduced in 1987, which provides time, vector and constellation analysis modes. The additional front-end vector demodulator processes a 35MHz I/Q bandwidth (for up to 70MHz channel measurement). External filter ports are available for use with 200MHz channel measurements.

After digitally processing the signal the analyser displays constellation parameters, quadrature error, I/Q imbalance and d.c. offsets in visual as well as digitally annotated form. Hewlett-Packard Ltd. Eskdale Road, Wintersh Triangle, Wokingham, Berks RG11 5DZ. Tel: 0734 690622.
**Real-time control for BBC microcomputer**

A real-time control interface for the BBC microcomputer has been designed with schools, laboratories and home users in mind.

The Termite interface from Paul Fray provides eight terminals, independently programmable to any combination of i/o, and it connects directly to the user port of any model BBC computer. It is powered either directly from the BBC or an external power supply and can be used to drive motors, relays, detect sensors or simply light up bulbs. Paul Fray Ltd, Willowcroft, Histon Road, Cambridge CB4 31D. Tel: 0223 66529.

**Signal analyser allows custom-measurement**

Many test and automation features that traditionally have required the use of an external computer are included in the Hewlett-Packard two-channel dynamic signal analyser.

The HP 35660A fast Fourier transform-based analyser has applications in electronics, mechanical testing, acoustics and other low-frequency areas in both production/process and r. and d. environments. It provides spectrum analysis from zero to 102.4kHz and network analysis from zero to 5.1kHz.

Using HP Instrument Basic which runs inside the analyser without the need for an external computer, test sequences are simplified. Advanced users can create custom algorithms and result formats to provide answers not directly available from the standard analyser. Hewlett-Packard Ltd, Eskdale Road, Winnersh Triangle, Wokingham, Berks RG11 5DZ. Tel: 0734 696622.

**Power transistor modules**

Separate driver stages in a.c. and d.c. motor controllers, power supplies, converters and other industrial equipment are not needed with the new range of power transistor modules from Mitsubishi Semiconductors.

These high-gain versions of the QN series consist of six pack configurations for three-phase bridges as well as dual driver stages. Voltage ratings are 600 or 1000V, and current ratings range from 10 to 200A. Mitsubishi Semiconductors, Mitsubishi Electric UK Ltd, Electronics Division, Travellers Lane, Hatfield, Herts AL10 8XY. Tel: 07072 76100.

**Diode arrays reduce assembly time**

Where large numbers of diodes need incorporating on densely packed p.c.b.s, assembly time can be reduced using Iskra's sil or dil diode arrays.

The dual in-line arrays are housed in standard 16-pin plastic packages sealed in flame-retardant epoxy resin. Each pack contains eight independent 1N4148 epitaxial signal diodes or the BZ78 range of diffused junction zeners.

Single in-line networks consist of either common-anode or common-cathode 1N4000 series diode chips which are bonded on to a ceramic substrate. The lead-outs are on a standard 0.1in pitch for compatibility. Iskra Ltd, Redlands, Coulsdon, Surrey CR3 2HT. Tel: 01-668 7141.

**Prototype p.c.b. is also production board**

Transition from a prototype p.c.b. to a final production board has been made easy by the introduction of Augat's Unilayer II board modules. These have a high-density, plated-through hole pattern on a grid of standard pitch. Supply and ground buses are already etched on either side of the board and, for prototyping, it is fitted with wire-wrap pins.

For production, the same pattern of module is used by the wire wrapping is replaced by soldered wires produced by the Unilayer II wiring system to give high-density layers. Insulated wires allow signals to cross and provide the shortest paths. Each layer is soldered to the plated holes and then bonded to the board with adhesive. A finished board may have six or more layers. Boards used with the system are available in all the popular formats for use in P.Cs, VMEbus and other systems.

Augat manufactures the modules from the prototypes and says that its service is much faster than conventional multi-layer boards. Augat Ltd, Sunrise Parkway, Linsford Wood East, Milton Keynes MK14 6LF. Tel: 0908 676655.
Multicore cable analyser

The latest industry requirements for testing cables up to 1000V d.c. are met in the upgraded multicore cable analyser available from Cable Check Systems.

The analyser can be used for a complete serviceability test on multicore cables on or off site. Results are displayed digitally, along with core numbers for easy identification. A hard copy of fault locations and test acceptance levels can be obtained using the integral printer. Cable Check Systems, 18 Quay Lane, Gosport, Hampshire PO12 4JU. Tel: 0705 528396.

Digital wattmeter

A high resolution digital wattmeter manufactured by Infratek is suited to the measurement and analysis of distorted waveforms.

The single phase 103A available from Lyons Instruments features a wide frequency range from d.c. to 100kHz, voltage ranges to 1000V and current to 50A without external accessories. Power ranges are from 9mW to 50kW and the unit has a six-digit display with a basic accuracy of ±0.3%. Lyons Instruments Ltd, Hooesdon, Herts. Tel: 0992 457161.

Power supply units

The first of a series of compact, o.e.m. power supply units capable of delivering up to 1500W d.c. output has been introduced by Weir Electronics.

The series, based on an advanced switched-mode regulator, is to include single output and multiple output configurations to meet industry requirements. All models are housed in a metal enclosure measuring 279 x 203 x 127mm with an integral cooling fan.

Now available is the SMM 1500 00 which has five output rails. The combined load rating is 500W but if higher power levels are required the units can be connected in parallel to provide outputs as high as 3kW. Weir Electronics Ltd, Durban Road, Bognor Regis, Sussex PO22 9RW. Tel: 0923 45991.

Real-time video digitization

The IBM PC is turned into an image processing workation using a hardware and software package called PCVision plus Frame Grabber.

The package from Amplicon Electronics is composed of four major sections: video source interface; frame memory; display logic and host computer interface. It occupies only a single expansion slot in the PC and features an eight bit a-to-d for 256 grey levels/pixel; advanced phase-lock for stable synchronization with c.v.s.; programmable gain and offset and a 1024 x 512 x 8 bit frame memory. Amplicon Electronics Ltd, Richmond Road, Brighton, East Sussex BN2 3RL. Tel: 0273 668331.

Magnetic probe identifies metals

Identification of the carbon content in ferromagnetic steels, the chromium content in stainless steels, the alloying elements in carbide tool alloys and the amount of retained austenite in austempered ductile iron can be carried out simply using the Metal Analyser available form Kontron Electronics.

The analyser’s probe is placed against the material under investigation and the metallographic characteristics are identified by sensing the electrical effects produced in the probe. Changes of inductance and the inductance-to-resistance ratio of the sensing coil are all measured. Kontron Electronics Ltd, Blackmoor Lane, Croyde Centre, Watford, Herts WD1 8XQ. Tel: 0923 45991.

Four-channel oscilloscope

The simultaneous observation of multiple signals is possible using the Grundig MO 100 four-channel 100MHz oscilloscope available from Instrumex.

The trigger level position on the screen is shown by a cursor and can be selected to trigger from a specific point. An automatic time range switch selects the appropriate time base for the signal to be measured. A seven segment LED digitally displays the time range. The conventional stepping switch for setting the time sweep is replaced by a potentiometer. Instrumex Ltd, Iorcian House, Meadfield Road, Langley, Berkshire SL3 8AL. Tel: 0673 44878.

Electronic key for security

An electronic key has been designed by Dallas Semiconductor as part of a range of miniature security systems for software and other data.

Constructed to be carried around in the pocket, the device stores 64 bits of user-definable identification code and a 64 bit security match code which protects 128 bits of read/write non-volatile memory. The identification and security match codes are programmed into the key after which it follows a special procedure with a serial format to retrieve or update data. Dialogue Distribution Ltd, Wicat House, I03.

Stacking dot matrix display

A two colour 191 mm dot matrix display element designed for easy p.c.b. mounting is stackable both vertically and horizontally to form large alphanumeric displays.

The LP 100 3x3A 5x7 dot single-plane device is intended for applications such as computer-controlled message boards. It incorporates green gallium phosphide and orange gallium arsenide phosphide elements on a transparent substrate. The elements have individual pins for each colour, producing 28 pins on the rear face of the package. The light output ensures that either colour is visible in normal artificial lighting conditions. Selectronic Ltd, The Old Stables, 16 Market Square, Whitney, Oxford OX8 6AL. Tel: 0993 73888.

Flat electrolytic capacitors

Half size versions of the Petchacon range of thin electrolytic capacitors have been introduced by ECC Electronics. The 7mm thick devices are suited to applications where height is restricted. They are available with capacitances ranging from 180 to 15 000uF. ECC Electronics (UK) Ltd, 9 Blenheim Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3RT. Tel: 0494 450716.
**NEW PRODUCTS**

**Fixtureless test system**
An in-circuit test system called the Takaya APT2200N uses three moving probes and functions as an impedance signature analyser to perform tests on a loaded board.

Contax supplies the time-lipped probes for contact spacings down to 0.1mm, so the latest surface mount and hybrid devices can be tested on a non-fixed test bed. Also the probes have a height clearance of 15mm allowing either side of a loaded board to be probed.

Board sizes up to 400 x 350mm can be handled and each test takes about 0.5s. making the system suitable for low volume production.

**Improved reception for shortwave listeners**
Listeners will appreciate the improved quality of the reception of the BBC World Service using the Linplex F2 receiver.

This receiver system, available from Phase Track, is based on receivers supplied for off air broadcast relays to BFBS in the Falklands, Belize, Gibraltar, Cyprus, Hong Kong and Nepal. Now a synthesizer covering 2.2-29MHz is offered in addition to the standard eight preset frequencies, which are chosen according to the user’s location.

A linear phase-locked fully automatic synchronous demodulator reduces the effects of fading and interference. Total frequency range available is from 0.15 to 26.1 MHz. Phase Track Ltd., 16 Britten Road, The Robert Cort Industrial Estate, (Elgar Road), Reading RG2 0AU. Tel: 0734 752666.

**Television and video testing**
Trouble-shooting and testing of television monitors and video equipment are easily carried out using the Philips PM5514 and PM5514V colour pattern generators.

The PM5514 is intended for monochrome and colour television testing and the PM5514V with CBVS and RGB outputs meets the requirement of the video equipment and computer monitor markets.

**Modular logic analyser has 112 channels**
A multi-level conditional trigger-tracer sequence controls the 112 channels of timing and state analysis on the Thandar TA3000 modular logic analyser.

Complex acquisitions can be set up rapidly using the soft-key guided menus and displays. Instrumex Technologies offers the analyser which has a general purpose computer with a CP/M plus operating system.

1.4Mbyte of storage on dual floppy disc drives, qwerty keyboard and full IEEE 488, RS232 and Centronics communications capability as standard. Instrument Rentals (UK) Ltd., Dorcan House, Meadfield Road, Langley, Berks SL3 8AL. Tel: 0753 44878.

**Input switches for p.c.b. mounting**
A range of input switches designed for mounting on top of boards is available from Highland Electronics.

The polyester switches can be illuminated with a choice of coloured leds. 3mm in diameter. Key caps are available in ten colours and have either a pulse or latching function: they are pushed on to the switch as a module. There is a single break, self-cleaning, snap-action switching element and the contacts are gold plated to give a mechanical life of 5 x 10^6 operations. Highland Electronics Ltd. Albert Drive, Burgess Hill, West Sussex RH15 9TN. Tel: 04446 45021.

**One GAL replaces 21 pals**
Twenty-one different 20-pin pal devices can be replaced by one of Thomson Microelectronics 16V8 series of Generic Array Logic devices supplied by ITT Multicomponents.

The series uses a floating gate concept which means the user can electrically erase and reprogram the devices several times. Other features of the 16V8 include an active supply current of 90mA (compared with 180mA for pals); a low propagation delay time of 15-20ns and a 5V operating voltage.

The GALs have logic copying and bulk erase facilities and a 64 hit register which can be programmed to contain user defined data. They use ABEL and CUM compilers both of which run on the IBM PC and compatibles. The series is available in dual in-line plastic packages. ITT MULTICOMPONENTS LTD. 34th Edinburgh Avenue, Slough, Berks SL1 4TU. Tel: 0751 8214311.
COMMUNIQUE: MEET THE NEXT GENERATION.
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VALVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VALVE</th>
<th>SPECIAL QUALITY</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1856</td>
<td>4C12</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2090</td>
<td>4C12</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9C7</td>
<td>4C12</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1855</td>
<td>4C12</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1850</td>
<td>4C12</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A19F5</td>
<td>4C12</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9C7</td>
<td>4C12</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2090</td>
<td>4C12</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENTRY 23 ON REPLY CARD

NEW HEADSETS

ACOM K1+ with built-in microphones
CAROL MR-228M at $18.00

FIELD TELEPHONE, CABLE TYPE D10

IC-R7000

SEND FOR DETAILS ABOUT

A BRILLIANT NEW PRODUCT WHICH

GREATLY INCREASES THE

UTILITY & FUNCTIONS OF

THese RECEIVERS

AIRCRAFT CASTLES

P.O. BOX 78

BOURNEMOUTH

BH1 4SP

(0202) 666233

PLEASE STATE WHICH RX YOU HAVE

ENTRY 23 ON REPLY CARD
SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED
RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK

Latest bulk Government release – Cossor Oscilloscope CDU150 (CT531/3) £150 only. Solid state general purpose bandwidth DC to 25.5MHz at 5V/Cm – Dual Channel – High brilliance display (8-10cm) full delayed time base with gated mode – risetime 10NS illuminated graticule – Beam linder – Calibrator 1KHz squarewave power 100 – 120V 200V – 250 volts AC – size W 26CM – 14CM deep – WT 12.5 KG – carrying handle, colour blue, protection cover front containing polarized viewer and camera adaptor plate – (1) – mains lead. Tested in fair condition with operating instructions – £150.00.

Racal RA17L Communications Receivers. 500K/C to 30MC/S in 30 bands 1MC/S wide from £175. All receivers are air tested and calibrated in our workshop supplied with dust cover operation instructions circuit in fair used condition – Racal Ancillary Units.

For all receivers mostly always in stock – Don 10 Telephone Cable 1/2 mile canvas containers or wooden drum new from £20 – Army Whip Aerials screw type F sections and bases large qty available now P.O. – Test Equipment we hold a large stock of modern and old equipment. RF and AF Signal Generators – Spectrum Analysers – Counters – Power Supplies – Oscilloscopes – Chart Recorders all speeds single to multilag – XY Plotters A4 A3 – Racial Modern Encryption Equipment – Racial Modern Morse Readers and Senders – Clark Air Operated Heavy Duty Masts P.O. – All items are bought direct from H M Government being surplus equipment price is ex-works. S.A.E. for enquiries. Phone for appointment for demonstration of any items, also being surplus equipment price is ex-works. S.A.E. for enquiries.

R. Henson Ltd.
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley, London N12 8JG.
5 mins. from Tally Ho Corner

Telephone: 01-445 2713/0749
NEW PRODUCTS

Desk-top flatbed plotter

A high level of accuracy in photoplotting is brought to PC CAD users by the compact Flashscan flatbed plotter.

Measuring only 16 by 20in, it is made in Switzerland by Patek Philippe and marketed in the UK by Kontron Electronics. It uses a firmware-controlled variable-aperture system which projects images onto a film. These images create pads from 0.12 to 2.54mm with 135 steps in between. The pads are used to create lines of any width as well as user-defined graphic symbols. Kontron Electronics Ltd, Blackmoor Lane, Crexley Centre, Watford, Herts WD1 8XQ. Tel: 0923 45991.

Compact mosfet modules

International Rectifier's new CPX200 series 250 and 500 V-hbridge modules replace four TO-220 devices with a single in-line nine-pin moulded package.

Designed for high-density p.c.b. applications including medium-high power supplies, u.p.s. systems, high voltage motor drive systems, and servo amplifiers the fully isolated module measures only 0.2in thick by 0.75in high. It can be mounted directly on to the chassis or heatsink. I.R. Ltd, First Avenue, Globe Park, Marlow, Bucks SL7 1YA. Tel: 06284 76741.

Memory gets battery back-up

The memory in Instrumatic's ICD symbol plotting system is automatically switched on when a battery back-up system of control over fan-out that prevents signals from being overloaded. The company claims that in less than a day a designer can enter a complex design by simply writing a few dozen lines of instructions at an engineering workstation. Using traditional design methods, the same design would have taken weeks of development.

IDS Technology Ltd, 486/488 Middlesex Green, Saxon Gate West, Central Milton Keynes MK9 2EQ. Tel: 0990 667595.

Plug-in terminal blocks

Modular terminal blocks that can be built up to any number of terminations have been introduced by IMO Electronics.

The 20.900 Series has two- and three-way modules in horizontal and vertical plug-in units for attachment to on-board soldered pin connectors. To prevent incorrect connection without losing a pole a tiny key is inserted into the block. This avoids the need for blank terminals or end cheeks to achieve polarization. IMO Electronics Ltd, 1000 North Circular Road, Stapes Corner, London NW2 7IP. Tel: 01 452 6444.

68030 computer

Existing systems can be updated with the Plessey Microsystems PME 68-32, a single-board computer which is optimized for disc-based, single and multi-user systems architecture that runs on Unix 5.3.

It is suited to real-time applications with multi-processor support. The board is based on the 68030 processor and gives about two to three times the performance of previous 68020-based products. Clock speed ranges from 16 to 33MHz. The system has a 4Mbyte dram which is dual ported, giving fast access from the processor and VMEbus. The memory is able to support the cache burst fill of the 68030 processor, giving up to a 15% improvement over cards not having it. Hi-Tek Electronics, Ditton Walk, Cambridge CB5 8QD. Tel: 0223 215333.

Sustained performance at 20mips

A continuous operating rate of 20mips with a 25MHz clock rate is offered by the LR3000, LSI Logic's latest 32 bit h-cmos risc microprocessor chip set.

The chip set consists of the LR3000 c.p.u., LR3010 floating point accelerator, and LR3020 write buffer. The c.p.u. includes a high-speed arithmetic unit and co-processor interface. It contains a 64 entry translation look-aside buffer, support 512Kbytes of cache memory, which only requires medium performance 3 rams. Binary compatibility with existing RS2000 software is maintained. LSI Logic Ltd, Grenville Place, The Ring, Bracknell, Berks RG12 1BP. Tel: 0344 426544.

Fast i.c. design

Engineers can specify i.c. designs in an easy-to-use high-level language, simplifying the design process and reducing the chance for error with VLSI Technology's enhanced state-machine compiler.

This version offers the user fast compilation, automatic state assignment, readable output information, and an improved system of control over fan-out that prevents signals from being overloaded. LSI Logic Ltd, Grenville Place, The Ring, Bracknell, Berks RG12 1BP. Tel: 0344 426544.
Low-cost Programmable PSUs from Thurlby

- PL-GP series IEEE-488 controlled PSUs
- 30V/2A and 15V/4A single and twin units
- Series/Parallel connectable for higher output
- Programmable to 10mV and 10mA resolution
- Readback of current demand via the bus
- Constant voltage or constant current operation
- Bench mounting or 19" rack mounting
- Singles £445 + vat, Twin units £650 + vat

Thurlby Electronics Ltd., New Rd., St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4BG. Tel: (0480) 63570

Low-cost Precision DMMs from Thurlby

- 1905A 5½ digit computing DMM £349+ vat
- 0.015% accuracy; 1µV, 1mΩ, 1nA sensitivity
- Averaged AC standard, true RMS optional
- Nulling and relative measurements; linear scaling
- Percentage deviation; digital averaging
- dBV, dBM, general logarithmic display
- Limits comparison; min. and max. storage
- 100 reading timed data logging
- RS-232 and IEEE-488 interface options

Thurlby Electronics Ltd., New Rd., St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4BG. Tel: (0480) 63570

ADVANCED ACTIVE AERIAL

The aerial consists of an outdoor head unit with a control and power unit and offers exceptional intermodulation performances: SOIP +90dBm, TOIP +55dBm. For the first time this permits full use of an active system around the IF and mf broadcast bands where products found are only those radiated from transmitter sites.

- General purpose professional reception 4kHz – 30MHz
- 10dB gain, field strength in volts/metre to 50 Ohms
- Preselector and attenuators allow full dynamic range to be realised on practical receivers and spectrum analysers
- Noise – 150dBm in 1Hz. Clipping 16 volts/metre. Also 50 volts/metre version.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.,
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG.
Tel: 0483 275997

ALL THE SCOPE YOU MAY EVER NEED ON PAPER!

We are not decrying today a excellent test instruments but we think you ought to know
1. No longer must you wait until a circuit is built before you can test it and
2. No longer must you wait until it is in production before you can sample its behaviour statistically.

Waveform through switching circuit

Effect of component tolerances in a filter

Those Engineers have always offered the highest performance in analogue circuit simulation. The latest version of ECA-2 is stacked even higher with useful features (fully programmable signal generator, Monte Carlo and Worst Case tolerance analysis, Fourier analysis of transients) and is up to four times faster than before. Circuits of over 500 nodes and 2500 components can be modelled. Its non-linear characteristics allow switches, diodes, transistors, JFETs, MOSFETs, BJTs, SCRs, discharge lamps, motors and etc to be modelled complete with any saturation and signal conditioners can also be modelled using polynomial functions. Most importantly, despite its capabilities, ECA-2 is easy to use and user-friendly interfaces are now available to schematic and PCB design software.

Internal generator programmed to produce sine waveform with exponential amplitude decay

If you would like to see how easy it is to design your circuits on paper for less than the cost of a scope, phone us for a free IBM PC compatible demonstration disk.

COMING SOON: GES1 graphic entry system, LCA1 logic circuit analysis.

Please send for details.
Space-age vision aid

Researchers at NASA and at the Johns Hopkins Wilmer Eye Institute are to adapt a vision system designed originally for space robots to restore sight to the almost-blind. It's essentially a portable closed-circuit television system that will produce bright pictures directly in front of the eyes via what looks like wrap-around sunglasses. Instead of lenses, the sections covering the eyes will actually be small flat tv screens that the person will look at rather than look through.

What's even more ingenious than the display system is the camera system to pick up images of the outside world. Obviously no normal person would want to walk around with a standard tv camera mounted on a hat, and so a method had to be devised of disguising this inevitably bulky item. The answer researchers have come up with is to use tiny lenses and bundles of optical fibres embedded in each side of the spectacle frame where the front and ear pieces join. Light is then conveyed along the fibres to a c.c.d. camera in a pack worn on the hip or shoulder.

NASA's existing black and white version designed for remote handling applications in space will form the basis of the new vision aid. But before it can be of practical use for handicapped people on Earth the system will have to be converted to full colour and also made capable of a degree of video processing.

The team emphasizes that the portable vision aid is not intended to restore totally lost vision nor to correct the many optical defects that are more-or-less adequately dealt with by spectacles. The main function is to provide an increase in sensitivity for those who are almost blind. It's therefore a sort of picture amplifier.

Dr Robert Masoff, a researcher at the Johns Hopkins Wilmer Eye Institute says the new device should be able to help an estimated 2.5 million people in the USA alone. It won't however, only help those who have low visual sensitivity. Because of the video processing capability, it will be possible to enhance contrast or to accentuate edge effects or even introduce false colour to help those with specific forms of colour blindness.

The whole project, lasting five years and costing £11 million should, says its developers, lead to a practical device that is affordable by elderly people on fixed incomes. In more concrete terms they talk in terms of the cost of two colour television sets.

Memories that last for ever?

New memory chips being developed by various US companies could largely supersede erpmos. That's the view of some experts watching the emergence of experimental memories based on the ferroelectric effect. This is a property whereby certain crystals, materials such as lead zirconate titanate become polarized when subject to an externally-applied field. This polarization is non-volatile, but can be reversed by the application of a field of opposite polarity. In practice, ferroelectric materials behave rather like bistable capacitors with zero leakage. The only problems in developing a practical application for such seemingly ideal materials has been the slow 'write' speed and the rather indefinite polarization threshold.

Research into new and as yet secret materials is now coming up with some highly promising prototype rams offering high read/write speeds and non-volatility. Ramtron Corporation, one of the companies concerned, predicts that data stored in some of its chips will remain uncorrupted for 100 years or more.

As well as developing new materials, one of the important goals of research into ferroelectric rams has involved finding ways of integrating such materials into the memory circuits of existing technology. Here different researchers adopt different approaches, some favouring direct substitution of conventional capacitor elements, others use the ferroelectric material as a 'power-down' memory backup.

Either way, it looks as if it's just a matter of time before chips appear on the market that are much faster than today's erpmos and which can tolerate many more write cycles before they wear out. It also appears that a ferroelectric memory is radiation-hard, which will give it instant applications in space as well as the nuclear industry and military projects.

Electronic speech therapy

Significant advances in the use of a computer-based technique to aid speech therapy were described at the first National Symposium on the Clinical Applications of Electropalatography in Reading.

The symposium reviewed the work of 28 speech therapists and experimental phoneticians who use a technique called electropalatography (EPG), whereby an artificial palate with 62 electrodes is placed in the mouth and the contact of the tongue with the matrix of electrodes is recorded on a personal computer and displayed on the screen. The EPG system gives access to detailed and previously unobtainable information about tongue position on the roof of the mouth.

In speech therapy, a patient's abnormal pattern of tongue contact can be displayed alongside a model pattern which the therapist has produced using a separate EPG palate. This visual feedback therapy technique has been found to be particularly effective for children with developmental speech disorders, for those with cleft palate, and for stroke patients who have been left with speech problems.

An improved version of the EPG has resulted from progress made recently by a team comprising researchers from the IBM UK scientific centre in Winchester and from the department of linguistic science at Reading University.

Dr Bill Hardcastle, Reader in Linguistic Science at Reading University, told the symposium that advances in the EPG system mean that it is now a viable and proven technique for both therapy and speech research. EPG records have shown that individual speech sounds such as 't', 'k' and 's' have specific tongue contact patterns and that these patterns can change in predictable ways depending on a number of factors like how fast the person is speaking, and which sounds precede or follow, and so on. By comparing these patterns with those produced by a speaker with a speech disorder, the clinician is able to pin-point the nature of the errors more precisely than by using traditional procedures. The extra precision in diagnosis means that the clinician can now not only plan more efficient therapy but can also often gain valuable pointers as to the underlying cause of the disorder.

Computer biology?

Further evidence that today's sequential von Neumann computer architecture may be on the way out comes from the relatively recent re-emergence of interest in neural networks - attempts to model electronically the behaviour of neurons or nerve cells in the brain. Part of the aim is to try and gain insight into how the human 'computer' based on an incredibly slow logic element, can outperform machines at so many complex tasks. In fact, the more complex the task, the greater the brain's advantage. Try getting a machine to recognize someone it hasn't seen for 20 years!

One of the fascinating aspects
of neural networks is their unpredictability. Based as they usually are on thousands of interlinked processors, they aren't always susceptible to being analysed by conventional Boolean algebra. In fact neural networks - like their biological counterparts - are self-programmed to the extent that they can sometimes learn new and unsuspected tricks. All one has to do, it seems, is teach the machine by its own mistakes.

A recent example of this approach was an attempt by researchers at MIT and the University of California to build a neural network capable of imitating the brain's ability to locate objects in space. The network consisted of three layers of processors, one to accept input data, an uncommitted middle layer and an output layer to assemble the answers. Input data consisted of electronic analogues of eye position and visual field and, initially, the network was told what it was looking at, i.e. what 'answer' to expect. After about 1000 trial runs, the network had learned to recognize and locate some remarkably complex shapes.

Another intriguing aspect of these neural networks is their theoretical basis.

As I mentioned earlier, they don't readily yield to conventional mathematical analysis. Their properties do, however, show striking similarities to those of the materials that comprise bulk properties of matter such as temperature or pressure can be deduced from molecular behaviour, the behaviour of neural networks can sometimes be deduced from the way the individual constituent processors interact.

If all this seems a flight of journalistic neuronal fancy, consider one of the more advanced developments in the USA, a 'biological computer' at Carnegie-Mellon University. Not only does it combine and manipulate information in the same way that one would do, but many of the electronically identified cases of decay would yet be ready for filling. Nevertheless the now-validated technique offers great potential for catching early decay and treating it in other ways. But before you try starting to eat a set of Avo probes, I should point out that for accurate results the probe needs to be provided with a coaxial blast of dry air - a bit like a miniature MIG welder. Without that essential item the results are likely to send you rushing off prematurely to the nearest false teeth supplies!

Smashing space particles

Physicists at the Los Alamos National Laboratory have used a Van de Graaff generator to accelerate particles of iron 10 "m in diameter up to velocities of 10 m/s, a hundred times faster than a high-velocity bullet. The idea is to simulate what happens when a space probe hits the showers of micrometeorites.

When we think of collision damage, most of us think more naturally of cars, aeroplanes or perhaps missiles. But out in space these macro-scale collisions aren't always the best model. Nor are they necessarily a good basis from which to extrapolate. Free from atmospheric drag, space dust can reach truly enormous velocities, accelerated by the gravitational and electrical fields of the solar system.

Any O-level physics student knows that, in terms of damage caused, the size and velocity of a projectile are in no way equivalent. If you double the size of a colliding particle then it has double the inertia and causes roughly double the damage. On the other hand if you double the velocity of a given object it has the potential to inflict four times the damage. So even a particle the size of fine smoke can be lethal if it's travelling fast enough.

But in devising their latest experiments to accelerate smoke-sized particles of iron, the Los Alamos team were well aware that you can't just use O-level equations to extrapolate to the conditions found in space. A one-micron-sized particle travelling at 10 m/s, for example, vaporizes a target up to 1000 times its own weight. So it's scarcely just an extension of what happens every day on the M25!

By observing exactly what happens under these extreme conditions, the physicists hope to develop mathematical models to predict in detail the processes of melting and vaporization that take place. Prior to the construction of their 140 ton Van de Graaff machine, which has an energy level of 8MeV, the basic data was simply not available.

Although there is obviously a military interest in how to 'harden' spacecraft against the effects of natural micrometeorites, this latest work is definitely not the beginning of a new type of beam weapon. Particles travelling at 10 m/s can survive only in the vacuum of space. And as far as the prospect of putting a particle accelerator in orbit, the Los Alamos team question the desirability of launching a 140 ton gun that fires nothing but a puff of smoke!

Bog standard

In this enlightened age of sexual equality there are some things that obstinately refuse to be equalized. A statistical survey undertaken by the Engineering Department at Cornell University has revealed an important discrepancy between the relative time men and women spend in their respective rest rooms. Researcher Anh Tran, who lurked for hours with a stopwatch outside motorway loos in Washington State, says that men, on average, take 45 seconds (standard deviation 3.73) to use the facility, while women take 92 (s.d. 4.47). A university spokesman described this as 'significant'.

Tran has developed a simple computer program to make it easier for architects and designers to calculate the most appropriate ratio of male and female excretory facilities in any given area. The program runs on an Apple Macintosh and needs to be supplied with only the bare minimum of data.

One immediate conclusion is the need, in most situations, to alter the generally-accepted 50:50 ratio to something nearer 60:40 in favour of the ladies. Roll on the paperless office.

Research Notes is written by John Wilson of the BBC External Services science unit at Bush House, London.
The new Cavendish Automation development card carries a full symbolic Assembler and text editor as well as the MCS-BASIC 52 package. It will allow the user to write applications programmes in either BASIC or Assembler.

The text editor supports ORG, LOC, HIGH and LOW directives as well as the current location ($) and the + and - operators. Full source text editing is included, and the source file as well as assembly code may be blown into PROM/E-PROM on-card. A powerful feature of the system is that a function library of over 60 routines within the interpreter may be accessed using assembly language CALL instructions, enabling simple negotiation of floating point, logical operations, relational testing and many other routines.

So, for professional implementations at super-low cost, call us on (0480) 219457.
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A licence to lose money?

Among all the media hype surrounding d.b.s. from Astra and the BSB satellite, it is easy to forget the extent to which, only a few years ago, we were all being similarly persuaded of the wonders and imminent coming of the wired city with its wideband interactive electronic grid. There were endless articles and programmes about Warner's QUBE system. Far fewer marked its demise after a few years when Warner found they could not provide enough popular programming, while subscribers found the control pad too complex and did not take kindly to the pay-per-view concept rather than the monthly subscription basis of most American cable networks. Furthermore the scrambling-descrambling system degraded the picture quality to a tolerable degree.

Similarly, the INDAX system run by Cox Cable in San Diego, offering banking, shopping and pay-per-view facilities, was unable to convince many viewers that its programmes justified the expensive converter boxes.

Nevertheless, less ambitious forms of interactive cable are again expanding in the USA, most of the "return" paths using the normal telephone network or working on a store-and-forward basis rather than instantaneous service. Some 16 million homes were connected to such systems at the beginning of the year, but the full potential of the electronic grid seems as far away as ever. Even the efforts of American cable companies to provide data links for urban business users have so far failed to produce the predicted revenues.

The success of any television channel or video system depends in the long term on providing programmes capable of attracting and satisfying large numbers of viewers as well as being relatively cheap and easy to use. Provided that it is easy to operate, technology appears to play only a minor role. The Government's suggestion (since withdrawn) of changing BBC2 and Channel Four Television into satellite subscription services, while filling terrestrial channels flew deregulated, competing advertisement and sponsor funded channels flew in the face of American experience — and was a sure way to lower the quality of British television. More choice does not necessarily mean worse "free" programmes — but I would not bet on that!

The efforts over the past decade of Australian and Australian-born media moguls to move into US commercial broadcasting have been paralleled by their efforts to provide services in the Pacific islands. The Niugini Television Network in Papua, New Guinea, set up by the Parry Corporation at a cost of $9M closed down after four months as a non-viable operation. The Packer Group, taken over by Alan Bond, won the right to set up a service in Fiji in the face of stiff competition. This was due to start late last year but was cancelled following the military coup on the island. Now TV New Zealand is attempting to establish a Pacific regional service centred on Fiji, but finds that the Bond Group retains exclusive rights for twelve years.

US mast tragedy

Failures of very high television masts are fortunately rare in Europe and when they have occurred have usually not resulted in casualties. The American experience seems less happy.

Early in June a tragic accident brought down the new 610 metre triangular lattice mast of KTVO, Kirksville, north-east Missouri, resulting in the death of three workers who were fitting new bracing rods at a height of 146m. The £1.1M mast, one of a number of American television masts reaching the maximum height permitted by the FCC, was comparatively lightly braced. It carried two circularly-polarized antennas for the 100kW transmitters, some microwave dishes and an f.m. radio antenna. It served viewers in parts of Missouri, Illinois and Iowa. Services were restored on the earlier, lower mast which had not yet been dismantled.

Soon after the new mast was commissioned in September 1987, cracks were found in two bracing rods. After further cracks were detected, the decision was taken to replace all 1130 rods. It was during this work that a sudden slippage of the chain which was to hold the mast to twist and begin to collapse. Two of the riggers were crushed beneath the top 164m section of mast as it fell to the ground, becoming embedded to a depth of up to 5m. The third man jumped to his death from the work-basket.

A detailed report in New Civil Engineer (June 9) by Simon Mantagu notes that "the frequent collapse of US masts during maintenance or because of icing has in the past failed to raise the self-governing association EIA to action." He forecasts that lessons from the collapse of the KTVO mast seem unlikely to be passed on to the US engineering fraternity.

Four-bit digital audio

With linear p.c.m. coding, 14 bits with 32kHz sampling of a 15kHz audio channel results in a hit-rate of 418kbit/s. With d.p.c.m. coding this reduces to 256kbit/s. Delta modulation with adaptive pre-emphasis brings the rate down to 203kbit/s. In practice the CD stereo data rate is about 1.95Mbit/s. Nicam companding to 10 hits provides a stereo bit-rate of 228kbit/s. As noted in the February "Radio Broadcast" column, the Thomson Group has developed in Germany a form of adaptive transform coding providing a stereo data rate of 256kbit/s.

S.M.F. Smyth and J.V. McCann of Queen's University, Belfast are making strong claims ('Electronics Letters', 14 April, 493-5) for four-bit a.d.p.c.m. coding to give a hit-rate of 288kbit/s for a 15kHz channel directly applicable to the European ISDN telecommunications hierarchy. They claim the results they have achieved are of major importance not only for ISDN and broadcasting, but also for other digital audio technology including CD records and digital audio tape.

Their codec consists of a two-band quadrature mirror filter bank incorporating backward adaptive prediction and quantization in each sub-band. The audio signals are sampled at 32kHz and each 16-bit sample is filtered into two frequency bands, coded to four hits for transmission. Work is also in progress to implement this music codec in real time. It has already been shown that a full duplex implementation is possible on a single 100 nanosecond fixed-point d.p. The authors claim that their results clearly demonstrate the very high coding efficiency of sub-band a.d.p.c.m. when compared with digitally companded and a.d.m. schemes applied to high-fidelity music. They write: "We believe these findings are very significant and represent a major advance in digital audio technology, having immediate implications for ISDN, broadcasting and d.b.s. digital audio distribution. In addition a.d.p.c.m. is known to offer bit error immunity down to 1 in 107 without any form of protection or concealment, four or five orders of magnitude better than most p.c.m.-based systems... we seriously question the continuing viability of p.c.m. as a reliable and economic means of storing or transmitting high-quality digital audio."

The Electronics Letters report includes details of subjective listening tests which appear to show that music recovered from the four-bit coding is essentially indistinguishable from the original material. It would be interesting to see independent tests carried out, preferably based on the EBU test record ("Radio Broadcast", pages 936-938) on both the Thomson 256kbit/s stereo system and this latest contender. While the lower bit rates would be attractive for audio contribution and distribution networks, one wonders what the reaction would be to any suggestion at this stage of changing the existing standards for d.b.s. or terrestrial broadcasting? Already the Nicam 728 system is under threat from Rupert Murdoch's PAL plans for his Astra channels.

Television Broadcast is written by Pat Hawker.
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photomultiplier tubes</td>
<td>Travelling Wave tubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planar triodes</td>
<td>Triodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.F. Capacitors</td>
<td>Tube Sockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.F. Connectors</td>
<td>Vacuum Capacitors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Coping with e.m.c.?

An open day at the DTI's Kenley Radio Technology Laboratories near Whyteleafe, Surrey, revealed that the facilities capable of providing accurate type-approval checks and meeting all current and proposed e.m.c. radiation and immunity test needs. The facilities, now being offered on a commercial basis to industry for the pre-testing of equipment as seen as an essential requirement by the European Community EMC Directive is finally approved. (The draft is still being revised and it now looks unlikely that the Council's common position can be reached until at least September.) UK legislation will also be necessary if certain British Standards are to become enforceable. While Kenley is ready, the DTI has been one of the principal objectors to some clauses of the draft Directive. arguing inter alia that it cannot be enforced on all apparatus in the absence of national standards.

Yet as one of the Kenley demonstrations showed clearly, home computers currently on the UK market are failing by a wide margin to meet the still unenforceable BS6527:1984 covering radiation from information technology equipment. A popular computer was shown producing 40dB(μV) radiation at 128MHz, 10dB above the BS6527 limit, measured under specific conditions.

RTL's facilities, covering 9kHz to 22GHz, lean heavily on Hewlett Packard and Rohde & Schwarz spectrum analysers and measuring receivers. Chase Electronics assisted with a demonstration of VN-network and clamp techniques for measurement of cable-conducted emissions, showing clearly the wide spectrum of emissions from a switch-mode power supply. Plessey Assessment Services collaborated in a demonstration of electrostatic discharge testing in accordance with BS5897 Pt 5. Fundamental and harmonic radiation from microwave ovens (potentially a source of interference to 120GHz d.h.s. reception) is measured in a reverberation chamber with rotating vane, although RTL is not responsible for investigating the possible health hazards that could arise from defective door seals in old ovens.

Immunity testing of television receivers and other appliances is carried out with a large t.e.m. cell, although with no f.v.h.f. television in the UK, it seems odd that this is suitable for a source only up to 150MHz. A large environmental test chamber is used for bulkly equipment such as marine m.f./h.f. transmitters. Case radiation from transceivers can be measured down to a nano- volt to 1GHz by subtracting methods using a large corner reflector to minimize the effects of wall reflections etc. Receiver oscillator radiation from mobile and c.h. transceivers can be checked over the range 100kHz to 2GHz to determine that this does not exceed 2nW below 1GHz (20nW above 1GHz).

Kenley is also the base for the new Radio Investigation Service mobile laboratory, covering 9kHz to 40GHz and fitted with two pneumatic masts, one of which can extend up to 28m. There is a quiet-running on-board 3.5kW generator. Used to back up the RIS field teams, particularly for the investigation of industrial and radar interference, it surely represents good value at the standard RIS rate of £11 per engineer per hour.

Essentially Kenley remains a precision measurement laboratory rather than an e.m.c. design advice centre. But what may be needed most by small electrical and electronic appliance makers, when finally the EMC Directive and new UK legislation come into force, will be expert advice at an early design stage. The open day left one wondering whether Kenley is yet set up to meet this requirement, which calls for e.m.c. design specialists rather than precision instruments.

DTI has recently introduced new type approval testing procedures for land-mobile radio equipment. Type approval testing of MPT1300 series specifications can also be carried out by ERA Technology at Leatherhead; Plessey Technology Services at Fareham and RfPi Ltd at Basingstoke. DTI is introducing charges for all type approval testing at Kenley at rates subject to contract.

Superconducting dipoles

Theoretically, an electrically very short dipole antenna element could be as efficient as a resonant half-wave element. In practice, this cannot be achieved since there are always high r.f. ohmic losses in the element and matching network relative to the radiating resistance, which falls well below 110 for an electrically very short element. Clearly, a short element and associated matching lines without measurable r.f. ohmic resistance would greatly improve the efficiency.

A team at the University of Birmingham supported by ICI, technology is now tuned to a gain of 550MHz of 10.5dB (as against a comparable copper wire dipole) using one of the new "rare earth" superconducting ceramics: (Electronics Letters, 14 April, 1988, 460-1).

At room temperature the radiation resistance of the test antenna was 0.26Ω and the loss resistance 3.5Ω. When the copper element was reduced to the temperature of liquid nitrogen, without of course superconducting, a gain of 6dB was achieved.

Rising above the waves

Although e.l.f. waves can penetrate to a considerable depth under the surface of the sea, they provide only a one-way radio link with submarines and then only at an extremely low data rate. For two-way communications, submarines still depend on raising an antenna above the waves. Yet, today, as A.J. Meaden points out in PESL New Technology (Spring 1988): "The strategic importance now assumed by nuclear-powered submarines, particularly of the ballistic missile-armed type, has placed them in a role where an individual vessel can have international impact undreamt of at the end of the second world war. It follows that the ability to communicate with these submarines at virtually any moment during the day or night is completely essential to their operation."

As the events surrounding the sinking of the Belgrano in 1982 showed, radio communication with submarines is still often only intermittently successful. A.J. Meaden notes that communication depends on either a buoyant antenna tower towed behind a deeply-submerged vessel, with problems of manoeuvrability and recovery, or with a mast-mounted antenna raised from the bridge-lin when the vessel is at periscope depth.

Plessey has developed a new integrated communications mast, MoD designation AU), which is free-floated and of glass-reinforced-plastics construction. The unit can still not penetrate the hull and has a fair profile that overcomes lateral vibration due to shedding of Karm series. It can carry m.f., h.f., u.h.f., u.h.f. and disseminated navigation and satellite communication antennas. Two hand radar-absorbent material tuned to anticipated "enemy" frequencies has resulted from collaboration with Plessey Microwaves Materials, Towneley. The u.h.f./d-band antenna comprises a conical log spiral design at the top of the mast with a broadband dipole for long-of-sight, low-angle radiation along the axis of the cone. An h.f. whip antenna extends above the mast when required.

RSGB's 75th anniversary

By the time these notes appear, the 75th anniversary of the founding by four pre-first world war experimental amateurs of the Wireless Society of London (it became the Radio Society of Great Britain in November 1922) will have been duly celebrated by a series of events starting with a three-day convention at NEC in Birmingham, opened by the society's patron, Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh. This year, even the society's annual general meeting, until now always held in London, may depart the capital - perhaps a sign that the amateur movement is in its need to regain the interest of the younger generations, is finding it increasingly difficult to decide where its future lies.
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A.m. stereo: what went wrong?

Robert Streeter, who developed the Magnavox medium-wave stereo system, has commented in IEEE Spectrum (June 1988) on the reports that a.m. stereo in the USA is in the doldrums, with little interest being shown by the vast majority of listeners ("Radio broadcast", July 1988). The Magnavox AM-ON system was initially selected by the FCC in 1980 as the American standard; but, following strong opposition from the other contenders, the ruling was withdrawn and in 1982 it was announced that the choice would be left to the marketplace.

Streeter writes: "If all interested parties had settled down to producing an a.m. stereo system in 1980, then a.m. broadcasting would have had a much better chance to be equal to f.m. stereo in the ears of the listening public before its tale to near oblivion.

He contends that none of the a.m. stereo systems authorized by the FCC in 1982 is flawless but that the same could be said of NTSC colour television or f.m. pilot-tone stereo. 'Yet these other systems have survived the consumer well and have made a great deal of money for manufacturers... There are ways to hide the flaws in each of the a.m. stereo systems sufficiently to prevent the consumer from being annoyed.' The National AM Stereophonic Radio Committee was set up in 1975 charged with assessing the flaws in each of the a.m. stereo systems sufficiently to prevent the consumer from being annoyed.

The EBU CD test record

For many years both SMPTE and EBU have produced sets of colour slides carefully selected to provide very critical tests of television systems. Such slides play an important role in the comparison of colour encoding techniques and later in devising the digital standards.

The EBU's ad hoc Group V3 SQAM has now produced a Compact Disc record containing 60 minutes of material for the subjective assessment of both analogue and digital audio systems. The 70 segments intended for use in accordance with the procedures detailed in CCIR Recommendation 562 comprise: alignment signals; audio signals: 36 segments of single instruments; vocal segments with and without orchestral accompaniment; solo instruments with orchestral, orchestral and pop music segments.

The EBU committee believes that subjective listening tests are often essential when assessing high-quality audio systems and that the choice of test sequences profoundly affects the result. It contends that only if the same test sequences are used can different listening tests be compared meaningfully. The EBU record contains sequences selected to reveal a variety of defects. The recording was made directly in digital form using a Sony PCM 16130 coder and VOS 5800 Linear recorder.

CD life span?

It has been the claim of the recording industry that CD records not only provide near-immune sound quality but, having no physical contact with the laser, will last indefinitely without degradation. However, there have been rumours that a few optical discs have appeared to degrade rapidly, due to what has been called 'laser rot', a misleading term, since the problem seems to arise from exposure of the aluminium layer to the air as a result of defective application of the protective lacquer.

A more serious allegation was sprung on the public in The Guardian (June 29) suggesting that a significant proportion of existing discs can be expected to fail in eight to ten years time as a result of contamination of the lacquer by the ink used to print the 'labels', leading to pin holes and consequent oxidation of the aluminium surface. Sony and Philips, who receive royalties on all CD records, insist that no problems are likely to arise with records made correctly to the agreed specification. While there is clearly the noise of commercial axes being ground within the industry, with Nimbus claiming that accelerated life tests have indicated that there could be a problem, those who have built a library of CD records must be counting the years with some anxiety.

Digital audio tape (DAT) may not be an answer since Rafael Sanso, chief engineer of the OIKIT Technical Centre in Prague, recently wrote of digital audio: "Certain aspects require further study... It is still not known what causes partial signal drops in magnetic tapes used after a storage time of several months."

The French consultant engineer Marc Chaunier, who has worked in television since 1930, has discussed the futuristic possibility of a sound and image recording system entirely free of electromagnetic elements (IEEE Trans., on Consumer Electronics, May 1988, 298-301). He dismisses the solution of electronic memory because of the difficulties of congestion of the memory, its connections to the reading device and the prohibitive costs of manufacture. His proposed solution adopts the principle of analogue modulation, after conversion to digital form, photographically recorded as a matrix on a square or rectangular film or transparency.

He recognizes that the practical implementation of such a system for more than a few seconds of audio signals depends on reducing the size of the picture element (pixel) from the fraction of a millimetre possible today to only a few microns. He comments: "This would seem utopian today, but tomorrow...?"

Solar radio set-back

Lack of help from specialized plastics firms, which are often associated with battery manufacturers, is blamed by UNESCO for the problems experienced in developing a low-cost radio receiver powered from the sun and suitable for manufacture and sale in the poorer countries of the Third World. The UK withdrew from UNESCO in 1985.

UNESCO has spent about $25,000 in developing the prototype of a simple receiver intended to be retailed at less than $20. AEG of West Germany, with a factory in China, has developed a suitable polycrystalline silicon solar array. Porsche agreed to design a special plastics cabinet for $5000 but UNESCO has been unable to find a specialist manufacturer willing to produce a production mould for the cabinet within its budget. The organization claims that Siemens was "not interested", Alcatel, the French multinational company which now owns ITT, Telefunken and Schaub Lorenz, did not respond. Thomson wanted $1 million.

In recent years UNESCO has pioneered solar-powered 10 watt v.h.f./f.m. transmitters for Kenya, Burundi, Sri Lanka, Togo and Ghana.

Radio Broadcast is written by Pat Hawker.
Broadband instrumentation amplifier

This design avoids the compromise between c.m.r.r. and bandwidth that characterizes conventional instrumentation amplifiers made from op-amps.

NANNO HERDER

Instrumentation amplifiers made from op-amps generally consist of an input-buffer pair followed by a differential amplifier stage, Fig. 1.

It is rather difficult to realize a differential amplifier with a high rejection factor for common-mode signals combined with a wide frequency range, mainly due to the op-amp's non-symmetrical structure. Therefore, it is desirable to make use of an input-buffer pair which already has a high common-mode rejection ratio. However, a common-mode component always remains equal to that at the input \((V_1 + V_2)/2\), Fig. 1. So a high c.m.r.r. calls for a high differential gain of the buffer \((a = 1)\), but with the drawback of a reduced bandwidth.

This common-mode component is greatly reduced in the new circuit of Fig. 2. Op-amp IC₃ provides a large amount of feedback for common-mode signals in the buffer stage. In this way a high rejection factor can be obtained with low gain, maintaining a high bandwidth. Output of each of the two buffers consists primarily of the difference of the inputs; as a result the following differential amplifier is less critical.

Amplifier IC₃, whose non-inverting input can be considered as a virtual earth, forces the sum of the buffer-outputs to zero. It can be shown that with unequal \(R\), resistors the common-mode component at the output of the buffers remains low, even in the extreme case that one \(R\) is removed. However, the non-symmetrical structure of the circuit then leads to a reduced c.m.r.r. at higher frequencies.

Despite having more components, the circuit needs no extra adjustments for a good balance, and the two additional resistors \(R₃\) do not need very careful matching. Addition of IC₃ does not degrade noise performance nor does it increase offset errors. Care must be taken to guarantee the stability of the circuit.

Circuits have been built using NE5534 op-amps which have high output drive capability, low noise and high open-loop bandwidth. The latter feature is desirable for a good high-frequency common-mode rejection figure. In the practical circuit, IC₃ needed a stability capacitor (with \(a = 1\)). With careful circuit-board layout and power-supply decoupling, a c.m.r.r. of 100dB at 100kHz and 80dB at 50kHz and a bandwidth of 1MHz is obtainable.

I recommend the use of low-valued resistors \((-1kΩ\)) to reduce balance errors due to stray capacitances and to maintain a low noise level. The new buffer circuit can also be used as a precision balanced driver, e.g. for audio purposes. With one grounded input, two \(180^\circ\) out of phase signals can be obtained from the outputs of the buffers.

![Fig. 1. Conventional instrumentation amplifiers made from op-amps usually consist of an input buffer pair followed by a differential stage.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Adding an op-amp to the conventional instrumentation amplifier configuration provides a high common-mode rejection ratio over a wide frequency range. Output of IC₃ is proportional to the common-mode component at the input and can be used for an overrange indication.](image2)
**MODEMS**

All modems carry a full BT approval.

**MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY WS Range**

WS4000 V21/23 (Hayes Compatible)
- Intelligent, Auto Dial-Auto Answer
- £149 (b)

WS4000 V21/23 Professional As WS4000 with EBD and battery back up for memory
- £245 (b)

WS4030 V23 Professional As WS4000 V21/23 but with 1200 baud full duplex
- £450 (b)

WS4030 V23 bis Professional As WS4000 V21/23 and 2400 baud full duplex
- £595 (b)

WS4032 V22 Professional As WS3000 but with 1200/1200
- £350 (b)

WS4032 V22 Professional As WS3000 but with 2400/2400
- £450 (b)

WS4030 V21/23 Manual Modem
- £95 (b)

DATA Cable for WS series/PC or XT
- £10 (b)

**DATATALK Comms Package**

* All included with any of the above modems

**PACE Nightingale Modem V21/V23**
- Manual

**I.D. CONNECTORS**

**SOFTY II**

This low cost interface expansion pack can program 2516, 2532, 2732 and 2832 with an assembler. 2532 and 2832 (Displays 12 bit byte capacity). The interface is simple to use and very flexible. It can control any PC's and can be configured as an assembler, cassette interface or any other mode on the system. It can be used as a user interface, cassette interface or any other mode on the system.

**SPECIAL OFFER**

2724-25 £3.00 (b);
2712-25 £5.00 (b);
2724LP-25 £5.00 (b)

**TECHNOLINE VIEWDATA SYSTEM. TEL: 01-450 9764**

Using 'Prestel' type protocols. For information and orders — 24 hour service, 7 days a week
## TECHNOMATIC LTD

MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW10 1EL

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW10

(Tel: 01-288 1177) Telex: 922800 Tel: 01-723 0233

305 EDGW ARE ROAD, LONDON W2

PLEASE ADD 50p p&p & 15% VAT

(Export: no VAT, p&p at Cost)

Orders from Government Depts & Colleges etc. welcome.

Detailed Price List on request

Stock items are normally by return of post.

ENTER 45 ON REPLY CARD

--

### LINEAR ICs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74ALS54</td>
<td>4-Bit Buffer</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74ALS138</td>
<td>4:1 MUX</td>
<td>£2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74ALS157</td>
<td>4-Bit Full Adder</td>
<td>£3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74ALS244</td>
<td>8-Bit Parity Check</td>
<td>£1.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COMPUTER COMPONENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8088</td>
<td>16-Bit CPU</td>
<td>£14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2718</td>
<td>256K EPROM</td>
<td>£22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8755</td>
<td>8-Bit Decoder</td>
<td>£12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BUSES & DECODERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74LS240</td>
<td>8-Bit Bus</td>
<td>£5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS373</td>
<td>8-Bit Bus</td>
<td>£3.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CRYSTALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1005</td>
<td>10.00MHz Crystal</td>
<td>£1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>20.00MHz Crystal</td>
<td>£2.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TRANSISTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2N3904</td>
<td>PNP Transistor</td>
<td>£0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N3904</td>
<td>PNP Transistor</td>
<td>£0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MODULATORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2222</td>
<td>2222 Modulator</td>
<td>£5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2222</td>
<td>2222 Modulator</td>
<td>£4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VOLTAGE REGULATORS

**Fixed Voltage Plastic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7805</td>
<td>5V Regulator</td>
<td>£2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7812</td>
<td>12V Regulator</td>
<td>£3.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fixed Voltage Plastic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7805</td>
<td>5V Regulator</td>
<td>£2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7812</td>
<td>12V Regulator</td>
<td>£3.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OTHER REGULATORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79L05</td>
<td>5V Linear Regulator</td>
<td>£3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79L12</td>
<td>12V Linear Regulator</td>
<td>£4.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OTHERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74HC00</td>
<td>Quad 2-Input AND</td>
<td>£2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC04</td>
<td>Quad 2-Input OR</td>
<td>£2.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OPTO ELECTRONICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74HC547A</td>
<td>Opto-Isolator</td>
<td>£2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC547A</td>
<td>Opto-Isolator</td>
<td>£3.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TURNED PIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74HC547A</td>
<td>Opto-Isolator</td>
<td>£2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC547A</td>
<td>Opto-Isolator</td>
<td>£3.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WIRE WRAP SOCKETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74HC547A</td>
<td>Opto-Isolator</td>
<td>£2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC547A</td>
<td>Opto-Isolator</td>
<td>£3.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS VACANT:** £27 per single column centimetre (min. 3cm).

**LINE advertisements (run on):** £5.50 per line. minimum £48 (prepayable).

**BOX NUMBERS:** £15 extra. (Replies should be addressed to the Box Number in the advertisement; e: Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS).

**PHONE:** PETER HAMILTON, 01-661 3033 (DIRECT LINE)

Cheques and Postal Orders payable to REED BUSINESS PUBLISHING and crossed.

---

**YOU CAN LIVE DOWN UNDER...**

---

Increasingly multinational, high technology companies are considering their Australian subsidiaries an integral part of their global strategy. So it is with our client - a world leader in telecommunications. The career positions briefly detailed below are all based in Sydney and offer an intellectually stimulating work environment, and of course a life style second to none! Compensatory salaries, relocation assistance and a real opportunity to broaden your career and personal horizons make this an opportunity you should not miss.

**RF DESIGN ENGINEER**

An experienced RF or Analogue Design Engineer to join the development team for new Radio Communications Network Products is urgently sought.

**SYSTEMS ENGINEER (PABX)**

A senior role to attract an engineer experienced with digital hardware design and real-time assembler programming. Excellent management career prospects.

**TECHNICIANS**

Assisting the above design engineers with prototyping, lab and field testing, and pre/post production activities is challenging and career building. Experience in one or more of the following fields is essential - RF/Digital Hardware/Software Maintenance/PABX.

For further details telephone Philip Campbell B.E. (Comms) on 010 61 2 95 95 111 between 8.30 a.m. and 5.30 p.m. local time, or write to Executive Consulting Services P.L, Level 19 Northpoint, 100 Miller St, Nth Sydney NSW 2060, Australia (Fax: 010-61-2-9664319).

*All applications are treated in the strictest confidence.*

---

**PAGING YOUR FUTURE!**

Our Client, one of the leaders in National Digital Paging Systems, is seeking additional Engineers as part of its expansion plan.

**Field Service Engineers**

London, S. East & Manchester

With 2-3 years RF equipment servicing experience you will service and support transmitter stations throughout designated areas of the UK. Some computer/peripheral knowledge would be helpful. Good customer skills are essential as is the ability to work on your own initiative. Excellent career development prospects will also be available.

**Peripheral Test Technicians**

Based at the service centre in NW London, you will undertake component level repairs on a range of peripheral devices associated with digital paging networks. Some RF experience would be useful, but not essential.

For further information contact Ray McKenney on (0960) 67006 or send your CV to Southern Recruitment (Milton Keynes) Ltd, 516 Elder Gate, Elder House, Central Milton Keynes.

---

**Hardware/Software/Systems**

£9,000 - £25,000

As a leading recruitment consultancy we have a wide selection of opportunities for high calibre Design, Development, Systems and supporting staff throughout the U.K. If you have experience in any of the following then you should be talking to us for your next career move.

**ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE • IMAGE PROCESSING • ANALOGUE DESIGN**

- MICRO HARDWARE & SOFTWARE • GUIDED WEAPONS
- C • PASCAL • ADA • RF & MICROWAVE • ELECTRO-OPTICS • SIMULATION
- C • C • REAL TIME PROGRAMMING • SYSTEMS ENGINEERING • ACOUSTICS • SONAR • RADAR • SATELLITES • AVIONICS • CONTROL • ANTENNA
- VLSI DESIGN

Opportunities exist with National and international consultancy companies offering excellent salaries and career advancement.

To be considered for these and other requirements contact John Spencer or Stephen Morley or forward a detailed CV in complete confidence quoting Ref. WW/101.

STS Recruitment. Telephone: (0962) 69478 (24hrs), 85 High Street, Winchester, Hampshire SO23 9AP.

---

**DEPUTY CHIEF ENGINEER**

Telemotive UK Ltd is a growing company within the Davy Corporation and leads the market for industrial remote control. We are extending our product range and markets with an exciting range of electronic control equipment for the 1990s and we require an engineer, preferably chartered, to lead this important development and to liaise with marketing, commercial and production activities.

Experience in radio frequency and infrared transmission, microprocessor application and software development will be ideal, as will be proven capabilities in project management. Familiarity with industrial motor control and drives is very desirable. The ability to evaluate and solve our customers' application problems is essential, as is an appreciation of other engineering disciplines such as mechanical and drawing office work.

This new position will carry an attractive remuneration package including car, pension scheme and relocation expenses where appropriate. If you can meet the challenge we offer, please write enclosing CV to:

**Tim Rowley, Managing Director (Ref: ELW1).**

Telemotive UK Ltd, Riverdene Industrial Estate. Molesey Road. Hersham. Walton-on-Thames. Surrey KT12 4RY.
Wanted urgently
Practical people for the Third World.

Many people want to help the Third World. But relatively few can offer the kind of help wanted most: the handing on of skills and professions which lead to self-reliance.

You could make this priceless contribution by working with VSO.

Current requests include:
- Electronics Instructors
- Ultra-sound Technician
- Refrigeration/Technician
- TV Engineers
- Radio/Technician
- TV Engineers
- Radio/Technician
- Refrigeration/Technician
- TV Engineers

For more details, please complete and return this advertisement to: Enquiries Unit, VSO, 9 Belgrave Square, London SW1X 8PW.

Conditions of work: • Pay based on local rates • Posts are for a minimum of 2 years • You should be without dependants • Many employers will grant leave of absence.

I'm interested. I have the following training/experience:

Name
Address

CLIVEDEN

Technical Recruitment

TEST ENGINEER
Essex

Fault find and repair fault find radar modules and subsystems. to £11,000

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
Essex

Experience of electronics production and processes. Knowledge of computerised stock control systems. Vetting of sub-contractors. £13,000

INSTALLATION ENGINEER
Berks

Wiring and assembly of computer cabling (RS232/RS422) for a wide variety of commercial companies. Travel throughout Thames Valley. £9,000+

TEST ENGINEER
Berks

Fault find and repair computer add-ons. £10,000 - R.F. ENGINEERS
throughout Southern England

Several opportunities exist within commercial and military companies for engineers with any experience of the following: Cellular radio, speech synthesis, VHF/UHF commms telephones. to £17,000

FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER
Surrey

Repair and service of IBM compatible pcs. £18,000

Hundreds of other Electronic vacancies

Salary: £6,376-£6,957 pa (pay award pending)

Hampshire County Council pursues a policy of equality of opportunity and welcomes applications from people with disabilities.

Full details and application form from Personnel Office (ext 225).

Closing date: 8th September 1988.

Cosham, Portsmouth PO6 2SA
Telephone: (0705) 383131
HAVING DIFFICULTY OBTAINING AN OBSELETE Valve/TRANSISTOR/L.C.?  
We may be able to locate rare types! Delivery either as stock (1-2 days) or from our overseas sources (5-8 days).

WE ALSO STOCK ALL POPULAR TYPES - USUALLY THE LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

We try harder to locate rare types! Delivery either ex stock 1-21 days or from our average source. 15% do not use. 

WANTED
Magnetrons. KI,11.er aye tubes .loo altrektni Free advice re equivalents etc. (we're specialised in valves and transistors since 1962).

We also stock all popular types - usually the lowest prices anywhere.

NEW BROAD-GAPARED VALVES. GOOD QUALITY BRANDS (ILLUSTRATED)

Phone/fax/desire immediate quote on any type not listed - ask Martin Billington

Please call 01702 528854 or 73254355. Telephone order enquiry using VISA, BARCLAYCARD (see ACCESS INQUIRIES). We always charge the lower priority. If we close firm, all products insured (at our expense) against damage in transit.

ARTICLES FOR SALE

FREE ADVICE RARE TYPES. (WE'VE SPECIALISED IN VALVES AND TRANSISTORS SINCE 1962.)

We try harder to locate rare types! Delivery either ex stock 1-21 days or from our average source. 15% do not use.

WELCOME the opportunity to quote.

TURN YOUR SURPLUS

To "Electronics & Wireless World" Classified Advertisement Dept., Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS

- RATE £6 PER LINE. Average six words per line. Minimum £48 (payable).
- Name and address to be included in charge if used in advertisement.
- Box No. Allow two words plus £15.
- Cheques, etc., payable to "Reed Business Publishing" and cross "& Co." 15% VAT to be added.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Use this Form for your Sales and Wants

PLEASE INSERT THE ADVERTISEMENT INDICATED ON FORM BELOW

To "Electronics & Wireless World" Classified Advertisement Dept., Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS

- Rate £6 PER LINE. Average six words per line. Minimum £48 (payable)
- Name and address to be included in charge if used in advertisement.
- Box No. Allow two words plus £15.
- Cheques, etc., payable to "Reed Business Publishing" and cross "& Co." 15% VAT to be added.

NAME
ADDRESS

REMITTANCE VALUE
ENCLOSED

PleaSE Write in Block Letters. CLASSIFICATION NUMBER OF INSERTIONS

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

942
What Do Next Year's Graduates Think Of Your Company's Image?

The fact is good graduates are spoilt for choice. To stay one step ahead in the race for good graduates it is ESSENTIAL that YOUR company maintains the highest profile possible.

Technology Graduate is the ONLY magazine for ALL graduates pursuing hi-tech careers. 32,000 full-colour copies of Technology Graduate hit EVERY single campus in the UK at the three most crucial points throughout the academic year – that’s every term.

To help YOU maintain YOUR all-important corporate image, Technology Graduate has devised a superb financial discount package.

Whether you need one or one hundred, if you’re serious about graduate recruitment call us now:

PAUL SISONS 01-661 3406/3112  
CLARE BUTLER 01-661 3402

Winter issue delivery date is 24th October 1988  
(Copy Deadline – 17th October)
INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

Appointments Vacant Advertisements appear on pages 836-839
**WALLMOUNT DOUBLE SIDEBAND TELEVISION MODULATOR**

**PRICES FROM ONLY £104.53 (excluding VAT & carriage)**

**19" RACK MOUNT CRYSTAL CONTROLLED VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND TELEVISION MODULATOR**

**PRICES FROM £203.93 (excluding VAT & carriage)**

- **CCIR/3**
  - 1 Modulator: £203.93
  - 2 Modulators: £260.64

**19" RACK MOUNT VHF/UHF TELEVISION DEMODULATOR**

**PRICE AT ONLY £189.00 (excluding VAT & carriage)**

**CHANNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER**

- **TCFL2**: 2 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveler, Insertion loss 3.5dB
- **TCFL4**: 4 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveler, Insertion loss 3.5dB

**TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD**

**BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET, OLDHAM, ENGLAND.**

**TEL: 061-652 3221**

**TELEX: 669911**

**FAX: 061-626 1736**
“It’s a pretty small battery-powered PROM programmer – so what?”

Tools which are convenient get used a lot – that justifies their existence. There is no way we could explain all the usefulness of S3 here. Instead, if you’re interested we’re going to let you see it, use it and evaluate it in your own workshop. We went to a lot of trouble to design S3 just the way it is – no other PROMMER is all CMOS and all SMT. So we must be convinced that S3 would be a formidable addition to your armoury. Now all we have to do is to convince you.

“Such a little thing can’t be powerful, like a big bench-programmer – er – can it?”

Yes, it can. It is more powerful. S3 leaves other prommers streets behind. S3 has continuous memory, which means that you can pick it up and carry-on where you left off last week. S3 has a huge library EPROMS and EEPROMS. S3 can blow a hundred or more PROMS without recharging. S3 also works remotely, via RS232. There’s a DB25 socket on the back. All commands are available from your computer (through a modem, even). Also S3 helps you develop and debug microsystems by memory-emulation.

“What’s this memory-emulation, then?”

It’s a technique for Microprocessor Prototype Development, more powerful than ROM emulation, especially useful for single-chip “piggy back” micros. You plug the lead with the 24/28 pin header in place of the ROM/RAM. You chip the Flying-Write- Lead to the microprocessor and you’re in business. The code is entered using either the keyboard or the serial interface. Computer-assembled files are downloaded in standard format – ASCII, BINARY, INTELHEX, MOTOROLA, TEKHEX. Your microprocessor can WRITE to S3 as well as READ. You can edit your variables and stack as well as your program, if you keep them all in S3. S3 can look like any PROM up to 64K bytes, 25 or 27 series. Access is 100ns – that’s really fast. Memory-emulation is cheap, it’s universal and the prototype works “like the real thing”.

S3 loads its working programs out of a PROM in its socket, like a computer loads from disk. Software expansion is unlimited. Upgrades will come in a PROM. Programs can be exchanged between users. How’s that for upgradability?

“Can I change the way it works?”

You surely can. We keep no secrets. System Variables can be “fiddled.” New programming algorithms can be written from the keyboard. Voltages are set in software by DACs. If you want to go in deeper, a Developers’ Manual is in preparation which will give source-code, BIOS calls, circuit-diagrams, etc. We expect a lively trade in third-party software e.g. dis-assemblers, break-point-setters and single-steppers for various micros. We will support a User Group.

“I’m bound to let the battery go flat.”

Quite so. But in practice it doesn’t matter. S3 switches off after a half-hour of non-use anyway, or when the battery gets low. You don’t lose your data. Then a slow-charge overnight or boost-charge for three hours will restore full capacity. You can keep using it when charging. So there really is no problem.

“I already have a programmer.”

Pity it doesn’t have S3 features, eh? But here’s a trick worth knowing. If you plug S3’s EMULead into the master socket of a ganger then you get an S3 with gang capacity. Isn’t production separate from development anyway?

“It looks nice. Will I be disappointed?”

Dataman tools are designed to be used by Engineers. Not just sold to Management. Have you ever been misled by some mouthwatering ad for a new product? Great artwork and exciting promises which feed your fancy? On impulse you buy and when the thing arrives you feel let down. The picture looked better. The claims are hardly justified; not exactly misrepresentation, just poor implementation. But you’ve bought it. And you’re stuck with it. It stays in the cupboard, most of the time. So how about this: buy S3 and use it for up to a month. If you’re not still thrilled then you can have your money back.

“Refund in the first month! How can you offer that?”

We trust S3 to fire your enthusiasm. We trust you not to use us as a free hire-service. We bet you won’t send it back. How would you manage without it?

“These things cost a fortune and take months to arrive.”

We wouldn’t get you all excited and then let you down. It Costs £495 plus VAT. That includes P & P, Charger, EMULead, Write Lead and a HELP program in ROM. S3 is in stock. Buy it today. Use it tomorrow. (That’s a fair promise. But please reserve product by phone or telex to make it come true).

Softy3 is here!

Lombard House, 
Cornwall Rd. 
DORCHESTER 
Dorset DT1 1RX. 
Phone 0305 68066 Telex 418442 
If you purchase while this ad is current, you have 28 days to examine the goods and return them for refund. Carriage will be charged at cost. The right to charge the cost of refurbishment of damaged goods is reserved.